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Preface 

The Gulf Shrimp Management Plan Task Force was established when the Gulf State-Federal 
Fisheries Management Board approved a project proposal for development of a Gulf Shrimp 
Management Plan. Representatives of each of the five Gulf States' management agencies, the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, and individuals from several universities made uivaluable con
tributions of time and expertise to development of the plan. The Technical Support Specialist of 
the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council also actively participated in the plan formula
tion. During the plan preparation, liaison was maintained with the shrimp industry constituency 
of the entire Gulf area. 

The Task Force and staff were comprised of the following members and alternates: 

Claude J. Boudreaux, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Charles Caillouet, National Marine Fisheries Service 
J. Y. Christmas, Staff, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
Richard Condrey, Center for Wetlands Resources, LSU, Baton Rouge 
David Etzold, Staff, University of Southern Mississippi 
Charles R. Futch, Florida Department of Natural Resources 
Wade L. Griffin, Department of Agricultural Economics, Texas A&M 
Jack Greenfield, National Marine Fisheries Service 
Steve Heath, Alabama Marine Resources Division 
Paul J. Hooker, National Marine Fisheries Service 
Roy Johnson, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 
Conrad L Juneau, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Frank S. Kennedy, Florida Department of Natural Resources 
Terrance R Leary, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department; Gulf of 

Mexico Fisheries Management Council 
Jam es Lyon, National Marine Fisheries Service 
James T. McBee, Staff, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
Mike Orbach, National Marine Fisheries Service 
Michael L. Parrack, National Marine Fisheries Service 
William S. Perret, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
Charles Rockwood, Florida State University 
Harry Schafer, Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
J. R Stevens, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 
Hugh A. Swingle, Alabama Department of Conservation 
Wayne Swingle, Alabama Department of Conservation 
Bill Turner, National Marine Fisheries Service 
Tom VanDevender, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
Richard S. Waller, Staff, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
Charles White, Louisiana Departm~nt of Wildlife and Fisheries 

In developing the contents of this plan and in writing the document, each member of the Task 
Force contributed in the area of his expertise and in discussions that resulted in changes of draft 
material. Thus, any assignment of authorship must include all members of the Task Force and the 
planning staff. 

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission made arrangements for all Task Force workshops and, 
under contract with National Marine Fisheries Service, funded travel for state agency representatives. 
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Plan development relied heavily on three documents. ''The Shrimp Fishery. of ·the South 
Atlantic United States: A Regional Management Plan (Eldridge and Goldstein, Editors, 1975) and 
"The Shrimp Fishery of the Southeastern United States: A Management Planning Profile" (Calder, 
Eldridge and Joseph, Editors, 1974) provided modelsfor development of the Gulf Shrimp Manage
ment Plan. Special thanks to the editors and authors who contributed to development of the South 
Atlantic Shrimp Plan. 

Information was also freely used from the Shrimp Resource Assessment (SRA)° Program 
(Technical Coordinating Committee, Gulf States Marine Fishe.ries Commission, June 1976). Our 
indebtedness to the many people who contributed to development of that draft paper is hereby 
acknowledged. 

Additional direct workshop and review participation by the shrimp fishery community were 
accomplished by Iour special workshop sessions held at locations selected by State and fishery 
organization representatives for the convenience . of shrimp fishermen and other industry ·con
stituents in each of the five States. In general, it was evident that most problems are common to all 
of the Gulf States. The tentative lists developed by the Task Force, with few exceptions, were the 
same as those developed from direct industry input. 

Emerging problems as well as long established ones were incorporated in the plan. For example, 
bottom obstructions on fishing grounds had not been considered by the task force until direct 
industry input was received (see Chapter 3, 3.2 and Chapter 7, Table 24, task 0-5). Nor had the 
Task Force previously included the problems inherent in the need for diversification of effort 
because the shrimp fleet has been expanded due to the movement of many domestic vessels from 
foreign fishing grounds to U.S. Gulf waters (see Chapter 3, 3.2 and Chapter 7, Table· 24, task E-6). 
These and other problems identified QY the fishery community have been incorporated into the 
plan. We are especially grateful to those fishermen, processors, organization officials and others 
who took the time to participate in workshops and to review early drafts of this document. 

Dr. Ted Ford, chairman of the Technical Coordinating Committee, Gulf States Marine Fisheries 
Commission, attended Task Force and industry workshop sessions and offered valuable suggestions 
and advice. . 

Bill Turner, National Marine Fisheries Service Regional Office, not only served as a member of 
the Task Force, but provided continuing liaison with Nati6nal Marine Fisheries Service at all levels. 

The assistance of Buck Byrd, with his ,continuing interest in Regional Management under the 
State-Federal management concept, is gratefully acknowledged. 

Special commendation and our thanks to Terry McBee and Richard Waller who, as members of 
the Task Force planning staff, bore the brunt of the multi-faceted task of completing this document. 

Some others, but undoubtedly not all, who have our thanks are Joe Colson, former Director, 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries. Commission; Harmon Shields, Florida Department of Natural Re
sources; Wayne and Hugh Swingle, Alabama Department of Natural Resources; Richard Leard, 
Mississippi Marine Conservation Commission; Burton Angelle and Dr. Lyle St. Amant, Louisiana 
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries; Clayton Garrison and Tom Moore, Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Commission; Charles H. Lyles, Director, Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission; and Bill 
Stevenson, Director, Southeast Region, National Marine Fisheries Service. 

Development of this plan provided for recommendation of specific strategic procedures. 
Identification of alternate regulatory needs, their evaluation and implementation are functions of 
the management entity selected by appropriate authorities to implement this plan. 

This study was supported by a contract agreement from U.S. Department of Commerce, 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Marine Fisheries Service issued to the 
Mississippi Marine Conservation Commis;ion (MMCC) for execution by Gulf Coast Research 
Laboratory with professional planning from University of Southern Mississippi. 
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J. Y. Christmas, Principal Investigator 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 

David J. Etzold, Chief Planner 
University of Southern Mississippi 
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Chapter 1. 

The Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery is the most valuable 
fishery in the United States. It is one of the most com
plex fisheries: over 90,000 commercial and recreational 
fishermen use approximately 60,000 boats and vessels to 
harvest seven species {brown, pink and white account for 
more than 98 percent by weight). The total catch for 
1976 was 210,078,000 lb {heads-on), with a dockside 
value of $275,187,000. 

Large numbers of recreational fishermen participate in 
the inshore harvest and many more depend on the bait 
shrimp fishery to satisfy their needs for bait. Fishing 
effort ranges from the individual fisherman throwing a 
cast net from a dock or seawall to large trawlers {with 
sophisticated equipment) that are capable of participating 
in distant-water fisheries. Much of the bait and rec
reational landings are not recorded in landings data and 
considerable quantities of small shrimp are caught and 
discarded at sea. Consequently, catch and effort data are 
far from complete. 

The annual landings {in weight) per unit of effort of 
the three major species have been declining. This seems to 
be more a reflection of socio-economic conditions in the 
fishery than of an obvious biological effect on the shrimp 
populations {Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Resource Assessment 
Program, ·draft 1976). Regulation of the fishery has been 
confined to territorial waters under jurisdiction of the 
several Gulf States. Since 1960 valuable data have been 
collected by State and Federal agencies which provide for 
improved management of penaeid shrimp fisheries within 
state waters. State regulations, however, often partially 
based on socio-economic factors without a sound data 
base for decision making, vary considerably from state 
to state. 

The Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission's Tech
nical Coordinating Committee (TCC) has primarily been 
responsible for identifying shrimp research and manage
ment needs for the Gulf area, and coordinating coopera
tive shrimp research and management efforts of the 
Federal and State governments. 

Cooperative efforts begun in 1971 have provided a 
draft document, "Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Resource 
Assessment {SRA) Program," as a proposal for implement
ing the required research. 

The TCC, meeting on March 30-31, 1976 as a sub
committee of the whole for shrimp, recommended that a 
regional management plan for Gulf shrimp be developed 
by the State fisheries agencies in cooperation with the 

Summary 

National Marine Fisheries Service and the shrimp industry. 
A proposal for the development of such a plan, pre

pared by Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and· the 
University of Southern Mississippi for the Mississippi 
Marine Conservation Commission was approved by the 
TCC Shrimp Subcommittee, TCC and the Gulf State
Federal Fisheries Management Board in early May 1976. 
The National Marine Fisheries Service issued Contract No. 
03-6-042-35127 dated June 1, 1976 for the development 
of this regional fisheries management. plan for Gulf shrimp. 

Chapter 2 presents a description of shrimp resources 
and their associated fisheries. The resource is discussed 
with respect to species composition, life histories (includ
ing reproductive cycle, age and growth characteristics and 
population dynamics), food habits, geographic distribu
tion and habitat. 

Chapter 3 describes the present management system
basically one in which state natural resource agencies and 
industry manage shrimp in their waters fairly indepen
dently of other State or Federal agencies. Problems of the 
present management system, especially with respect to 
needed research and on-going programs are identified and 
categorized as: biologic, economic, social, environmental, 
administrative and other. 

Chapter 4 lists the goal and objectives of the Regional 
Plan. 

Chapter 5 describes the proposed Regional Plan and 
includes a conceptual model for a proposed system that 
will provide for determining management alternatives, 
management decisions, action, implementation, measuring, 
monitoring and evaluating results of management actions 
and updating the data base as required. Options of 
alternative management structures are discussed, as well 
as development· of a method for overall plan implementa
tion and periodic re-evaluation. 

Chapter 6 presents recommendations that will provide 
for plan implementation. Recommendations are ranked in 

, order of priority {high, medium and low) with a short 
description of potential benefits for each. Some 37 
recommendatiOns are presented. 

Chapter 7 is a Management Action Program Summary 
presented in chart form and shows time horizons, 
estimated funds needed, potential funding sources and 
suggested responsibilities for activities that will be under
taken to implement the plan. 

A discussion of planning methodology and chronology 
is appended along with state laws and regulations, ref
erences cited and a glossary of terms. 
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Chapter 2. Description of 

the Resource and Fishery 

The shrimp fishery in. the Gulf of Mexico is based 
almost entirely on three shallow-water species of the 
family Penaeidae: the brown shrimp (Penaeus aztecus 
Ives), the white shrimp (Penaeus setiferus Linnaeus) and 
the pink shrimp (Penaeus duorarum Burkenroad). Of 
minor importance to the Gulf shrimp fishery at the 
present time are seabobs (Xiphopenaeus kroyeri Heller), 
rock shrimp (Sicyonia brevirostris Stimpson), Trachy
penaeus constrictus Stimpson, Trachypenaeus similis Smith 
and royal red shrimp (Hymenopenaeus robustus Smith). 

Landing statistics on the three major species from 1956 
to 1974 are shown in Table 1. Brown shrimp account for 
the bulk of landings in the Gulf of Mexico. Most of the 
brown shrimp landed in the Gulf are taken in Texas and 
Louisiana. Catches are highest during late spring and 
early summer and begin to decline in August. White 
shrimp predominate in the north central Gulf with a 
majority of the catch landed in Louisiana. Young-of-the
year shrimp are taken almost entirely during summer and 
autumn while the spring white shrimp fishery consists of 
overwintered adults. Most pink shrimp are taken along the 
west coast of Florida. 

21 UFE HISTORY 

Reproductive Cycle. The generalized reproductive cycle 
for brown, white and pink shrimp can be divided into 
Gulf (offshore) and estuarine (inshore) segments. Spawn
ing and larval development generally occur offshore. Post
larvae migrate into inshore areas where they grow and 
mature. As adults, the shrimp move back offshore to 
spawn. 

Renfro (1964) and Cook and Lindner (1970) reported 
brown shrimp reached sexual maturity at approximately 
140 mm**. Broad (1965) indicated white shrimp reach 
sexual maturity at 140 mm while Burkenroad (1934) 
suggested females of this species reach maturity at about • 
165 mm and males at about 119 mm. Eldred et al. (1961) 
reported pink shrimp females became mature at lengths of 
85 mm and males at 74 mm. Observations of rock shrimp 

*Essentially this description reports, without evaluation, that 
body of literature considered relevant by the Task Force. 

**All lengths are expressed as total length unless otherwise 
stated. 

3 

show females may reach sexual maturity as small as 13 
mm carapace length (CL) (Cobb et al., 1973). However, 
the majority of the population does not reach maturity 
before 24 mm CL (89 mm). Anderson and Lindner 
(1971) indicated males and females of royal red shrimp 
mature at total lengths of about 125 mm and 155 mm, 
respectively. 

Eggs of these species are all demersal. Eggs of white, 
brown and pink shrimp have diameters of 0.28 mm, 
0.26 mm and 0.31 to 0.33 mm, respectively (Pearson, 
1939; Dobkin, 1961; Cook and Lindner, 1970; and 
Lindner and Cook, 1970). Cook and Murphy (1965) 
indicated rock shrimp eggs measured approximately 0.23 
mm. Trachypenaeus eggs are considerably more buoyant 
than those of Penaeus species due to a larger perivitelline 
space (Pearson, 1939). 

Cook and Lindner (1970) indicated the duration of 
spawning periods and times of spawning peaks for brown 
shrimp were dependent upon water depths. Spawning takes 
place at depths greater than 14 m (8 fm), however, 
activity varies with depth. At 46 m (25 fm) (where the 
greatest percentage of ripe females are found), 64 m 
(35 fm), 82 m (45 fm) and 110 m (60 fm) spawning is 
continuous for brown shrimp, with peaks in October 
through December and March to May; at 27 m (15 fm) 
spawning occurs from spring to early winter with a peak 
in September (Cook and Lindner, 1970). Temple and 
Fischer (1967) concluded that peak spawning in ·the 
northwest Gulf of Mexico was from September to 
November based upon the seasonal occurrence of larvae. 
Along the northwest coast of Florida, brown shrimp 
spawn in late winter and postlarvae are recruited to 
estuarine nursery areas from late winter through spring.· A 
secondary spawn has been suggested for early fall (Joyce 
and Eldred, 1966). 

White shrimp spawn in the shallow Gulf of Mexico 
during spring through fall. Lindner and Anderson (1956) 
found that, on the basis of gonadal development of 
fem ales, most spawning in Louisiana occurs at depths of 
8 to 31 m ( 4.5 to 17 fm). They thought that spawning 
may continue frorn late March or early April until 
November. Renfro and Brusher (1964) indicated that 
spawning begins in mid-April or early May at· a depth of 
14 m (7.5 fm), but may begin in March at 27 m (15 fm) 
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4 GULF SHRIMP MANAGEMENT PLAN 

TABLE 1. 

Landing statistics for brown, white and pink shrimp (heads-on) in the Gulf of Mexico 
in thousands of pounds and percentage of the catch from 1956 to 1974. 

Florida (West Coast) Alabama .Mississippi 
Brown White Pink Brown White Pink Brown White Pink 
Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp 

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 
I Year (103) % (103) % (103) % (103) % (103) % (103) % (103) % (103) % (103) % 
I 
j 1956 557.0 02 617.4 02 28,013.4 96 3,067.8 67 1,249.9 27 261.9 06 6,095.4 70 2,355.6 27 200.4 02 

I I 1957 707.1 03 881.2 04 23,155.8 93 2,993.8 83 410.4 11 188.3 05 5,673.8 81 957.1 14 354.3 05 

I 
1958 1,024.0 04 1,573.4 06 24,539.4 90 2,261.5 72 829.2 26 68.9 02 2,973.0 65 1,512.6 33 103.8 02 
1959 953.3 05 755.2 04 17,352. 7 90 3,795.4 80 974.3 20 2.2 * 5,457.8 73 1,894.2 25 168.9 02 

I 

1960 688.2 03 1,325.6 05 24,305.1 92 3,355.3 79 856.2 20 52.7 01 4,997.4 76 1,519.5 23 49.2 01 
1961 308.0 01 639.3 03 20,397.2 95 1,718.4 82 236.0 11 144.0 07 2,291.6 87 218.1 08 113.8 04 
1962 579.7 03 468.1 02 18,999.7 94 1,825.2 78 490.7 21 33.5 01 2,760.2 72 1,047.7 27 20.7 01 
1963 499.2 02 777.4 04 20,580.5 94 3,515.4 72 1,308.8 27 53.0 01 3,775.9 64 1,972.8 33 160.9 03 
1964 498.3 02 1,336.8 05 23,140.5 92 2,847.1 63 1,624.2 36 81.1 02 2,874.7 71 1,127.6 28 32.1 01 
1965 1,048.7 04 1,037.6 04 21,452.7 91 4,823.0 80 1,150. 7 19 54.0 01 4,151.l 81 978.1 19 22.4 * 
1966 1,094.0 06 555.0 03 16,332.5 90 5,825.8 88 776.6 12 20.4 * 3,888.5 82 804.0 17 38.4 01 
1967 1,433.4 10 530.1 04 12,637.9 86 7.684.4 85 1,101.5 12 236.6 03 5,2583 88 593.0 10 153.5 03 
1968 1,686.9 10 847.2 05 14,465.6 85 8,388.1 87 939.9 10 281.5 03 5,780.7 91 378.8 06 187.1 03 

I 1969 799.6 06 1,181.0 08 12,265.9 85 6,673.9 71 2,511.4 27 206.3 02 4,021.3 72 1,224.5 22 340.3 06 
I I 1970 856.8 05 1,218.9 07 14,527.7 87 6,710.0 71 2,536.0 27 201.5 02 4,795.7 80 1,127.8 19 87.4 01 

I 1971 1,141.4 08 1,017.8 07 11,361.0 84 8,294.8 79 2,075.5 20 96.5 01 4,961.9 84 816.2 14 147.9 02 

I 
1972 1,027.0 07 637.5 04 12,155.4 85 9,398.0 86 1,338.4 12 223.1 02 4,243.3 87 460.9 09 149.6 03 

I 
1973 339.3 02 487.3 03 14,860.0 91 5,328.0 71 1,460.9 19 605.3 08 1,683.5 75 416.3 18 145.5 06 
1974 697.0 04 711.2 04 14,865.8 84 5,944.0 68 1,935.9 22 594.2 07 2,676.9 81 343.2 10 241.3 07 

I 
Mean 838.9 873.6 18,179.4 4,971.0 1,253.0 179.2 4,124.3 1,039.4 143.0 

Louisiana Texas Totals 

1956 12,123.2 40 17,131.6 57 0.8 * 33,139.7 90 3,135.7 08 496.3 01 55,023.1 50 24,490.2 22 28,972.8 26 
1957 11,120.1 62 6,581. 7 37 0.1 * 43,136.2 94 2,298.5 05 138.9 * 63,631.0 64 11,128.9 11 23,837.4 24 
1958 8,324.2 35 14,454.8 61 9.9 * 36,669.9 82 7,369.8 17 294.4 * 51,2$2.6 50 25,739.8 25 25,016.4 24 
1959 16,143.5 48 15,172.2 45 1.5 * 43,438.5 86 5,779.3 11 938.0 02 69,188.5 61 24,575.2 21 18,463.3 16 
1960 18,933.3 52 16,365.3 45 9.8 * 37,922.3 78 8,314.9 17 2,094.6 04 65,896.5 54 28,381.5 23 26,511.4 22 
1961 10,501.3 57 6,492.1 35 11.4 * 24,333.9 70 6,862.8 20 3,416.3 10 39,153.2 49 14,448.3 18 24,082.7 30 
1962 11,773.2 42 14,136.5 51 6.5 * 24,478.7 69 7,021.8 20 3,025.1 09 41,417~0 .46 23,164.8 26 22,085.5 25 
1963 16,884.2 33 34,119.1 66 7.7 * 31,305.9 71 8,908.7 20 3,380.3 08 55,980.6 44 4 7,086.8 37 24,182.4 19 
1964 10,011.4 26 27,800.3 73 - 25,929.8 62 12,089.1 29 3,553.4 09 42,161.3 37 43,978.0 39 26,807.1 24 
1965 18,052.4 45 21,192.1 53 7.5 * 34,335.7 71 9,240.0 19 4,635.9 10 62,410.9 51 33,598.5 27 26,172.5 21 
1966 19,210.9 49 19,929.7 50 8.2 * 33,949.7 78 7,851.8 18 1,972.4 05 63,968.9 57 29,917.1 26 18,371.9 16 
1967 30,977.1 65 16,315.8 34 24.5 * 55,550.4 87 6,418.6 10 2,220.8 03 100,903.6 71 24,959.0 18 15,273.3 11 
1968 25,985.1 61 16,279.9 38 8.5 * 37,040.6 71 12,472.1 24 2,697.5 05 78,881.4 62 30,917.9 24 17,640.2 14 
1969 24,199.0 46 27,883.4 53 14.2 * 30,103. 7 68 11,959.9 27 2,34 7.3 05 65,797.5 52 44,760.2 35 15,174.0 12 
1970 26,975.6 47 28,698.3 50 29.7 * 41,596.2 75 12,381.4 22 1,428. 7 03 80,934.3 56 45,962.4 32 16,275.0 11 
1971 29,367.8 50 29,004.8 49 63.2 * 44,099.0 81 9,150.0 17 1,094.1 02 87,864.9 61 42,064.3 29 12,762.7 09 
1972 27.090.4 51 24,091.6 46 105.9 * 48,295.5 79 11,388.8 19 1,411.8 02 90,054.2 63 37,917.2 26 14,045.8 10 
1973 18,073.6 48 16,846.0 45 45.8 * 33,493.0 65 14,944.9 29 2,341.2 05 58,917.4 51 34,155.4 30 17,997.8 16 
1974 17,551.8 46 16,876.3 45 20.2 * 35,551.4 72 11,506.0 23 1,426.4 03 62,421.1 53 31,372.6 27 17,147.9 15 

Mean 18,594.6 19,440.6 19.8 36,547.9 8,899.7 2,048.1 65,076.7 31,506.2 20,569.5 

* less than 1 % 
- no reported catch 
Source: Fishery Statistics of the United States, NMFS 

in the northern Gulf. Temple and Fischer {1967) believed (principally in June), with evidence of spawning as early 
that spawning of white shrimp occurred in shallow as February and as late as October. The principal spawn-
water-14 m (8 fm)- off Galveston from April through ing depth was 11 m (6 fm). Their findings agreed with 
August. Bryan and Cody (1975) sampled shrimp in water Lindner and Anderson {1956) that advent of spawning 
depths of 7, 11, 15 and 22 m (4, 6, 8 and 12 fm) near coincided with rising temperatures. Most spawning 
major passes in Texas to determine spawning habits based occurred at temperatures of 21.0 to 29.7 C. Burkenroad 
upon gonadal development of female shrimp. They found {1934) indicated that a female white shrimp produces an 
that most spawning occurred between April and August average of about 500,000 eggs. Anderson et al. (1949) 
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stated that a female could be expected to lay between 
500,000 and 1,000,000 eggs at a single spawning. The 
ovary of a 172-mm female contained about 860,000 eggs. 

Pink shrimp are by far the most important commercial 
shrimp species off Florida. Centers of production occur 
in the Tortugas-Sanibel area, the central west coast 
(Tampa Bay area) and the panhandle (Apalachicola) area. 
In the southern section spawning occurs year-round, but 
peak reproduction occurs in early spring. Tampa and 
Apalachicola Bays provide nursery areas and over
wintering areas for shrimp in other centers of production. 
Spawning occurs during summer and juveniles overwinter 
in the bays and enter the adult population offshore in 
spring. Pink shrimp fecundity has been estimated at 
440,000 to 534,000 depending upon size of the individual 
(Martosubroto, 1974). 

Very little research has been conducted on the 
reproductive cycle of the other species covered in. this 
plan. Gravid females of seabobs were collected by Renfro 
and Cook (1963) during the warm months between April 
arid ·October near the Galveston jetties. on the Texas 
coast. In an unpublished study in Louisiana, gravid 
females were collected along the southwestern coastline 
on several occasions during July and August (Conrad 
Juneau, pers. comm.). However, no subsequent postlarval 
specimens were taken. 

According to Bryan and Cody (1975) and Cobb et al. 
(1973) spawning of the rock shrimp occurs all year but 
is most prevalent from fall through spring. On the east 
coast of Aorida, spawning occurs for three months during 
the winter and early spring. Bottom temperature increases 
during the fall initiate gonadal maturation. There is 
evidence of spawning coinciding with a full moon. 
Individuals spawn several times during one season but 
rarely survive to spawn a second season. 

Studies by Subrahmanyam (1969) off the Mississippi 
coast indicate year-round spawning of Trachypenaeus sp., 
triggered, as. with many penaeids, by sudden changes in 
bottom temperature. Brusher et al. (1972) working off 
the Texas and Louisiana coasts found spawning of T. 
similis, as indicated by the presence of "ripe" females, 
appeared to be more intense in April and August. No ripe 
T. constrictus were noted. Subrahmanyan (1969) noted 
spawning of T. similis began in April and lasted through 
November with indications of late spring and fall peaks. t 

In Tampa Bay, occurrence of larval and postlarval T. 
constrictus showed that spawning began in February, 
reached a peak in August and September and diminished 
in November (Eldred et al., 1965). Off the northeast coast 
of Aorida, Joyce ( 1965) noted the peak percentage of 
impregnated T. constrictus ·occurred in April and May 
with the first appearance of recruits in the nursery area 
in mid-June and more in October and November, the 
result of a possible second spawning. Data across the Gulf 

for both. species indicate spawning begins near shore in 
early spring and moves to deeper water during the warmer 
months with a fall peak again near shore. 

Little is known of the biology of the royal red shrimp, 
particularly its· reproduction and early life history (Roe, 
1969). Anderson and Lindner (197 l) stated spawning 
probably is not extensive before December and is 
essentially completed by June, although some spawning 
continues throughout the year. The occurrence of small 
specimens reported by Burkenroad {1936) in March 
corresponds to this estimate of the peak spawning season. 

Age and Growth Characteristics. Rates of growth in 
shrimp are highly variable and depend upon such factors 
as season, water temperature and size and sex of 
individuals (Perez-Farf ante, 1969; Costello and Allen, 1970). 
The growth rate of brown shrimp is closely correlated 
with associated hydrological conditions in Louisiana 
(Barrett and Gillespie, 1973; Gaidry and White, 1973; 
White 1975). Retarded growth can be expected if spring 
water temperatures remain below 20 C (St. Amant et al., 
1966). Increased growth occurs with temperatures above 
20 C, when accompanied by adequate salinity levels (10 
to 15 ppt). Under average conditions, growth of brown 
shrimp in Louisiana inshore waters has been reported by 
Broom (1968) to be approximately 1.0 mm per day from 
late March to June. This takes into consideration periods 
of early inward migration when water temperatures are 
generally cooler and the growth rate may be retarded. 
During the latter part of this period, when water tempera
tures are warmer, growth rates may exceed 2.0 mm per 
day. Under normal conditions the growth rate during peak 
brown shrimp recruitment (mid-April to mid-May) is 
expected to reach 1.5 mm per day (Ford and St. Amant, 
1971). Ringo (1965) calculated that ill Galveston Bay 
young brown shrimp grew an average of 0.1 mm per day 
from March to early April and as temperatures rose the 
growth rate increased to an average of 1.7 mm per day. A 
maximum rate of 3.3 mm per day was reached during late 
May. Swingle (1971) and Loesch (1965) reported spring 
growth rates of 26.0 to 33.6 mm and 30 to 35 mm per 
month, respectively, in Alabama with a spring maximum 
of 50 mm (Loesch, 1965). From November through April 
an average of 13 to 18 mm per month was recorded. 

Young white shrimp grow very rapidly in estuaries, 
about 1.2 mm per day (Williams, 1955; Gunter, 1956) 
with mature white shrimp growing at a slower rate 
(Lindner and Anderson, 1956). Observations of growth in 
captivity have shown a rate of 2.0 mm per day (Johnson 
and Fielding, 1956). In Louisiana coastal waters, white 
shrimp experience two periods of growth (1) during the 
period when recently recruited larvae enter the estuaries 
during summer (May and June) and (2) when over
wintering whites reenter the estuaries during spring (April 
and May). Growth of the early spring population is 
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nearly identical to growth for the fall population. Some 
growth is evident in overwintering white shrimp popula
tions in near offshore waters, probably averaging less than 
0.5 mm per day for November through February. In 
Mobile Bay, Loesch (1965) found that white shrimp 
increase from 12 to 27 mm per month in winter, 18 to 
31 mm in summer and the "ve1y young" may grow as 
much as 65 mm per month in summer. Kutkuhn (1962) 
estimated that the rate of weight increase is relatively low 
in small shrimp, reaches a maximum in the middle of the 
size range and then decreases progressively with further 
increase in size. 

There are various estimates of growth rate in juvenile 
and subadult pink shrimp. Eldred et al. (1961) estimated 
a growth rate of 20 mm per month for small shrimp up 
to 65 mm and about 10 mm per month thereafter. 
Kuthuhn (1966) established growth rates of 3.4 mm per 
week in 80- to 140-mm shrimp, slightly higher than 
Eldred's estimates. Other estimates for young pink shrimp 
range from 0.25 to 1.7 mm per day, while adults and 
subadults ranged from 0 to 20 mm per month (Costello 
and Allen, 1970). 

Little data on growth of the other species are available. 
Growth of rock shrimp is rapid in juveniles, averaging 
0.25 to 0.38 mm per day, and slows to 1.5 to 1.9 mm 
per month in adults. The most rapid growth observed was 
0.64 mm per day from June to July (Kennedy et al., in 
press). No definite data on Trachypenaeus sp. are available 
although Joyce (1965) estimated that T. constrictus grew 
at a rate of 6 mm per month from October through 
February. 

Estimates of growth parameters related to Von 
Bertalanffy equations for the three commercially im
portant penaeid. species are shown in Table 2. These 
estimates assume a constant mortality rate over a range 
of sizes. Since the mortality rate of shrimp may decrease 
with increasing size, it is important in establishing proper 
yield strategies that mortality rates for all relevant sizes 
be determined (Calder et al., 1974). Weekly instantaneous 
mortality rates for the three commercially important 
shrimp species are shown in Table 3. In order to 
maximize yield from the fishery, a high instantaneous 
mortality rate would indicate harvesting should begin as 
soon as shrimp reached acceptable size while lower rates 
would indicate fishing should be postponed until shrimp 
are considerably larger. 

Length-weight and length-length relationships for the 
three commercially important Penaeus species are shown 
in Table 4. Length-weight relationships for the other 
species are not well documented. Kennedy et al. (in 
press) working off the west Florida coast collected 
data that indicated morphometric relationships for 
rock shimp. These morphometric relationships are as 
follows: 

Carapace length vs weight 

Female: <23 mm CL 
>23 mm CL 

Male: <23 mm CL 
>23 mm CL 

Combined: <23 mm CL 
>23 mm CL 

Geometric Mean Equations 
w = 3.398 x 10-4 cV-364 

W = 1.818 CL - 20.475 
w = 4.104 x 10-3•3o3 

W = 1.886 CL - 30.922 
w = 3.557 x 10-3•352 

W = 1.817 CL - 29.951 
Carapace length vs total length 

Female: <20 mm CL TL= 3.786 CL+ 0.118 
>20 mm CL TL= 2.881 CL+ 18.498 

Male: <20 mm CL TL= 3.803 CL+ 0.249 
>20 mm CL TL= 3.448 CL + 7.523 

Combined: <20 mm CL TL= 3.813 CL - 0.106 
>20 mm CL TL= 3.058 CL+ 15.170 

Klima (1969) calculated length-weight relationships of 
royal red shrimp for two areas in the Gulf of Mexico: 

Dry Tortugas 
Female: Y = -5.67188 + 3.22x 

Male: Y = -4.79226 + 2.82x 
Combined: Y = -5.10459 x 2.96x 

Mississippi River· Del ta 
Female: Y = -5.36404 + 3.06x 

Male: Y = -4.87595 + 2.83x 
Combined: Y = -5.23262 + 3.00x 

Population Dynamics. Some information is available on 
population dynamics of the commercially important 
penaeid shrimp on the nursery grounds. For shrimp popu
lations outside the nursery grounds, information needed 
to determine optimum size for harvest is inadequate (Le., 
growth rate, mortality, movement in the shrimp stock and 
costs and earnings data from the fisheries). Most popula
tion dynamics models do not appear to adequately 
describe many commonly observed changes in the com
mercially exploited shrimp species. This is particularly 
true for commercially exploited crustaceans because: 
(1) crustaceans are extremely difficult to age; (2) adequate 
catch and effort data are lacking for many crustacean 
fisheries; (3) crustaceans are apparently vulnerable to a 
variety of exogenous factors, including droughts, pesticides 
and sudden climate changes; (4) most crustaceans not 
only have several life stages, but also molt more or less 
continuously throughout life, thereby being regularly 
exposed to greater physiological stresses and higher rates 
of predation than other organisms such as fishes; and 
(5) clearly defined relationships between parents and 
progeny are often apparently lacking (Calder et al., 1974). 

Effort data are available for commercially exploited 
shrimp in the Gulf of Mexico through Gulf Coast Shrimp 
Data. This publication lists the number of trips and days 
fished in each area of capture and at each trawling depth. 
Although useful, the data are extrapolated from a random 
sample and no distinction is made as to vessel size. 

Environmental Tolerances. Various data have been 
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TABLE 2. 

Estimates of growth parametersa for three commercially important shrimp species 

Species/Sex 

Brown 
Combined 
Male 
Female 

White 
Male 
Female 
Combined 
Combined 
Combined 

Pink 
Male 

K1 

0.073 

0.064 
0.047 
0.12 
0.09 
0.09 
0.06 

Female 
Combined O. 068 
Combinedb 0.071 
Combinedc 0.085 
Male 0.046 
Female O. 055 
Male 
Female 

Loo 
(mm) 

177.7 

170.0 
190.0 

214.0 
224.0 

Coo 
Kc (mm) 

0.317 30.0 
0.171 36.6 

0.016 46.38 
0.022 46.05 

Woo 
(g) b 

87.0 3.0 

185.0 57.8 
42.0 3.14 
35.6 3.14 

168.0 42.3 3.134 
199.0 73.3 3.115 

0.217 27.0 
0.188 34.5 

to 
Weeks 

o.od 
-5.98 
-7.20 

-0.57 

0.2 

0.68 
3.20 

-5.68 
0.06 

-9.82 
-6.93 

fp 
Weeks 

12 

15 
15 
11 
11 

Total 
Length 
Range 
(mm) 

115.0-135.0 

88.8-130.4 
75.3~157.5 
95.3-148.0 
95. 7-170.0 

Carapace 
Length 
Range 
(mm) 

23.5-29.5 
25.0-34.5 

23.5-26.5 
25.0-32.5 

Weight 
Range 
(mm) 

5.9-19.5 
3.5-35.2 

Source 

McCoy (1968) 
McCoy (1972) 
McCoy (1972) 

Lindner & Anderson (1956) 
Lindner & Anderson (1956) 
Klima (1964) 
Klima & Benigno (1965) 

Klima (1974) 

Iverson & Jones (1961) 
Iverson & Jones (1961) 
Lindner (1965) 
Kutkuhn (1966) 
Kutkuhn (1966) 
Berry (1967) 
Berry (196 7) 
McCoy (1972) 
McCoy (1972) 

aParameters apply to Von Bertalanffy equations describing growth: (1) in total length, It= 100 (1 - e·k1(t to» (2) in carapace length, 
ct= c

00
(1 - e~kc:(t·to», and (3) in weight Wt= W

00 
(1 - e·kw(t-to»b, in which 100 C00, and W

00 
are asymptotic sizes of the average individual 

in terms of total length, carapace length, and total weight, respectively. K1 and Kc are coefficients proportional to rates of catabolism 
based on total length and carapace length, respectively. t0 is a hypothetical age at which length is zero. tp is age at recruitment based on a 
recruitment size of 70 shrimp per pound(= g). bis the exponent in the relationship between weight, w, and total length, l; viz., w=alb. 

bvalues represent the Tortugas fishery off south Florida. 
cvalues represent the Sanibel fishery off southwest Florida. 
d Authors assumed t0 = 0. 

TABLE 3. 

Weekly instantaneous mortality rates, F, M and Z, for three commercially important shrimp species (sexes combined) 

Fishing Mortality Natural Mortality Total Mortality 
Shrimp Species F M z 

Brown 0.06 0.21 0.27 
0.020-0.315e 

0.993-1.243 
0.206 0.364 0.571 

White 0.46 
0.06-0.19 
0.104-0.131 d 

0.08 
0.041-0.121 d 

0.14-0.27 
0.164-0.226d 

Pink o.o9a o.21a 
0.96 0.55 0.76b-1.51 
0.160-0.227 0.024-0.061 0.22~0.21 

0.03-0.07 0.08-0.11 0.11-0.18 
0.09 0.02 0.11 
0.337 0.280 0.612 

0.317c-0.350c 

acorrected values. 
bobtained during the partially exploited phase of the mark-recapture experiment. 
cz = 0.317 and Z = 0.350 were fall and spring values, respectively. 
dvalues were reported by the author as questionable. 
ecalculated from reported maximum exploitation rates. 

Source 

Klima (1963) 
Neal (1967) 
McCoy (1968) 
McCoy (1972) 
Klima (1963) 
Klima and Benigno (1965) 
Klima (1974) 
Iversen (1962) 
Kutkuhn (1966) 
Berry (1967) 
Costello and Allen (1968) 
Berry (1969) 
McCoy (1972) 
McCoy (1972) 
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TABLE 4. 

Length-weight and length-length relationships1 for the three commercially important shrimp species. 

Total Length to Total Weight Carapace Length to Total Weight Carapace Length to Total Length 

W= a tb 
Size No. 

W= a' cb 
Size No. 

1 =a" Cb 
Size No. 

Range meas- Range meas- Range meas-
Species/Sex a b (mm) ured a' b (mm) ured a" b (mm) ured Source 
-
Brown 

Combined 12.3 x 10-6 3.023 65-1652 2104 McCoy (1968) 

Male 11.61 x 10-6 2.911 45-204 1396 Fontaine and Neal (1971) 

Female 9.53 x 10-6 2.966 55-240 2016 Fontaine and Neal (1971) 

Combined 10.52 x 10.;6 2.938 45-240 3412 Fontaine and Neal (1971) 

Male 0.000819 2.94 10-422 259 4 McCoy (1972) () 
c:: 

Female 0.00113 2.84 10-422 243 4 McCoy (1972) t"" 
'l1 
00 

White ::c: 
::ti 

7.69 x 10-6 
. 

~ Combined 2.976 55-160 100 Perret (1966) 

2.02 x 10-6 
"'Cl 

Male 3.261 70-200 970 Fontaine and Neal (1971) a:: 
Female 2.32 x 10-6 3.234 70-214 1120 Fontaine and Neal (1971) > z 
Combined 2.16 x 10-6 3.247 70-214 2090 Fontaine and Neal (1971) > 

0 
tt1 

Pink a:: 
tt1 

Male 4.49 x 10-6 3.13 35....:1152 729 0.001 3.04 8-402 729 5.27 0.96 35-175 729 Kutkuhn (1966) 
z 
~ 

Female 5.06 x 10-6 3.12 35-2152 888 0.002. 2.79 8-552 888 6.14 0.90 35-215 888 Kutkuhn (1966) ""'C 
t"" 

Combined 9.79 x 10-6 2.983 65-1652 2641 McCoy (1968) > z 
Male 10.02 x 10-6 2.967 70-175 1173 Fontaine and Neal (1971) 

Female 5.93 x 10-6 3.92 60-214 2125 Fontaine and Neal (1971) 

Combined 7.71x10-6 3.029 60-214 3298 Fontaine and Neal (1971) 

Combined 0.0062 3.03443 6-222 Tabb, et al. (1962a) 

Male 0.00148 2.77 10-422 297 4 McCoy (1972) 

Female 0.00209 2.66 10-422 503 4 McCoy (1972) 

1 Additional data on length-weight relationship was published by Anderson and Lindner (1958), pink, and by Iversen and Idyll (1960), white. 
2 Size range was estimated from published graph. 
3 Reported value of b is not significantly different at 95% confidence level from theoretical value, i.e., b = 3. 
4 McCoy (1972) gives linear equations for conversion of carapace length to total length. 

Pink Male L = 12.37 + 3.81C Brown Male L "= 3.50 + 4.16C 
Female L = 10..50 + 3.83C 
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collected on the exogenous factors affecting shrimp 
resources. Considerable effort has been directed toward 
determining the range of environmental tolerances for 
penaeid shrimp species. Numerous investigations have 
developed criteria by which a dependable degree of 
predictability can be expected in relating production or 
population changes to certain environmental factors. 

Ford and St. Amant {1971) indicated a strong rela
tionship exists between Mississippi River discharge and 
brown shrimp production in the Barataria Bay area. 
Higher levels of production were correlated to lower 
river stages, and higher salinities. 

Loesch (1965) working in Mobile Bay, Alabama, 
found greater abundance of brown shimp in salinity 
ranges above 10 ppt with white shrimp more abundant 
at the lower salinity levels. 

In Mississippi, Gunter et al. (1964) discussed the 
relationship of salinity to penaeid populations and com
pared salinity regimes to species preferences. They 
concluded that the three major shrimp species of the 
Gulf coast may be ranked in order of "preference" to 
salinity in the younger stages as low, intermediate and 
high; these were respectively, the white, brown and pink 
shrimp. They found indications that salinity was a 
limiting factor to the distribution and abundance of 
shallow-water penaeid shrimp. 

Gunter and Edwards (1969) stated that white shrimp 
production is positively correlated with rainfall in Texas, 
with a significant lag effect. No such relationship was 
evident for brown shrimp. 

Barrett and Gillespie (1973), however, did find that 
brown shrimp production in Louisiana waters was related 
to rainfall and the resulting salinity. These differences 
are apparently due to characteristically differing estuarine 
types. 

In Texas waters, young brown shrimp were found in 
greatest abundance within. the salinity range of 10 to 
30 ppt, with considerably higher concentrations at 
salinities above 20 ppt than at salinities below 10 ppt. 
However, white shrimp do quite well at salinity levels 
below 10 ppt. 

Williams (1955) pointed out that in North Carolina, 
young white shrimp are most abundant in areas of lowest 
salinity and that in general they are more abundant in 
lower salinity waters than are the brown or pink shrimps. • 

Joyce (1965) reported that white shrimp in Florida 
composed by far the largest percentage of shrimp in 
localities of lower salinities and that no white shrimp 
were caught in high-salinity waters. 

Temperature becomes a limiting factor in survival and 
growth of young penaeid shrimp. Spawning appears to be 
greatly influenced by temperature; a sudden change may 
initiate or terminate ovulation (Perez-Farfante, 1969). 
Temple and Fischer (1967) found that along the Texas 

coast white shrimp larvae were present from May through 
September and that a close correlation appears to exist 
between temperature and abundance of larvae. 

Laboratory experiments by Zein-Eldin and Griffith 
(1966) indicate that temperature affected· the growth and 
molting of postlarvae. 

Studies by Zeiri-Eldin and Aldrich (1965) indicated 
that postlarvae were able to grow in a wide range of 
salinity, but that growth was arrested at low temperatures. 
Postlarvae survived but did not grow at 11 C and 15 ppt, 
and growth rates accelerated with increases in temperature. 

St. Amant et al. (1962) placed considerable· importance 
on water temperature of 20 C, indicating that rapid 
growth of juveniles occurs suddenly after water tempera
ture exceeds 20 C. Gaidry and White (1973) also cor
related brown shrimp production in Barataria Bay with 
the warming of bay waters to 20 C. 

Estimates are that the maximum tolerable temperature 
for postlarvae is only slightly above 35 C. The lowest 
temperature that can be tolerated is not known, but 
Gunter and Hildebrand (1951) reported a mass narcosis of 
the young at 4.4 C and below. Additional environmental 
factors that affect growth, survival and production were 
discussed by Barrett and Gillespie (1973), including the 
relationship between Mississippi River discharge and 
brown shrimp production. Other factors felt to be related 
to penaeid shrimp population dynamics were: fertility of the 
estuarine system, availability of food, population dis
tribution, food content, protection, light intensity, tide 
and rainfall. 

There are circumstances when population dynamics 
are severely altered by catastrophic environmental factors. 
Gunter and Hildebrand ( 19 51) reported on the devastat
ing effects on marine organisms resulting from a cold 
front in 1951. White (1975) discussed the effects of the 
Mississippi River flood of 1973 and showed a significant 
decrease in brown shrimp landings that·year as a: result. 

Environmental factors are fairly predictable; even 
catastrophic occurrences such as· floods, hurricanes and 
severe cold fronts can be predicted. Although the effects 
may be considered devastating at the time of occurrence, 
the natural system usually is capable of returning to a 
normal condition with little residual effects shortly after 
the catastrophe. 

Alteration of Habitat. Comparatively little is known of 
the impact of man-made factors or changes in the 
estuarine habitat and their subsequent effects on penaeid 
shrimp. 

In recent years, expanding populations, cheap water 
transportation, a growing agricultural industry and un
precedented recreational demands have turned to these 
highly productive coastal regions for their needs. Sizeable 
estuarine areas have been destroyed or altered to a point 
of low productivity. Future demands if not properly 
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regulated will further ·threaten remaining coastal areas. 
It has been estimated that 10.06 million ha (26.6 

million ac) of estuarine areas currently remain in the 
United States; approximately 29%-3 .16 million ha (7 .9 
million ac)-are considered prime habitat for the propaga
tion of fish and wildlife resources (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1967). A major portion of the prime 
habitat borders the northern Gulf of Mexico. It is this 
precise area that presently is faced with change, per
petuated by man's continued progress. 

Factors changing the Gulf coast are many, including 
flood and hurricane protection facilities, port and naviga
tion facilities, dredging operations for pipelines, access 
canals, drainage projects, housing, industrial and recrea
tional demands and the ever increasing agricultural needs 
of the growing world population. 

The total effect of this continued deterioration of the 
estuarine zone, and the related effects on production, are 
difficult to access. In terms of habitat loss some figures 
are available. Chapman (1968) reported that 80,000 ha 
(200,000 ac) of shallow coastal bays had been dredged 
and filled in the southeastern and Gulf states during the 
previous 20 years. 

In Louisiana, Gagliano et al. (1970) indicated, "a net 
average land loss of 16.5 square miles annually during the 
last 30 years along the coast." In further studies, Gagliano 
(1973) stated, "it is doubtful that the Louisiana coastal 
zone can survive another 30 years of attrition through 
canal dredging at the present rate." He claimed that 
mineral extraction industries alone were responsible for 
65% of the total dredging in Louisiana. Drainage canals 
accounted for 21 % and navigation canals for 11 % of the 
dredging activity; 

Taylor and Saloman (1968) noted that filling of 
1,400 ha (3,500 ac) of Boca Ciega Bay, Florida for 
housing development destroyed an annual standing crop 
of 1, 113 metric tons of sea grass and about 1,812 metric 
tons of associated infauna in terms of annual production. 
The total loss of biological resources was far greater. 
Minimum estimates were 25,841 metric tons of sea 
grasses, 73 metric tons of fishery products and 1,091 
metric tons of infauna, exclusive of meiofauna. Various 
authors (Taylor and Saloman, 1968; Christmas et al., 
1976; and Gosselink et al., 1974) have provided estimates 
of the dollar value of marsh and grass bed habitats~ 
Results vary widely. Economically satisfactory estimates 
are apparently not available. 

Recent evaluations of the effect of housing develop
ments in Texas estuarine areas (Trent et al., 1972) 
showed that "the deepening of about 1, 120 km of federal 
navigation channels has altered 5 ,265 ha of bay bottom 
and destroyed 2,830 ha of brackish marsh and the dredge 
spoil has filled 2,025 ha of shallow bay and covered 
9,315 ha of brackish marsh." 

Although certain correlations between habitat alteration 
and subsequent effect on penaeid shrimp populations 
may be difficult to accurately assess, effects have been. 
measured in certain situations. In cases where landing 
statistics are available prior to and· following a major 
alteration of an estuarine system, or in specific biological 
studies, the effects on annual production and fauna are 
retrievable. Although landing statistics measure only com
mercial implications, the overall impact may be better 
comprehended. One example is the reduction in the. over
all marine community and commercial shrimp landings 
that occurred in Sabine Lake, Louisiana-Texas as a result 
of the Toledo Bend and Sam Rayburn projects (White 
and Perret, 1973). These projects resulted in an alteration 
of nonnal river flow and subsequent salinity regimes. 
Other marine fisheries losses occurred with the comple
tion of the Mermentau Basin project in Louisiana in 1963 
(Gunter and Shell, 1958). In this particular instance more 
than 40,000 ha (100,000 ac) of marine habitat were 
converted to a freshwater impoundment for agricultural 
irrigation, totally eliminating marine fisheries production. 

Another cause for concern is estuarine alterations that 
have occurred along the northern Gulf coast in the last 
few decades. Deep-water navigation channels connecting 
major coastal cities with offshore shipping lanes have 
altered current patterns and salinity regimes in much of 
the adjacent estuarine systems. These alterations have 
apparently changed much of the coast system from a 
transitional marsh type to a more saline marsh. The 
apparent effect on penaeid shrimp was a shift from a 
primarily white shrimp fishery toward higher brown 
shrimp production along the central northern Gulf. 
Although this transition may be regarded as a shift 
rather than an actual production loss, other serious 
implications are involved. A primary concern is the rapid 
breakdown of the fragile marsh vegetation. With increased 
salinity and tidal action, breakdown of the less salinity
tolerant vegetative zone far exceeds replacement by more 
tolerant species. Consequently, open tidal flats persist in 
the affected area where formerly dense vegetative com
munities persisted. The long range implication of these 
alterations on the shrimp resource poses serious concern. 

Other factors affecting the dynamics of shrimp along 
the Gulf coast are pesticides. Conte and Parker (1971) in 
studies on the effect of aerially applied Malathion on 
brown and white shrimp near west Galveston Bay, Texas, 
found that shrimp at treated stations (85.7 g/ha) 
exhibited mortalities ranging from 14 to 80% as a result 
of these operations. The use of Malathion in mosquito 
control programs has progressed to the point that, 
presently much of the Gulf coast employs some fonn of 
mosquito control utilizing this substance. Other pesticides 
used along the drainage systems of the Gulf pose signifi
cant threats to the future of the estuarine areas. Increasing 
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industrial and agricultural discharges into waterways 
present serious problems now and in the future. Studies 
are needed to adequately appraise the effect of these 
substances on penaeid as well as all marine populations. 

Heavy metals continue to exceed EPA criteria in most 
monitoring programs (Department of the Army, 1976). 
Although much physical data are available, the effects of 
these substances on penaeid populations has not been 
fully evaluated. It is imperative that some understanding 
of the effects of these substances on the marine com
munity be developed so that proper regulations may be 
implemented. 

The effect of fishing pressure upon the population 
dynamics of shrimp populations should also be con• 
sidered. Little is known about the number or size of 
shrimp stocks in the Gulf of Mexico, however, major 
concentrations have been delineated. The highest con
centrations of brown shrimp are fuund off the Texas 
coast while the majority of white shrimp are taken 
around the Mississippi Delta in Louisiana. Primary stocks 
of pink shrimp are restricted to the. Sanibel and Tortugas 
grounds off southwest Florida and the Obregon and 
Campeche grounds of the Yucatan Peninsula (Kutkuhn, 
1962). The largest segment of the United States seabob 
fishery is generally confined to that portion of the shore
line. along the Louisiana coast between the mouth of the 
Mississippi River and the Texas coastline. Based upon 
stock concentration reports, rock shrimp populations 
along the Gulf coast can be separated into three stocks, 
centered around Apalachicola Bay, Florida, Louisiana and 
Con toy, Mexico. No separate centers of population are 
suggested for Trachypenaeus spp., and only two areas in 
the Gulf support commercial quantities of royal red 
shrimp. These grounds are located south-southwest of the 
Dry Tortugas in the Florida Straits and southeast of the 
Mississippi River Delta (Bullis, 1956; Bullis and Cummins, 
1962; Roe, 1969; Anderson and Lindner, 1971). 

The availability of shrimp stocks to the shrimp fishery 
has, for the most part, remained rather constant from 
year to year, except in years of environmental extremes. 
Shrimp fishing in the Gulf of Mexico is not as restricted 
as it is along the southeast Atlantic coast. Although many 
smaller boats fish in bays and sounds only, much of the 
fleet follows the shrimp into deeper waters or moves 
westward into Louisiana and Texas waters. Mid-winter 
weather conditions tend to restrict the activities of many 
boa ts and this is . usually the only reason the fishery is 
slack. 

Abundance of shrimp for any given year apparently 
depends primarily upon environmental conditions affect
ing the survival of postlarvae and juveniles. There is little 
evidence to suggest a relationship between the abundance 
of shrimp from year to year; therefore, penaeid shrimp 
in the Gulf of Mexico are generally considered to be an 

annual crop (one year class produces the next). After 
disastrous years in the shrimp fishery there is often a 
quick recovery. 

Annual· 1andings of brown, white and pink shrimp are 
shown in Table 1 with landings data for each state and 
percentage of the total landings produced by each species. 
The maximum, minimum and range of landings (1956 to 
1974) by state and species are as follows: 

Max 
Min 
Range 

Max 
Min 
Range 

Max 
Min 
Range 

Max 
Min 
Range 

Max 
Min 
Range 

Browns Whites 
Florida 

1,686.9* 1,573.4 
308.0 468.1 

1,378.9 1,105.3 
Alabama 

9,398.0 2,536.0 
1,718.4 236.0 
7 ,679.6 2,300.0 

Mississippi 
6,095.4 2,355.6 
1,683.5 218.1 
4,411.9 2,137.5 

Louisiana 
30,977.l 34,119.1 

8,324.2 6,492.1 
22,652.9 27 ,627 .0 

Texas 
55,550.4 14,944.9 
24,333.9 2,298.5 
31,216.5 12,646.4 

U.S. Gulf Coast 
Max 100,903.6 47 ,068.8 
Min 39,153.2 11,128.9 
Range 61,750.4 35,957.9 
*landings in thousands of pounds 

Pinks 

28,013.4 
11,361.0 
16,652.4 

605.3 
2.2 

603.1 

354.3 
20.7 

333.6 

105.9 
0.1 

105.8 

4,635.9 
138.9 

4,497.0 

28,972.8 
12,762.7 
16,210.1 

Utilizing the range to illustrate variability, the larger 
ranges for brown and white shrimp occur in Louisiana 
and Texas, where the majority of these shrimp are taken. 
These variations are several times larger than those from 
Florida, Alabama and Mississippi. Variation in pink 
shrimp landings are the result of variations in the Florida 
catch, which is over 80% of the total Gulf catch. Maxi
mum and minimum landings generally do not occur in 
the same year for all states and there are large variations 
between states in some years; thus, these variations appear 

• to be the result of environmental factors. 
Rock shrimp production has a very short history but 

wide annual changes are evident. Gulf wide summary 
statistics for 1971 and 1972 show 880 lb and 397 ,048 lb, 
respectively, were reported. Florida landings for 1973 
were 1,164,959 lb, and 1,915,311 lb in 1975. It is not 
clear whether price and demand have been major factors 
in the variability of these landings since the market was 
developed. 

Since 1961 annual landings of seabob in Louisiana 
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have varied from a low of 181,868 lb in 1967 to a high 
of 3,978,835 lb in 197 5. No information is available on 
total effort or catch per unit of effort during this time. 
There was a steady increase in total landings from 1972 
through 1975. During 1973, which was considered a flood 
year in Louisiana, catches of brown and white shrimp 
during the spring, summer and fall were extremely low. 
This factor, coupled with the high value per pound of 
seabobs {$0.61) probably caused extra effort within the 
industry toward exploitation of seabob stocks. Again in 
1974, high landings were reported with apparently no 
effect to the stock. 

Catch statistics for royal red shrimp are available from 
1962 through 1975. Total catches for this period are as 
follows: 

1962 - 5,233 lb 
1963 - 6,245 lb 
1964 - 4,591 lb 
1965 - 17,045 lb 
1966 - 23,475 lb 
1967 - 36,256 lb 
1968 - 72,866 lb 

1969 - 271,292 lb 
1970 - 40,917 lb 
1971 -:-- 64,081 lb 
1972 - 36,645 lb 
1973 - 230,794 lb 
1974 - 226,871 lb 
1975 - 122,607 lb 

Because this species is only found on the continental 
slope and requires larger vessels with more expensive 
trawling systems, the variability in landings appears to 
fluctuate with effort. The larger vessels which are capable 
of exploiting royal red shrimp appear to harvest brown, 
pink or white shrimp during years when these species are 
abundant. During years when the inshore species are not 
abundant, more effort may go into fishing for royal red 
shrimp. 

The dynamics of shrimp resources, shrimp fisheries and 
shrimp environments of the Gulf of Mexico continue to 
receive considerable attention but our knowledge in this 
regard is still insufficient· for optimum management. How
ever, it is clear that the yield of shrimp fluctuates 
annually, that it is limited and that our capability of 
economically over-exploiting these resources has already 
been demonstrated. In addition, continued alteration of 
shrimp habitat (e.g. mineral exploitation, bulkheading, 
dredging and filling, channelization and similar activities) 
and pollution of the estuarine and marine environments 
have the potential of reducing these shrimp resources 
through attrition of productive estuarine nursery groupds 
and off shore spawning grounds. 

In order to fully evaluate the effectiveness of programs 
and understand the dynamics of shrimp populations, 
comprehensive research programs must be initiated to 
obtain necessary data. ·once adequate information has 
been assimilated into a management system, simulation 
models can be developed which would offer managers a 
wide array of management strategies and could utilize 
techniques commonly used in fisheries population 
dynamics. 

Food Habits. Penaeid larvae subsist on yolk until the 
Protozoea I stage, when active feeding begins (Lindner 
and Cook, 1970; Cook and Lindner, 1970; Costello and 
Allen, 1970). During the postlarval an_d juvenile stages, 
abundance of food is essential for rapid growth {Williams, 
1955). Feeding occurs largely at night, although in turbid 
waters daytime feeding may occur {Eldred et al., 1961; 
Costello and Allen, 1970). 

Juvenile and adult shrimp are reported to be omnivo
rous by Weymouth et al. {1933), Darnell {1958) and 
Broad {1965). Brown, white and young pink shrimp have 
been described as omnivores (Perez-Fartante, 1969; 
Odum, 1971 ). From observations on specimens held in 
aquaria, Lindner and Cook {1970) considered shrimp to 
be selective and particulate feeders 

Pearson {1939), Williams {1955 and 1959) and Marshall 
and Orr {1960) reported that the early larval stages feed 
on plankton and suspended detrital material. Intermediate 
stages apparently combine detrital feeding with scaveng
ing on the bottom sediment. As the adult stage is 
approached, predation is combined with detrital feeding. 
The primary difference in feeding in young and adult 
shrimp is the nature of the food material selected. Jones 
{1973} reported fine particles, both organic and inorganic, 
provided a significant food base for young penaeid shrimp 
in Louisiana. Fecal pellets were an important food item 
for juveniles in both the non-selective and selective feed
ing size ranges. Brown shrimp above 65 mm were active 
predators and fed intensively on polychaetes, amphipods, 
nematodes and chironomid larvae concentrated in the 
detrital mat. 

Stomach analyses, based mainly on content of the 
foregut, indicate shrimp are able to ingest a wide variety 
of food items. Williams {1955) examined the gut contents 
of penaeids taken off the coast of North Carolina. 
Material in the foregut was described as finely triturated 
and difficult to identify. Most abundant materials in 
order of decreasing frequency were as follows: un
recognizable debris, chitin fragments, setae and jaws from 
annelids, plant fragments and sand. Other material 
identified included: foraminiferans, gastropod and 
lamellibranch shells, squid suckers, small fish, fish scales 
and muscle fibers. Flint (1956) stated that the major 
items in the intestine of larger _shrimp_ included particles 
of bryozoans, sponges, corals, sand covered with algae, 
filaments of blue-green algae and roots and stems of 
vascular plants. -

In studies on pink shrimp in Florida, Eldred et al. 
{1961) and Odum {1971) reported plant material found 
in the stomach included particles of algae, diatoms, dino
flagellates, detritus and leaves of vascular aquatic plants. 
Animal parts included polychaetes, nematodes, caridean 
shrimp, mysids, copepods, isopods, amphipods, molluscs, 
foraminiferans, caridean eggs and fish scales'. · 
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As omnivores, the younger juvenile penaeids have a full 
complement of digestive enzymes which enable them to 
utilize a broad spectrum of nutrient sources in the estuary 
(Jones, 1973). Condrey et al. (1972) found that assimila
tion efficiency in juvenile white and brown shrimp was 
high (80-85%) for a variety of plant and animal material. 
Jones (1973) found the high assimilation efficiency 
reported in the literature for commercial penaeids may 
greatly exceed the actual assimilation efficiency in the 
field where lower food concentrations become a critical 
factor. 

Geographic Distribution Throughout Life Cycle. In the 
following account, much of the general information on 
the commercially important Penaeus spp. is summarized 
from Perez-Farfante (1969). 

Brown shrimp range from Martha's Vineyard south to 
the Florida Keys and north on the west. coast of Florida 
to. the northwest Sanibel grounds. Apparently they are 
absent north of these grounds to the vicinity of Apalachi
cola Bay, where they appear again, ranging along the 
northern and western coasts of the Gulf of Mexico and 
the northwestern coast of Yucatan (Figure I). Brown 
shrimp attain their maximum off shore density along the 
coast of Texas but are also relatively abundant along the 
Louisiana and Mississippi coasts and off the northeast 
coast of Mexico south to Veracruz; a dense concentration 
exists in Campeche in the area west of Carmen. 

Highest offshore densities of brown shrimp are found 
at depths be.tween 27 and 55 m (15 and 30 fm) but they 
are commercially abundant to 110 m (60 fm). Along the 
Texas coast about 90% of the brown shrimp catch is 
made at depths between 11 and 82 m ( 6 and 45 fm). 
Around 60% of the catch comes from depths within 
37 m (20 fm) and 30% from between 37 to 82 m (20 

United States 

Figure 1. Geographic range of the brown shrimp. 

to 45 fm). The largest shrimp {21 to 25 tail count and 
greater) are taken beyond the depth of 37 m {20 fm). 
Greatest catches are from May or June through November 
or December. 

White shrimp range. along the Atlantic coast from Fire 
Island, N.Y. to St. Lucie Inlet in east Florida~ They are 
absent around the southernmost portion of the Florida 
peninsula. White shrimp appear again at the mouth of the 
Ochlockonee River and continue uninterrupted around the 
Gulf of Mexico to the Golfo de Campeche {Figure 2). 
Within the Gulf of Mexico, centers of abundance are 
located in Louisiana and in northeast Tabasco, including 
the adjacent waters of Campeche. 

The fishery for white shrimp extends to a depth of 
just beyond 37 m (20 fm). Kutkuhn {1966) stated that 
adult white shrimp are rarely found at depths greater 
than 35 m (19 fm), well within that part of the littoral 
zone measurably influenced by land drainage. Osborn et 
al. {1969) reported that even in the offshore fishery, 
almost 90% of the landings were from waters less than 
18 m (10 fm) deep. White shrimp, which remain longer 
and grow larger in inside waters than brown shrimp, are 
the mainstay of the Texas commercial bay fishery. 

The range of pink shrimp extends from lower Chesa
peake Bay to the Florida Keys and the Gulf of Mexico. 
In the Gulf it ranges from the Tortugas Islands along the 
coast, through the coastal waters of Mexico· to Cago 
Catoche and south to Isla Mujeres (Figure 3). The most 
dense populations are off southwestern Florida and. in the 
southeastern portion of Golfo de Campeche. The greatest 
concentrations are in depths between 11 and 37 m (6 and 
20 fm) but in some localities they are abundant at depths 
of as much as 64 m (3 5 fm). 

The range of seabobs is thought to be from Cape 

United States 

Figure 2. Geographic range of the white shrimp. 
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United States 

Figure 3. Geographic range of the pink shrimp. 

Hatteras, North Carolina through the Gulf of Mexico and 
Caribbean Sea to Santos, Sao Paulo, Brazil (Williams, 
1965). Anderson (1970) reported that seabobs once 
occurred in relatively large numbers off the coast of 
Georgia in shallow waters and in the mouths of river 
systems but are no longer as abundant along the Georgia 
coast as in the 1930's. Anderson (1970) also reported sea
bobs occurring along the South Carolina coast in small 
numbers. 

Seabobs generally occur along the U.S. coastline within 
a narrow zone near the shoreline (Kutkuhn, 1966). 
Renfro and Cook (1963) reported the seabob to be a 
littoral species found most often at depths of 11 to 13 m 
( 6 to 7 fm) or less, and. almost never in protected bays 
and estuaries inside the barrier islands. In Louisiana, sea
bobs are normally harvested in an area along the coastline 
within 4 m (2 fm) and very rarely venture into estuaries. 
During January and February, 1975 in a scientific survey 
off the coast of French Guiana and Surinam by Dragovich 
et al. (1975), seabobs were reported in small numbers at 
the 46 m (25 Jm) curve. 

Rock shrimp have been reported from Virginia south
ward to the Florida Keys, in the Bahamas, in Cuba and 
along the entire Gulf of Mexico coast to Caba Catoche, 
Mexico (Cobb et al., 1973; Hildebrand, 1954). Major 
concentrations have been successfully fished at Caba 
Catoche, Mexico and the Cape Canaveral area of east 
central Florida. Elsewhere in the Gulf, Brusher et al. 
(1972) and Bryan and Cody (197 5) reported possible 
commercial quantities of rock shrimp in offshore areas, 
27 to 67 m (15 to 35 fm), between Freeport, Texas and 
Vermilion Bay, Louisiana. A commercial population also 
exists along the eastern panhandle area of Florida (Ingle, 
1956). Although not fished consistently, these areas 

occasionally yield large hauls of rock shrimp at depths 
from 18 to 40 m (10 to 22 fm) (Gulf Coast Shninp Data, 
1959 to 1975). 

Although T. similis is frequently encountered west of 
88°1 O' (Burkenroad, 1939), Hildebrand {1955) found T. 
constrictus the more prevalent of the two species on the 
Campeche shrimp grounds. In the Tortugas area, Eldred 
(1959) reported T. similis second in abundance to pink 
shrimp. Along the west coast of Florida, T. similis has 
been reported only from Tampa Bay (Saloman, 1964) 
with T. constrictus more common (Eldred et al., 1961). 
In Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi waters, T. similis is 
the dominant species (Brusher et al., 1972; Christmas et 
al., 1976). Off Texas and Louisiana, T. similis was most 
abundant at 27 m (15 fm) stations and rare at depths 
beyond 82 m ( 45 fm). Trachypenaeus constrictus was 
more common in shallower waters, 14 to 27 m (8 to 
15 fm) (Brusher et al., 1972). Burkenroad ( 1939) gave 
the bathymetric range of these two species as 20 to 37 m 
(11 to 20 fm) for T. similis and 5 to 55 m (3 to 30 fm) 
for T. constrictus. 

Royal red shrimp occur on the upper continental slope 
as far north as Cape Hatteras, North Carolina and as far 
south as the coast of the Guianas, but, are abundant in 
only a few areas (Bullis and Cummins, 1962; Roe, 1969). 
Within the Gulf of Mexico, two of these areas contain 
concentrations of royal red shrimp that exceed the 
minima for full-scale shallow-water shrimping operations. 
These areas are located south to southwest of the Dry 
Tortugas and off the Mississippi delta from southeast of 
the Mississippi passes to off Mobile, Alabama (Bullis, 
1956; Bullis and Cummins, 1962). 

The general bathymetric range for this species is from 
348 to 494 m ( 190 to 270 fm) with a minimum and 
maximum depth of 275 to 915 m (150 to 500 fm) 
(Springer and Bullis, 1952 and 1954; Bullis and Rathjen, 
1959; Bullis, 1956; Bullis and Cummins, 1962). The 
depth distribution appears to be related to temperature. 
Royal red shrimp are commonly found through a tempera
ture range of 5 to 15 C, however, catch rates exceeding 
25 lb per hour have been confined to a range of 9 to 
12 C (Bullis and Cummins, 1962); and Roe (1969) re
ported the bathymetric distribution to be related to the 
location of the 9 to 10 C range. Larvae and postlarvae of 
these penaeid shrimp are normally planktonic in offshore 
waters. Transport of these stages has generally been 
attributed to water currents (Perez-Farfante, 1969). 

Postlarval brown shrimp enter Texas bays from the 
Gulf of Mexico throughout the year, with peaks occurring 
between February and May and between July and 
October. The spring peak is dominant. King (1971) found 
peak influx of young began as early as mid-January. 
Catch rates increased through February, reached a peak 
in late March and declined after the first part of April. 
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Christmas et al. (1966) collected postlarval brown shrimp 
in Mississippi as early as February. Copeland and Truitt 
(1966) found two peaks of postlarval shrimp at the 
Aransas Pass inlet with brown shrimp postlarvae com
prising the spring peak. In Louisiana, White and Boud
reaux ( 1977) found peak larval movement in March and 
April; however, movement into the estuaries usually 
begins in January. In Alabama, brown shrimp postlarvae 
begin entering bays as early as January during some years 
but it is usually February or March before they are 
abundant. March is the peak month of the migration 
(Swingle, 1971) which lasts until November (Loesch, 
196S). 

Postlarvae may overwinter in Gulf waters, possibly 
burrowing during cold weather, and enter bays in spring 
when temperatures increase. Temple (1968) found that 
growth of shrimp was retarded in the Gulf in winter and 
that postlarvae increased in number in the shallow Gulf 
in fall and winter before they entered the estuary. 
Although Fischer (1967) found postlarvae throughout 
the water column in S m (3 fm) off Galveston at 10 C, 
several investigators have found that peak influx does not 
begin until waters are considerably warmer. King (1971) 
found that peak migration out through Cedar Bayou, 
Texas occurred at 14 to 18 C. The lowest temperature at 
which Compton {l 96Sa) found postlarvae in major bay 
and Gulf passes was 14 C. In laboratory experiments, 
Aldrich et al. (1968) found that most postlarvae burrowed 
into the substrate at 12 to 16. S C and re-emerged at 
18 to 21.S C. 

Juvenile brown shrimp are abundant all along the· 
Texas coast from spring to fall with massive migrations 
to the Gulf beginning in late May or early June. In 
addition to the major spring peak in abundance, minor 
fall and winter peaks are not uncommon in warm 
climates. Generally, the largest numbers are collected 
at salinities of 10 to 20 ppt (Gunter et al., 1964). 
Flooding and low. water temperatures during critical 
spring periods may have disastrous effects upon brown 
shrimp year classes. The most successful year classes have 
occurred when salinities and temperatures were relatively 
high in spring. 

King (1971) found that peak migration of brown 
shrimp through Cedar Bayou, Texas occurred from mid
May to mid-June at average sizes of 82 to 91 mm. Trent 
(1967) found that peak migration from Galveston Bay 
was in May and June and that size of migrating shrimp 
increased from an average of S8 mm in May to 106 mm 
in August. Copeland (196S) stated that brown shrimp 
migrated out through Aransas Pass in summer at a total 
length of 70 to 80 mm. Joyce (196S) indicated this 
species migrates offshore at an average size of 100 to 
1 OS mm. In. Louisiana, brown shrimp were reported by 
Gaidry and White (1973) to experience two movements, 

the first taking place in the upper estuarine . system where 
larger shrimp, 60 to 70 mm, move south to the lower bay 
system. Then migration offshore normally begins in May 
and consists of shrimp 90 to 110 mm long. 

White shrimp postlarvae reach estuaries when 6 to 
7 mm long. Migration from the Gulf usually begins in 
May with two peaks occurring from summer to fall 
(Baxter and Renfro, 1967). Postlarvae are generally scarce 
from November through April when water temperatures 
are low. King ( 1971) found that postlarvae migrated in 
through Cedar Bayou, a natural pass in Texas, .in July 
1968 and in mid-May 1969. This migration continued 
through summer and fall both years (and through winter 
in 1968). None were taken in March and April 1969 or 
mid~February through March 1970. Copeland and Truitt 
(1966) found that most postlarvae entered the Aransas 
Pass inlet from June through September. 

Gaidry and White (1973) presented the basic 
parameters of white shrimp population movements in 
Louisiana estuaries. Postlarvae enter the estuaries in 
greatest abundance from June through September. Peak 
abundance of juvenile shrimp in the shallow marshes 
typically occurs 1 to 2 months after maximum postlarval 
catches. Juveniles less than 50 mm long are present in 
the nursery areas from July through September, and in 
some years as early as June. Throughout the summer and 
fall most white shrimp on the nursery grounds are 
between SO and 100 mm. During August and September, 
some larger (100 to lSO mm) white shrimp are found on 
the nursery grounds but these constitute· a minor portion 
of the population. 

White shrimp occur in Texas bays in all seasons but 
are most abundant in summer and fall. In mild weather 
they may overwinter in bays or the shallow Gulf and 
contribute to commercial catches the following spring 
and summer. Johnson (197 Sa) found that white shrimp 
from the previous year class populated the shallow Gulf 
around the mouth of the San Bernard River and reentered 
estuaries in March at sizes of 90 to 120 mm. In Louisiana, 
Lindner and Anderson (19S6) in March detected shore
ward movement of small shrimp which had been forced 
offshore by cold weather in January. These late recruited 
white shrimp, forced offshore at a small size by rapidly 
falling water temperatures, re-entered the inland estuaries 

• with warming temperatures and remained inland until reach
ing a size of l 4S to 160 mm. 

Juvenile white shrimp penetrate rivers and tributaries 
farther than brown or pink shrimp and are usually found 
in lower salinities. Joyce (196S) found them as far as 
210 km (131 mi) inland in the St. Johns River system 
in Florida. In Texas, Johnson (197 Sb) and Breuer (Texas 
Parks and Wildlife Department, personal communication) 
found that white shrimp penetrate the Brazos and Rio 
Grande Rivers to at least 40 km (2S mi). Gunter et al. 
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(1964) reported the low salinity of Louisiana nursery 
grounds may be optimal for juvenile white shrimp. 

White shrimp usually begin migrations from estuaries 
to the Gulf in summer and fall when they are 100 to 
120 mm long, although smaller shrimp migrate during 
winter (Compton and Bradley, 1964; Compton, 1965b). 
Moffett {1972), Moffett and McEachron {1973 and 1974) 
and Johnson {197 Sb) sampled shrimp on bay fishing 
grounds in summer and fall to determine the percentage 
of shrimp greater than 39 count. Percentages were high 
from mid-August through September and October and 
low in late fall when cold spells flush small shrimp from 
secondary bays to the fishing grounds. 

Extensive sampling from southwest Aorida suggests 
pink shrimp postlarvae enter inshore waters throughout 
the year but that peaks of abundance vary annually. 

In Aorida Bay a large peak of abundance was re
ported from April to June by Tabb et al. {1962b) and 
from July through October by Jones et al. (1964). A 
secondary peak has been demonstrated in the fall or during 
the winter. In Tampa Bay a very large peak was recorded 
in July by ·Eldred et al. (1965). In Mississippi pink shrimp 
postlarvae were taken from May through December, but 
only a few we~e collected before July (Christmas et al., 
1966). Copeland and Truitt ( 1966) observed a maximum 
peak of postlarvae in August and September in Aransas 
Pass inlet. 

Costello and Allen {1966) estimated that pink shrimp 
remain in the estuaries of southwest Aorida for a period 
lasting from about 2 to 6 months. Several studies have 
been conducted to follow the pink shrimp migrations as 
they leave the estuaries. Tabb et al. {1962b) observed 
that many shrimp move into Aorida Bay at about 82 to 
90 mm and practically all move in before attaining a total 
length of 105. mm. The relative abundance of shrimp 
moving into Florida Bay fluctuates seasonally. Numbers 
are greatest in late summer and early fall with a peak in 
September (Idyll et al., 1966). A second peak occurs 
from January to April. Eldred et al. (1961), working in 
Tampa Bay, found that shrimp began their seaward move
ment at 85 mm in April and continued through July. 
Mass migration to offshore waters did not seem to occur 
during the fall and winter. Copeland (1965) reported 
most shrimp leave through Aransas Pass inlet at sizes of 

f 

70 to 90 mm from April through October. 
Distributions of the young of the less abundant 

penaeid species are not as well documented. In Louisiana 
and off the Texas coast, seabobs generally complete their 
life cycles within a narrow zone near the shoreline. In 
Louisiana seabobs are generally found in fairly large 
numbers during the winter from mid-November to the 
end of February at which time they are usually harvested. 
They reappear near the shoreline in about July or August 
during which time gravid females are captured in large 

numbers. Studies in Galveston Bay by Renfro and Cook 
( 1963) found that gravid females· were prominent near the 
jetties from April through October. 

Very little is known about the distribution of post
larval rock shrimp. The larvae are plariktonic in conti
nental shelf waters and start a benthic life at sizes of 
about 4 to 11 mm. 

Off the Mississippi coast, Trachypenaeus spp. were the 
most abundant penaeid larvae at lQ,., 18- and 36-m (5-, 
10- and 20-fm) stations with a marked decline in number 
at 54- to. 90-m (30- to 49-fm) stations. Concentration of 
all stages was greatest at 18 m (10 fm) in summer and 
36 m (20 fm) in other seasons (Subrahmanyam, 1969). 
No correlation was found between vertical distribution 
and stage, i.e., protozoea at the bottom, mysis in mid
water, etc., nor were diurnal stratifications apparent. 
However, there is some evidence that adults of both 
species are nocturnal (Bryan and Cody, 197 5; Joyce, 
1965). 

The early life history of royal. red shrimp is unknown. 
Anderson and Lindner (1971) r~ported that juveniles 
under 50 mm have not been taken. 

In addition to the inshore and offshore migrations by 
various developmental stages of brown shrimp, migration 
of adults along the Gulf coast has also been reported. 
Klima and Beningo- {1965) found that small brown shrimp 
moved parallel to the coastline and seaward. Ninety-five 
percent of recaptures from shrimp marked and released 
at depths of 18 to 22 m {10 to 12 fm) off Port Aransas 
were caught inside 27 m ( 15 fm) and within 48 km 
(30 mi) of the release site. Klima (1964) reported that 
shrimp released in 38 to 44 m (21 to 24 fm) off Pass 
Cavallo were recaptured within the 29 to 55 m (16 to 
30 fm) contours and within 32 kffi (20 mi) of the release 
site. He also reported that young brown shrimp marked 
in or near Galveston Bay were recruited to the fished 
populations all along the Texas coast. Compton and 
Bradley (1962) fourtd that juvenile brown shrimp marked 
and. released in Aransas Bay moved primarily toward the 
Gulf during summer. Movement of shrimp in the Gulf was 
southward· and within a depth of 42 m (23 fm). Brown 
shrimp marked in the Laguna Madre moved south and 
east in the direction of Gulf passes in summer (Pullen, 
1963). Shrimp moved northward in the Gulf aft~r leaving 
the bay. Gunter {1962) believed that, based on com
mercial catches, brown and white shrimp moved south
ward during winter. 

Lindner and Anderson (1956) studied white shrimp 
migration patterns in the Gulf of Mexico and found that 
off shore movements appear to be rartdom feeding move
ments. Movements may be 160 km (100 mi) or more. 
They also found inshore-offshore movements associated 
with temperature changes and spawning. During fall, 
winter and spring, they found very few shrimp less than 
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130 mm in depths greater than 9 m (5 fm} except when 
unusual cold spells drove smaller shrimp to the deeper 
waters. Small shrimp returned toward shore when tem
peratures increased. In May and June, shrimp made 
spawning movements toward deeper water. Shrimp along 
the major portion of the Gulf exhibited little coastwise 
movement. Although their evidence was not conclusive, 
Lindner and Anderson (1956) suggested that white shrimp 
may move south from the lower Texas coast to Mexico 
in fall and winter, and back toward Texas in spring. 

Bryan and Cody (1975) found an inshore-offshore 
movement. Catches at 22 m (12 fm), while always low, 
were greatest in the spring, fall and winter months and 
were virtually zero during the summer. Catches at 15 m 
(8 fm) were lower than at 22 m (12 fm) in April 1973, 
then increased in the next few months, while the catches 
at 22 m (12 fm) were decreasing. The same thing 
occurred in February 1974, indicating an inshore move
ment by the shrimp. Spring catches in a depth of 7 m 
( 4 fm) during both years yielded more but smaller shrimp, 
suggesting movement of overwintering shrimp from the 
bays to the Gulf and at the same time an inshore move
ment of shrimp from the Gulf. 

Klima (1964) marked 4,205 white shrimp in two areas 
off the western Louisiana coast in September 1962. More 
than 88% of the recoveries between September and 
December were taken within 48 km (30 mi) of the release 
areas, and the greatest distance travelled was about 128 
km (80 mi). 

Recent tagging studies (W. S. Perret, pers. comm.) in 
· Louisiana indicate a westward drift of migrating penaeids 

along the coast. Fishing effort off Louisiana for brown 
shrimp during early summer and white shrimp during fall 
also indicate a westward movement of brown and white 
shrimp. 

Studies along the Louisiana coast on the seabob 
showed that populations move primarily north and south 
between the shoreline and near offshore (C. L. Juneau, 
pers. comm.). Migrations to the beach from offshore 
usually occur immediately following the passage of a 
cold front. Another migration of a lesser magnitude 
usually occurs in July and August when gravid females 
move closer to shore. No known tagging and recapture 
studies have been conducted to determine east-west 
migration patterns. 

No coastal migrations for the other species have been 
described. 

Habitat. Brown shrimp range from shore out to depths 
of at least 110 m (60 fm), being most abundant at depths 
of 27 to 55 m (15 to 30 fm)~ Adults show a definite 
preference for mud and silt bottoms and are found to a 
lesser extent upon mud, shell and sand substrates. 
Juveniles show a preference for muddy-sand, sandy-mud 
or peat bottoms and are especially abundant in areas 

covered with vegetation and plant debris. 
Bottom substrate preference of adult white shrimp is 

similar to brown shrimp, although juvenile whites prefer a 
softer substrate (Perez-Farfante, 1969). This preference 
for silt and mud bottoms together with a preference for 
lower salinities accounts for the greatest concentration of 
white shrimp along the Louisiana coast and their scarcity 
off the Florida coasts. 

The preference of pink shrimp for sand, shell-sand and 
coral-mud bottoms and for moderate to high salinities 
largely limits their abundance throughout their range. This 
species has been reported from the Laguna Madre in 
salinities as high as 69 ppt; it is seldom taken below 5 
ppt, and shows a preference for salinities of 20 ppt and 
higher. Juveniles are especially abundant in submerged 
vegetation. 

Virtually no information is available on substrate 
preferences of seabobs. Neiva (1967) reported that sea
bobs landed in Santos from the coastline of sao Paulo, 
Brazil are taken in areas where the bottom is composed 
of mud or mud mixed with sand. In Louisiana, since most 
of the catches occur in close proximity to large river 
mouths (Mississippi River and Atchafalaya River), it 
could be assumed that bottom types are also mud, silt 
or silt mixed with sand. If so, the marginally attractive 
bottom composition and texture may be enhanced by 
abundant nutrients. 

Rock shrimp occur from shallow offshore waters to 
depths of 311 m (170 fm) but are most abundant from 
27 to 73 m (14 to 40 fm). They show a preference for 
hard and biogenic sands with shell fragments. They are 
not dependent upon estuaries and are rare in inshore 
waters. Rock shrimp prefer high stable salinities of off
shore waters with moderate temperatures. 

Both species of Trachypenaeus range throughout the 
Gulf of Mexico. Trachypenaeus constrictu.s is an offshore 
species found primarily on sand or mud and shell bottoms 
in high-salinity waters. It is rarely taken in estuarine or 
inshore waters. Trachypenaeus similis is found shoreward 
of 82 m ( 45 fm) and apparently is found mostly over 
mud bottoms. This species enters estuarine waters to 
some extent but does not appear to be estuarine 
dependent. 

Royal red shrimp occur on sand, silty-sand, terrigenous 
• and calcareous sediments and show rio apparent pref

erence for a particular sediment type (Roe, 1969). They 
are widely distributed on the continental slope wherever 
soft bottoms occur within the 5 to 15 C temperature 
range. They occur in higher densities on some grounds 
than on others and this variation can be related, in part, 
to the amount of environmental disturbances on the 
shrimping grounds. Roe (1969) reported the Mississippi 
Delta grounds had the lowest densities of royal red shrimp 
among the commercial grounds studied. He concluded 
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active sedimentation and deposition in this area produce 
mud slides, erosion and other substrate disturbances 
which interfere with the permanent establishment of 
densities comparable to those of other areas. 

22 DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRY: HARVESTING SECTOR 

Shrimp were first caught around the Atlantic and Gulf 
of Mexico with dipnets, seines and leafy weirs such as 
are still used. in the Rio Soto la Marina, Mexico. Prior to 
the start of the· use of the otter trawl by the shrimp 
industry between 1912 and 1915 at Beaufort, N.C., 
almost the entire catch of shrimp was taken by haul 
seines. Between 1912 and 1917, use of the otter trawl 
spread rapdily throughout the South Atlantic and Gulf 
states. By 1931 less than 1 % of the shrimp catch was made 
by haul seines. 

The shrimp fishermen were usually natives of European 
maritime countries or recent descendants from peoples of 
such countries. People of Italian, Greek, Slavic, Portuguese 
and French extraction made up the majority of the early 
shrimpermen, with the predominant nationality varying 
from state to state. 

For a great many years Gulf coast trawling craft were 
generally small boats. The fishing grounds consisted of 
those areas that could be reached within a reasonable 
length of time by the trawler and an ice boat from the 
major shrimp ports. There were many areas along the 
Gulf coastline with little or no shrimping due to the 
inaccessability of these areas to the small trawlers 
(Johnson and Lindner, 1934). 

Otter trawling for shrimp is one of the few fishing 
methods originating in the United States. Early trawlers 
were typically open skiffs 4. 5 to 7 .5 m ( 15 to 25 ft) 
long, powered by gasoline engines. During the early 
l 920's, these boats were decked over and a pilot house 
added. The major advancement of the 1930's was the 
introduction of the diesel engine. 

For the entire Gulf of Mexico, white shrimp produc
tion reached its peak in 1945 and in that year accounted 
for at least 95% of the total production. With the excep
tion of some production of dried shrimp, some bait 
shrimp and some incidental catches, landings consisted 
mainly of white shrimp. 

Brown shrimp were first taken in quantity off the 
Texas coast in 1947. Market resistance to the more'exten
sively pigmented brown shrimp was overcome. The strong 
demand for shrimp increased production and thus 
encouraged the expansion of the shrimp fleet (Springer, 
1951). 

Coincident with the need for larger vessels to operate 
greater distances offshore, horsepower was increased 
along with making innovations in design and construction. 
The first all steel shrimp trawlers appeared during the 
1940's in conjunction with the first freezer trawlers. 

Current trends in the Gulf shrimp fleet are toward 
large trawlers made of aluminum, steel or fiberglass having 
extended range and the capability to. function with a 
variety of fishing gear without structural changes. Other 
innovations included more powerful engines, more attrac
tive and air conditioned crew's quarters with modern 
sanitary facilities, modern hydraulic equipment and ships 
generators and ever-increasing advancements in electronic 
gear capable of plotting the vessel's exact location on off
shore shrimping grounds (Captiva, 1966). 

Even though many Gulf trawlers are still made of 
wood with the pilot house off the hold forward, the 
trend is to larger offshore "Fiorida type" vessels 22.9 to 
24.4 m (75 to 80 ft) or more in length and double rigged 
to pull two nets simultaneously. Double-rig fishing 
became popular in the early and midfifties and has been 
estimated to increase the catch by 15 to 30% as well as 
reducing fuel costs and repair time {Klima and Ford, 
1970). Many owners of smaller wooden Gulf shrimp boats 
have increased their fishing efficiency without a great 
amount of capital by converting their single rig trawlers 
to double rigs and working their boats in nearby offshore 
waters when the weather is suitable. 

Vessels used in the ·inshore shrimping fleet generally do 
not exceed 12.2 to 15.2 m (40 to 50 ft) long and are 
made primarily of wood. There are several types of 
smaller boats with a variety of design and rigging. Many 
of these are used by weekend shrimpermen who use their 
catch for home consumption. Some of these boats are 
equipped with a gasoline-powered winch with rope tow
lines rigged for towing a single trawl from the stern. The 
use of fast commercial skiff-type vessels, usually operated 
by one man in inshore waters, in partjcular the large 
"mosquito" fleet operating in the Louisiana marshes and 
bays, has become quite extensive. These boats are able to 
operate in shallow water and tow trawls up to 12.2 m 
( 40 ft) in length. They are able to get to' and from the 
shrimping grounds rapidly and usually satisfy their 
requirements in half a day. This circumvents the need for 
large ice-carrying spaces. 

The advent and acceptance of diesel motor power has 
done more to expand the shrimp fishery than any other 
piece of equipment. All offshore vessels in the Gulf States 
use diesel power with reduction gears and power takeoffs 
to operate trawl winches throughout a system of 
sprockets, chains and shafts. The main engine installation 
is usually convenient, and routine maintenance is 
accomplished by the captain and crew members. 

Fishing Methods. There are three basic designs 
employed in the otter trawl; flat, two-seam semi-balloon 
and four-seam semi-balloon. The otter trawl consists of: 
(1) a heavy mesh bag in which the shrimp are gathered in 
the tail or cod end; (2) wings on each side of the bag for 
funneling the shrimp into it; and (3) trawl doors or otter 
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boards at the end· of each wing· for holding the mouth of 
the net open. A lead line extends from door to door on 
the bottom of the trawl while a cork line is similarly 
attached at the top of the net. With flat nets the mouths 
are rectangular with the lead and cork lines being close 
to the same length (Figure 4). With the semi-balloon nets, 
the float line forms a pronounced arch. This type of net 
prevents white shrimp from escaping when they jump off 
the bottom. The semi-balloon trawls also have a much 
wider throat which prevents "choke-off' so that the catch 
does not build up in the body. 

A chain, somewhat shorter than the lead line, is 
attached between the trawl doors resulting in a tickler 
which tows just ahead of the net. This chain is used. to 
frighten shrimp off ·the bottom. The lead lines of larger 
nets are weighted with a 1/4 to 3/8-inch loop chain 
attached at about 0.3 m (1 ft) intervals with a 14- to 
16-inch drop. Many larger nets are also equipped with 
rollers on the lead line. This keeps the lead line from 
digging into the mud. 

The most common mesh sizes in nets range from 
1 1/2- to 2-inch stretch mesh, with a 3 1/2- to 4-inch 
stretch mesh chafing gear tied around the bag for pro
tection. 

Marinovich and Whiteleather (1968) stated that the 
two-seam semi-balloon trawl (Figure 5) was introduced in 
the Gulf in 1947. In 1950 there was a further modifica
tion which created the four-seam semi-balloon trawl 
(Figure 6) with a shorter jib and with wings on either 
side between the top and bottom bellies rather than two 
bellies being joined directly together as in the two-seam 
form. 

CODEND 

Figure 4. Gulf flat net. 

CODE ND 

Figure S. Two-seam semi-balloon trawl. 

COD END 

Figure 6. Gulf four-seam semi-balloon trawl. 

This was a substantial advance over the two-seam trawl 
as the net shaped better in the water during towing, 
thereby creating less resistance through better mesh open
ings. Balloon trawls do not become misshapen under 
towing strains as easily as do the flat nets that require 
frequent rehanging and rerigging to maintain maximum 
performance. 

A forward design recently placed in use and currently 
popular for shallow-water fishing in the Gulf of Mexico is 
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CODE ND 

Figure 7. Star net. 

the star net (Figure 7). This trawl has a much wider angle 
on both bottom and top bellies and wide angle corner 
jibs to give the net a further spreading. form. This, in 
return, reduces the force required by the doors in spread
ing the net and easier opening meshes reduce the friction 
of the trawl webbing in the water. This gear has proven 
itself in shallow water; however, in depths of over 18 m 
(10 fm) it is not as effective. 

The try net is another type of otter trawl which is 
used in conjunction with the larger trawls. This trawl is 
small-usually 3.7 to 4.6 m (12 to 15 ft)-and used to 
test an area for shrimp concentration. This trawl is also 
towed during regular trawling operations and lifted every 
10 to 15 minutes to assess the amount of shrimp and 
trash being caught. The amount of time the large trawls 
are left set depends on the amount of trash fish and 
shrimp being caught. Trawling times usually range from 
1 to 3 hours but can go as high as 5 or 6 hours. 

Some smaller trawls are still made of cotton twine or 
a combination of cotton and synthetics. The majority of 
shrimp trawls manufactured today are of synthetic twine. 
Synthetic twines are smoother and smaller per unit of 
tensile strength and add a factor of longer life to the 
webbing because of their resistance to rot and abrasion. 

About 20 years ago, double-rigged trawlers became 
dominant in the ·offshore shrimp fishery. In place of the 
usual 24.4 to 30.5 m (80 to 100 ft) single trawl, the 
trawler now tows two 12.2- to 15.2-m ( 40- to SO-ft) 
trawls. Two trawls produce more shrimp per unit of 

t 

effort than a single trawl, and gear losses from wrecks 
and hangs are lower as only one trawl is usually involved. 
The two trawls are pulled simultaneously off port and 
starboard booms. The try net is handled from a davit on 
the side of the boat or close in on one of the booms. 
One of the two trawls is usually pulled about 45.7 m 
(1 SO ft) behind the other to prevent fouling. The 
dragging warp ratio commonly used is 9.1 m (30 ft) or 
11.0 m (36 ft) of line to each 1.8 m (6 ft) of water. 
Experimental work with a redesigned double-rig trawl 

is presently being conducted. Instead of the usual single 
net pulled on both sides of a vessel, two smaller nets are 
pulled, rigged to a single cable with a bridle consisting of 
three pieces-one to the outside wings of each net and 
the other to a metal sled which is attached to the inside 
wings of the two trawls. A similar configuration is towed 
from the other side of the boat. 

The trawl doors used by the U.S. shrimp fleet are 
much lighter than those used in other fisheries and can be 
purchased completely rigged. The door bridle chains are 
set to give an outward and slightly· downward thrust. 
When they are purchased the chains are cut with a few 
extra lengths and can be set to individual preferences. 

The number of floats placed on the cork line of the 
trawl varies with the type of trawl and fishing conditions. 
In areas where a lot of trash fish are caught, and brown 
shrimp, which burrow in the mud, are being fished, fewer 
corks are used. White shrimp tend to escape the trawl by 
jumping off the bottom and therefore, additional floats 
are added to increase the height of the net. Generally 
fewer. corks are used on sandy bottoms than on muddy 
bottoms. 

Pink shrimp and brown shrimp burrow in the bottom 
during daylight and come out at night to forage for food. 
Commercial fishing, therefore, is generally restricted to 
night trawling when these shrimp are available. Higman 
(196S) in an attempt to more efficiently utilize time 
spent on the fishing grounds, established that a pulsed 
direct current produced definitive behavior patterns in 
shrimp and Kessler ( 196 S) used capacitor discharge pulses 
to determine the threshold electrical voltage needed to 
produce this involuntary hopping response. Pease and 
Seidel (1967) determined that the average time for shrimp 
to reach a height of 3 inches from the bottom was 2.0 
seconds, and the width of the electrical·field in front of 
the trawl should be 2.4 m (8 ft) by using the 2-second 
interval and a trawl dragging speed of 2.5 knots. The 
optimum electrical characteristics were found to be 3.0 
volts at 4 to 5 pulses per second. 

From this basic research the electric trawl was 
developed. It is a basic otter trawl equipped with an 
electrode array creating ~ electrical field in front for 
the foot rope (Figure 8). Alternating current from the 
ship's generator is converted to a DC capacitor discharge 
pulse by the underwater pulse-· generator attached to 
either port or starboard trawl door. The output of the 
pulse generator is supplied to the electrode array, produc
ing the involuntary jumping response in the burrowed 
shrimp. 

Any durable, noninsulated, flexible, copper alloy 
cable about 3/8 inch in diameter can be used for the 
electrode array material. Pease and Seidel (1967) had 
satisfactory use with six strands-three strands of insulated 
stainless steel wire for strength and three strands of 
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Figure 8. Schematic drawing of electro-shrimp trawl. 

noninsulated copper wire for current carriers. They con
cluded that the daytime catch was increased from 96 to 
109% over that of a non-electric trawl on mud bottoms 
and increased up to 50% over harder, sandy bottoms. 

The separator trawl presently being designed by the 
gear research unit at the National Marine Fisheries 
Service, Pascagoula Lab, is a modification of the basic 
four-seam otter trawl. Personnel in this research unit 
stated that no separator trawls are presently being used 
commercially in the Gulf and that the project is about 
70% completed. 

The purpose of this trawl is to eliminate all of the 
by-catch (vertebrates and undesirable invertebrates) and 
retain 90% of the shrimp. To date this trawl is able to 
separate 60. to 65% of the· undesirable species while 
losing only about 10% of the shrimp. No diagram or 
figures of this net are presently available. 

The roller frame, beam or side frame trawl has been 
exclusively designed for bait shrimping in shallow-water 
grass beds and mud bottoms. It is the key to the large 
scale. catching of live bait shrimp along the western coast 
of Florida (Woodburn et al., 1957). The rectangular 
frame is constructed of galvanized iron pipe. The lower 
portion serves as the attachment for the mouth of the 
trawl net and the upper part serves as attachment points 
for ropes used to pull and raise or lower the net. A 
roller made of wooden or metal slats is attached to the 
bottom of the frame and rides over the beds of grass as 
the boat moves along the shrimping grounds. The mouth 
of the net is usually 1.8 m (6 ft) Wide and 0.6 to 0.7 m 
(2 to 25 ft) high with a stretched mesh of 0.75 to 1 
inch. The tail of the net may be from 2.7 to 5.5 m (9 
to 18 ft) long and tapers to the cod end which is closed. 
Bait shrimp boats operate in depths from 2 to 29 m (1 to 
16 fm) and generally fish two nets, one from each side of 
the boat. The trawls are usually pulled from 10 to 15 
minutes. During this period the contents of the preced
ing haul are rapidly sorted. This necessitates a two-man 
operation since each trawl requires the speed and atten
tion of one man in handling and sorting contents 
efficiently. 

Several other types of nets have been utilized by the 
shrimping industry. Prior to the otter trawl, the haul 

seine was the most popular gear used in the commercial 
shrimp fishery. Appearing in the late 1800's, the haul 
seine· was a huge net up to several hundred meters long 
and 6.1 m (20 ft) deep and requiring a sizeable crew to 
set and use it. The mesh size ranged from l/2- to 1 1/2-
inch bar. This net varies in length and depth, with a lead 
line running along· the bottom and a cork line along the 
top. Many of the seines had bags or pockets into which 
the shrimp were herded. The haul seine was used 
primarily as a beach seine and gave the fishermen a means 
to catch white shrimp and seabobs migrating along the 
beach ·during the spring and fall. 

Today, although still licensed in some states, the haul 
seine is rarely used. Most haul seines in use today are 
under 30.5 m (100 ft) long and are used by sportsmen 
and institutions for scientific collection. 

Cast nets are used by sportsmen and to a lesser extent 
by live bait fishermen fishing along the edges of bayous 
and tidal· creeks where small shrimp congregate. These 
nets are circular, usually having a spread of 1.8 to 3'J m 
(6 to 12 ft), with a lead line running around the outside 
edge. A cord line extends through a ring in the center of 
the net, and· then radiates numerous smaller cords 
fastened at regular intervals ·to the lead line. These cast 
nets are usually constructed of nylon webbing with a 
1/4- to 3/4-inch mesh. Some nets are made from mono
filament. The net is thrown so that it will fall in a 
circular pattern on the water and than sink to the bottom. 
After the net has settled, the cord line is pulled in, draw
ing the smaller lines into the center forming a bag to hold 
the shrimp. 

Channel nets are fished in areas that have large tidal 
flow and are used to catch migrating shrimp. Channel nets 
must not be set in areas that would create a hazard to 
navigation; they seem to be especially successful with the 
passage of northern frontal systems. In Louisiana they are 
licensed the same as butterfly nets and cannot exceed 
6.7 m (22 ft) in width. These nets are essentially shrimp 
trawls anchored in such a manner as to block narrow cuts 
and bayous. Instead of otter boards to hold the net open, 
poles and anchors are used to seam the net. The net is 
fished by emptying the cod end into a skiff or in a sort
ing box on the shore next to the net. 

Butterfly nets are hung on rectangular frames and 
• attached to the sides of a boat. Similar to trawls, these 

nets vary in size and are used in areas where there is a 
strong tidal flow. The boat anchors itself heading against 
the current and lowers the nets at right angles from the 
sides of the boat, letting the current sweep into the 
mouth of the net. The .. cod end or tail of the net is lifted, 
without removing the frame, through the use of a lazy 
line and the catch emptied on the boat and then replaced. 

Push nets are used in shallow-water areas over grassy 
and muddy bottom. The catch is usually emptied into the 
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bow of a skiff the fisherman drags behind him and sorted 
by someone in the boat. These nets are used in areas of 
Florida and Texas. They consist of rectangular frames 
varying from 0.9 to 3.1 m (3 to 10 ft) wide and 0.6 to 
1.2 m (2 to 4 ft) high. A bag of small mesh nylon webb
ing is hung to the frame. 

Recreational Fishing for Shrimp. Recreational shrimp
ing along the Gulf coast has become popular in recent 
years. Most of this shrimping is done with small trawls 
from 4.9 to 6.1 m (16 to 20 ft); however, seines, cast 
nets and push nets are also utilized. The extent of com
mercial utilization of the catch resulting from these 
efforts is not known. 

At present, no information is available on sport 
shrimping along the west coast of Florida. Recreational 
shrimping does occur in very accessible unrestricted 
shoreline areas when shrimp are plentiful, for example, 
in Tampa Bay during the fall pink shrimp season. It also 
occurs and is possibly quite prevalent during the fall 
season for white shrimp along the northwest coast of 
Florida. 

Swingle et al. {1976) reported the Alabama recrea- · 
tional catch during 1972, 1973 and 1974 was 277,051, 
204,577 and 290,541 lbs, respectively. A total of 5,727 
sport trawls was owned in the two coastal counties in 
1972. Alabama law allows the use of 4.9 m (16 ft) or 
smaller trawls with no license at any time of the year. 
Quantities allowed are 5 lb per person not to exceed 
15 lb per boat during the closed commercial season and 
25 lb per person during the open season. Some sport 
shrimpers buy commercial licenses so they can catch all 
they want during the open season. During the open 
commercial season, shrimp must be legal count* (68/lb) 
but during the closed commercial season they do not. 

Current estimates of recreational or subsistence shrimp
ing in Mississippi place the number of this type of 
shrimper at approximately 1,900. Mississippi law has no 
provision for recreational trawling, thus these fishermen 
are under the same limitations and licensing requirements 
as commercial fishermen; Recreational shrimpers out
number their commercial counterparts approximately 3 
to 1 (T. M. Weaver, pers. comm.). Information obtained 
for the past three years indicates this ratio is slowly 
increasing. In 197 4, the shrimp taken by recreational 
and subsistence fishermen in Mississippi amounted'to 
166,667 lb (heads-on). This figure increased to 176,353 
lb in 1975 and to 182,112 lb in 1976. The number of 
shrimpers engaged in this activity increased approximately 
15%. 

Recreational shrimping in Louisiana has increased 
significantly since 1950. Present estimates, extrapolated 
from U.S; Fish and Wildlife Service River Basin Division 

*Size counts are expressed as heads-on unless otherwise noted. 

studies in the early 1950's, place the number of recrea
tional shrimpers in Louisiana at 45,000. The otter trawl 
continues as the primary gear used for recreational 
shrimping; some cast-netting does occur, though small in 
comparison. 

Irt Louisiana, sport trawling with a net of 4.9 m (16 
ft) or less does not require licensing. Sport trawlers with
out licenses are allowed up to 100 lb (heads-on, any size) 
per vessel per day. Louisiana has also established a license 
category for sport trawlers. Under this license, sport 
trawlers may use a trawl in excess of 4.9 m (16 ft) but 
less than 15.2 m (50 ft) in width for recreational 
purposes. The trawler is not restricted to catch and may 
keep, for personal use, as much as he so desires; however, 
he is prohibited from selling his catch. 

Another factor in sport shrimping· in Louisiana is the 
significant participation of actual sport shrimpers who 
purchase commercial licenses, taking advantage of non
limited access and relatively low prices. This group, 
generally fully employed in other endeavors, may con
stitute up to 50% of the licensed commercial shrimpers 
in Louisiana, especially in certain areas of the state. 
Normally this group, whose catch may be significant, 
often sells a portion of its catch either for profit or to 
defray expenses. They do not normally sell to statistis
tically monitored shrimp houses; consequently the extent 
of this activity is unknown and their catches remain 
unreported. 

In 1973 approximately 1.1% (900,823 lb) of the Texas 
shrimp harvest was taken by recreational fishermen (King, 
1975). They harvested 5.7% (845,747 lb) of the total 
bay harvest and 0.1% (55,077 lb) of the total harvest 
from the Gulf adjacent to Texas. King (197 5) believed 
that adverse weather severely affected the recreational 
harvest in 1973.. 

Seasons and Geographic Location of the Shrimping 
Industry. The shrimp fishery along the Gulf coast is 
seasonal. Availability of the shrimp is governed by the 
life cycle of the shrimp and the influence of environ
mental factors. Fishing effort is dependent upon market 
conditions, availability, weather and state statutes. In 
order to protect growing shrimp, the Gulf states have 
enacted statutes establishing regulations restricting or 
prohibiting shrimping activities seasonally and geo
graphically (see Chapter 3).-

There are three fishing zones along Florida's west 
coast. The major zone is the Tortugas-Sanibel area and IHUi 

accounted for as much as 80% of total west coast produc· 
tion until recent increases in northwest coast pink shrimp 
production. Some shrimping takes place all year in the 
Tortugas-Sanibel region but the major shrimping season I~ 

from fall through spring (Joyce and Eldred, 1966). 
Various depths are fished depending upon the size, qu1m· 
tity and current market prices. This region has been 
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clearly defined by Iversen and Idyll (1959), Ingle et al. 
(1959), Kutkuhn (1966) and Costello and Allen (1966). 
Another fishing zone, the central west coast area (Tampa 
Bay), usually produces shrimp in the spring as overwinter
ing pink shrimp leave the bay. Occasionally there is some 
production during fall as the shrimp are just reaching 
legal size. The northwest coast, particularly Apalachicola 
Bay and offshore, comprises the third fishing zone. This 
area produces three species: pink shrimp from March
April through summer;· brown shrimp from April-May 
through summer; and white shrimp during fall. Shrimping 
starts in the bays as pink and brown shrimp become legal 
size and moves offshore with the shrimp. White shrimp 
catches are high in fall as the shrimp move out of 
brackish water. areas into bays. Catches decrease as the 
migration continues from the bays into nearshore over
wintering areas such as St. George Sound. 

In Alabama, commercial quantities of shrimp usually 
appear in inside waters during April or May (depending 
upon flood conditions) as overwintering populations of 
white and pink shrimp return to the bays. The com
mercial season is set by regulation and is closed when 
juvenile brown shrimp become mixed with the other two 
species. There is a 2 to 3 week difference in the time 
when brown shrimp reach harvestable size in upper 
Mobile Bay and in lower Mobile Bay and Mississippi 
Sound, so inside waters are opened area by area as shrimp 
attain legal count. The greatest trawling activity is during 
late June, July and August. As shrimp become less 
abundant in late July and August, many Alabama boats 
move into Mississippi and Louisiana waters. Many 
Alabama boats, in fact, shrimp to the west almost 
exclusively after the first 2 or 3 weeks of the Alabama 
season. Many Alabama boats also fish in Louisiana 
waters in the spring after the Alabama season is closed. 

The principal fishing area is Mississippi Sound during 
the first 3 weeks of the open season, followed later by 
lower Mobile Bay, principally in the Mobile ship channel. 
By July and August most activity is in the ship channel, 
stretching from lower to upper Mobile Bay, and in the 
Gulf. During the fall most shrimping is for white shrimp 
in upper Mobile Bay and the entire length of the ship 
channel. 

Only 13% of the 197 5 landings were taken from 
inside waters in Alabama (H. A. Swingle, pers. comm.). 
This percentage has declined from 21 % during 1965 due 
to the change in composition of the Alabama shrimp 
fleet, from smaller bay boats to mostly offshore vessels. 
The commercial catch from Mobile Bay during 1973 was 
composed of 54% brown, 45% white and 1 % pink shrimp. 
Because the state's landings are mostly from offshore, 
brown shrimp make up 75% or more of the total. 

In Mississippi, pink shrimp in sufficient quantitie.s to 
be fished commercially usually appear in February and 

disappear in April or May. The commercial season is 
closed annually on April 30 for protection of juvenile 
brown shrimp moving from the shallow bays to the 
Sound. The season is then re-opened early in June of the 
same year when the shrimp reach 68-count or larger. At 
this time approximatey 90 to 95% of the catch consists 
of brown shrimp with the remainder being large over
wintered white shrimp. 

The greatest trawling activity in Mississippi occurs in 
the summer months. During this period of time many 
boats replace their single net with double rigs.and follow 
the brown shrimp into the nearby Gulf. An area extend
ing from the mainland to one-half mile· offshore is closed 
for the protection of juvenile white shrimp migrating out 
of the bays. During the fall months most shrimping is for 
white shrimp in Mississippi. In mid- to late fall many 
Mississippi boa ts move to Louisiana, west of the Missis
sippi River, and fish for white shrimp and seabobs. Most 
of these boats have. the advantage of being able to use a 
single net in the large bays or use a double rig along the 
outside beaches. 

Commercial quantities of shrimp begin appearing in 
Louisiana's inland waters during April or May, depending 
upon climatic conditions. This movement is composed of 
late recruited white shrimp from the previous winter. The 
white shrimp remaining offshore during the colder months 
are generally more abundant west of the Houma navigation 
channel. Some quantities are found in the central coastal 
areas and in . inland waters east of the Mississippi River, 
however, this population is small by comparison. Follow
ing the spring movement of commercial size white shrimp 
into Louisiana's inland waters, the next period that com
mercial quantities of penaeid shrimp are available to the 
fisheries is during mid- to late May. At this time brown 
shrimp reach commercial size (100-count). Peak 
abundance of these shrimp generally occurs in the area 
west of the Mississippi River and east of the Atchafalaya 
River. West of the Atchafalaya and east of the Mississippi 
Rivers, brown shrimp populations normally reach com
mercial size in June (Gaidry and White, 1973). The fall 
season beginning on the third Monday in August, 
represents the final period of inland production for the 
year. With the August opening, production of white 
shrimp increases to peak levels in October and November, 

' followed by a decrease until the season is closed (Decem
ber 21). 

The offshore fishery in Louisiana is apparently coordi
nated with the migrational patterns of both brown and 
white shrimp. The conduct of the offshore fleet assumes 
an east to west movement in its fishing efforts. In July 
brown shrimp production offshore normally increases off 
the east central and central coast. Louisiana's offshore 
fleet generally drifts west through July and early August, 
completing the circuit off extreme west Louisiana or the 
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Texas coast below Galveston. Generally, the same pattern 
is repeated for the fall movement, with the exception that 
the fleet's initial efforts are slightly west of the spring 
pattern. 

The central Louisiana coast from the Mississippi to the 
Atchafalaya Rivers, both inshore and offshore, constitutes 
the major area of production for both brown and white 
shrimp. Major off shore production occurs in 0 to 18 m 
(0 to 10 fm) with landings reported from as deep as 
403 m (220 fm) in 1975. 

The limited pink shrimp landings in Louisiana are 
centered along the east central coast west of the Missis
sippi River to 20 to 27 m (11 to 15 fm). Seabobs occur 
primarily off the central and western Louisiana coast in 
a depth of 9 m (5 fm) or less. Royal red landings in 1975 
were reported south of Barataria Bay from 185 to 192 m 
(101 to 105 fm). These landings are relatively small and 
represent only a fraction of the total Louisiana shrimp 
landings. 

The harvest of shrimp in Texas is by statute directed 
toward large shrimp with a minimum size of 3 9 whole 
shrimp (65 tails) to the pound. This is a larger minimum 
size than in most other Gulf fisheries. The count is 
statutory and applies to all shrimp except bait shrimp 
and those taken during a limited spring season in 
designated major bays. Closed seasons assist in protecting 
the undersized shrimp in areas where they occur in 
abundance. 

Designated major bays in Texas are open to the taking 
of limited quantities of any size shrimp during the spring 
bay season (May 15 through July 15). This fishery is 
directed toward some few large white and abundant 
juvenile brown shrimp. The fall bay season extends from 
August 15 through December 15 and is directed toward 
large white shrimp in major bays. A count law is in effect 
and culling may become increasingly necessary in October 
and November. The onset of cold weather will often end 
the season early by driving shrimp from the bays. 

Texas Gulf waters up to 17 km (9 nautical mi) off
shore are closed from June 1 through July 15 to protect 
migrating juvenile brown shrimp and permit growth to 
the minimum count size of 39 whole shrimp per pound. 
This closed period may be extended by Commission 
action up to 60 days. The principal brown shrimp fishery 
off Texas begins in mid-July and extends into October. 
Culling small shrimp may be necessary within 34 km (18 
nautical mi). Gulf waters within a depth of 13 m (7 fm) 
are closed from December 16 through February 1 and 
this area is closed to night shrimping throughout the 
year. This is to afford protection to small white shrimp 
flushed from the bays in the winter and small brown 
shrimp the rest of the year. 

Bait Shrimp Harvesting. The live bait fishery along the 
Gulf coast depends upon the three inshore Penaeus 

species. The species predominating the catch varies with 
season and locality. 

Most bait shrimp harvesting along Florida's west coast 
is based upon pink shrimp and is concentrated from 
Tampa Bay north to Apalachee Bay.· In Alabama, brown 
shrimp taken during the spring and summer, and white 
shrimp taken in the fall, comprise the majority of the bait 
shrimp catch. Pink shrimp are taken to some extent, but 
only in Perdido Bay. Brown and white shrimp also 
account for the majority of shrimp used for bait in Mis
sissippi, Louisiana and Texas. In Louisiana, brown shrimp 
comprise the major portion of the bait industry in the 
eastern half of the state while white shrimp dominate in 
the western half. 

Several types of gear are used by bait shrimp fisher
men; however, most of the catch is taken with trawls. 
Roller frame trawls, fished either singly or in pairs, are 
utilized in Florida while otter trawls, generally limited 
to about 4.9 m (16 ft), are used in the remaining 
Gulf states. Licensed bait dealers in some states must 
have facilities aboard the boat and on shore for main
taining live. shrimp and they are generally restricted in 
the amount of dead shrimp which may be carried on 
board while fishing. 

Bait shrimp production varies among the several Gulf 
states. Although the number of permits have increased, 
total live shrimp production in Florida has decreased by 
17 million individuals since 1969: 

Total live Value 
(millions of (millions of 

Year Permits individuals) dollars) 
1968 182 87.02 1.49 
1969 182 88.55 1.76 
1970 399 78.72 1.40 
1971 401 67.04 1.23 
1972 544 73.64 1.32 
1973 361 70.31 1.34 
1974 761 61.30 1.29 
1975 699 71.43 1.55 

Most of the production was from Tampa Bay and the 
decrease is a direct result of reduced landings from this 
area. During 1968 there were 24 licensed live-bait shrimp 
dealers in Alabama who sold 1.5 million live shrimp and 
22,200 lb of dead shrimp. The fresh and frozen bait 
shrimp industry in Louisiana constitutes a minute, but 
profitable, segment of the shrimp fisheries. Although com
posed of small-size shrimp, these specialty packages 
demand a relatively high price. Separated by volume, 
fresh or frozen bait shrimp exceeds the live shrimp 
market by a considerable margin. In Texas from 1964 to 
1973, Galveston Bay annual bait shrimp landings were 
785,900 to 1,248,100 lb, with fishing effort ranging from 
15,910 to 37,880 hours annually (Jim Lyon, pers. 
comm.). Value of this bait fishery is approximately 
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$1 million per year. In the Laguna Madre, Texas, the 
combined catch of brown, white and pink shrimp was 
53,181 quarts, worth $265,905. 

Competition between bait shrimpers and other com
mercial shrimpers has presented some problems. Other 
commercial shrimpers are generally opposed to bait 
shrimping activities. They feel these shrimp would be 
worth more money if allowed to grow to a larger size and 
that bait shrimping operations destroy the shrimp before 
other commercial fishing operations begin. Serious 
protests have also been directed at the sale of dead bait 
shrimp to fish houses, restaurants and individuals for 
human consumption. State statutes governing the amount 
of dead shrimp which can be on board the shrimping 
vessel and/or restrictions on bulk sales attempt to 
alleviate this problem. The extent of utilization of the 
catch from the bait fishery for purposes other than bait 
is not known. 

Extent of Participation in Complementary or Sup
plemental Fisheries. Many of the commercial shrimpers in 
the Gulf states, particularly those who have larger vessels, 
prefer to shrimp seasonally across the Gulf. Small boat 
owners cannot move to other areas and turn to other 
fishing activities during the "off season." 

In Florida, a few of the large-boat operators fish for 
royal red shrimp off the Tortugas. Small-boat operators 
enter the oyster fishery, hook-and-line spotted sea trout 
fishery or gill net fishery in the bays. During the "off 
season," some Alabama shrimp boats trawl offshore for 
Atlantic croaker, however, these croaker landings have 
declined in recent years because of a reduced demand and 
recovery of Atlantic Coast croaker populations. Most of 
the shrimp fleet is idle during the months when shrimping 
is not profitable. Fishermen seek temporary work in the 
oyster fishery and shipyards or other industries to 
supplement their income~ Mississippi shrimpers exhibit a 
similar pattern. Those shrimpers not moving to the west 
usually participate in the oyster fishery. 

During the closure of the inland shrimp season in 
Louisiana from December 22 to mid- or late May (with 
a possible short experimental April season) some shrimp
ing effort reverts to near offshore waters in pursuit of 
seabobs and overwintering white shrimp. Since there is 
no closure of off shore waters, the large off shore vessels 
normally shrimp throughout the year, reducing their 
efforts from January through March in response to low 
available shrimp stocks and bad weather. The smaller size 
vessels do participate to some degree in various other 
fisheries. A large number of the gill net fishermen in 
Louisiana as well as a majority of oyster tonging license 
holders also hold commercial shrimping licenses. This is 
also true for many of the professional trappers in 
Louisiana. Some shrimpers enter industrial construction, 
shipbuilding, net making and commercial freshwater 

fishing during the "off season." In Texas, small boat 
operators may use their boats for dredging oysters on 
public reefs or for running crab pots. 

As a supplement to shrimping, some species including 
croaker, sheepshead, sea trout, kingfish and blue crabs are 
trawled for intentionally when concentrations are found 
offshore but most of this catch is incidental to shrimping. 
In late fall sizeable catches of migrating flounders are 
landed by Louisiana butterfly net fishermen in addition 
to the shrimp catches. These supplemental catches 
account for only a small portion of the landings. The 
principal supplemental fishery of Texas Gulf shrimp boats 
is probably for red snapper. If a captain finds a wreck, 
rock or hole with fish traces around it on his fathometer, 
he will frequently stop to fish the area because of the 
high value of this fish. Few fishes other than snapper and 
grouper are worth the time and effort of offshore shrimp 
fishermen. 

Bay shrimp vessels, which make short trips, frequently 
retain food and scrap fish when there is a ready market. 
Croaker and mullet are sold for crab bait. Cutlassfish are 
prized as bait for king mackerel. Trawl-caught blue crabs 
are also retained and sold for food. 

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRY: ECONOMIC STRUCTURE 

The Gulf of Mexico has the most valuable fisheries in 
the United States today. In 1976 U.S. fishermen landed 
over 4.8 billion lb of fish for a total ex-vessel value of 
$970.8 million. U.S. shrimp landings were 343.6 million 
lb for a value of $226.2 million. That is, while U.S. 
shrimpers landed only 7% of the. poundage, these landings 
amounted to 23.3% of the total dollar value of the sea
food landed in the U.S. The total value of shrimp landed 
in the U.S. is more valuable than the next two fisheries 
combined, salmon and tuna, with a total value of $224. 7 
million of fish landed in 197 5. Gulf fishermen landed 
170 million lb (heads-on) of shrimp which is 49.5% of the 
total shrimp landed in the U.S. The value of shrimp 
landed in the Gulf was $178.3 million, 78.8% of the total 
value of shrimp landed in the U.S. (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 1976). 

Harvesting Sector. The shrimp catch from Gulf waters 
has increased significantly over the past 50 years due to 
improved technology. In 1912 to 1915, the introduction 

' of the otter trawl freed the fisherman from· the seasonal 
landings that generally ran from June to December. In 
1930, 15 years after the otter trawl was introduced, 61.9 
million lb (heads-on) of shrimp were landed at an average 
ex-vessel price of 3.2 cents per pound in the Gulf States 
(Lacewell et al., 1974). 

Total pounds and value of shrimp landings for the 
period 1950 to 1975 are shown in Table 5 and the cor~ 
responding Figure 9. Shrimp landings increased for the 
period 1950 to 1954 from 90 million lb to 141 million lb, 
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TABLE 5. 

Gulf of Mexico commercial shrimp landings, days fished and value, 1950 to 1975. 

Price Per 
Heads-off Value Pound Days Pounds Per· Value for 

Year (Mil. Lbs.) (Mil. $) (Heads-oft) Fished Day Fished Day Fished ($) 

1950 90.3 33.1 0.37 
1951 115.3 44.1 0.38 
1952 118.0 48.2 0.41 
1953 133.6 66.3 0.49 
1954 141.2 53.7 0.38 
1955 126.4 54.5 0.43 
1956 109.0 62.5 0.57 163.7 666 382 
1957 99.1 62.7 0.64 152.5 650 411 
1958 101.9 63.8 0.63 184.9 551 345 
1959 114.7 50.3 0.43 175.8 652 286 
1960 122.2 57.5 0.57 186.3 656 309 
1961 79.5 43.4 0.56 164.7 480 262 
1962 89.0 60.3 0.69 184.5 482 327 
1963 124.7 61.3 0.49 177.7 702 345 
1964 113.3 62.6 0.56 200.7 565 312 
1965 123.4 71.2 0.58 198.3 622 359 
1966 113.6 83.6 0.74 193.3 588 432 
1967 140.6 90.1 0.64 196.7 715 458 
1968 128.2 95.7 0.75 214.4 598 446 
1969 126.6 101.2 0.80 217.2 583 466 
1970 145.3 108.1 0.74 215.4 675 502 
1971 143.1 136.1 0.95 219.7 651 619 
1972 143.8 163.7 1.13 245.6 586 667 
1973 114.8 171.0 1.49 255.7 449 669 
1974 117.1 137.5 1.17 241.4 485 570 
1975 107.0 178.2 1.66 228.0 469 782 

Source: Gulf Coast Shrimp Data and Unpublished Shrimp Data, NMFS. 

TABLE 6. 

Gulf of Mexico commercial shrimp landings, value and days fished from U.S. waters, 1956 to 1975. 

Value Index Price 
Million Days Pounds Per Day of Days Per 
Pounds Value Fished Per Day Fished Fished Pound 

Year (Heads-oft) (Million dollars) (1000) Fished ($) (1962 = 100) ($) 

1956 84.2 127.2 661.9 87 
1957 72.0 42.6 113.4 534.9 375.6 77 
1958 82.1 143.8 570.9 98 
1959 92.7 138.5 669.3 95 
1960 106.3 48.3 159.5 666.4 302.8 109 0.45 
1961 59.1 30.4 134.8 438.4 226.6 92 0.53 
1962 69.9 44.7 146.5 477.1 305.1 100 0.63 
1963 110.7 51.l 151.4 731.1 337.5 103 0.46 
1964 95.9 51.3 169.8 564.7 302.1 116 0.63 
1965 107.1 59.6 .170.4 628.5 349.7 116 0.56 
1966 103.7 74.5 175.9 589.5 423.5 120 0.72 
1967 130.7 81.0 182.1 717.7 444.8 124 0.62 
1968 113.9 81.8 191.5 594.7 427.1 131 0.72 
1969 118.3 92.4 200.4 550.3 461.0 137 0.78 
1970 136.3 99.1 200.0 681.5 495.5 137 0.73 
1971 134.1 124.6 204.9 654.4 608.1 140 0.93 
1972 132.1 147.7 228.9 577.1 645.2 156 1.12 
1973 104.7 152.3 238.0 539.9 639.9 162 1.45 
1974 106.9 122.5 222.7 480.0 550.l 152 1.15 
1975 99.5 161.9 266.5 466.0 748.0 182 1.64 

Source: Gulf Coast Shrimp Data and Unpublished Shrimp Data, NMFS. 
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Figure 9. Gulf of Mexico commercial shrimp landings 
and values, 1950-1975. 

then declined steadily through 1957 to 99 million lb. 
Production then increased steadily except for the years 
1961 and 1962 from 100 million lb in 1958 to a peak in 
1971 at approximately 144 million lb. Landings then 
dropped sharply again in 1973 to around 115 million lb 
through 1975. Value, however, increased from 1950 to 
1953 from $33 million to over $60 million and then 
remained approximately $60 million through 1963. Value 
of landings increased steadily to over $171 million by 
1973. In 1974 they decreased to around $138 million but 
bounced ha.ck to over $17 8 million in 197 5. In Table 5, 
the price per pound increased from around 40 cents in 
1950 and 1951 to $1.66 by 1975. 

Since Mexico has gone to 320-km (200 mi) extended 
jurisdiction, U.S. vessels are projected to be phased out in 
a 3-year period. Therefore, it is important to know which 
landings came from U.S. waters and which came from 
Mexican waters: Table 6 shows pounds landed, value and 
days fished in U.S. waters for the period 1956 to 1975. 
Table 7 shows pounds landed, value and days fished in 
Mexican waters for the same period (19 56 to 197 5). 
Figure 10 shows pounds harvested for the total Gulf, for 
U.S. waters, and Mexican waters. Landings from Mexican 
waters declined over this 20-year period, from over 20 
million lb to less than 10 million lb in 1975. Landings 
from U.S. waters were rather erratic, but there was a 
general increase from around 80 million lb to 130 million • 
lb by 1972. However, in 197 3, 197 4 and 197 5 landings 
from U.S. waters were below 110 million lb. The value of 
shrimp landed (Figure 11) from Mexican waters remained 
relatively stable for the period 1960 to 197 5 whereas 
value of shrimp from U.S. waters increased steadily over 
the 16-year period, from around $30 million to over $150 
million by 1973'. In 1974 the value declined substantially 
to $125 million but increased to over $161 million in 
1975. 
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Figure 1 O. Commercial pounds of shrimp landed (heads-oft) 
from U.S. and Mexican Gulf waters, 1956-1975. 
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Figure 11. Commercial value of sluimp landed ·from U.S. 

and Mexican Gulf waters, 1960-1975. 

Figure 12 shows a comparison of total days fished by 
U.S. vessels for the Gulf of Mexico including U.S. and 
Mexican waters. As with landings, days fished in Mexican 
waters declined over the entire period. Days fished in 
Mexican waters declined from around 40,000 days fished 
in 19 5 8 to around 12,000 days fished for 197 5. Days 
fished in U.S. waters increased steadily from 1956 to 
197 5, from approximately 120,000 days fished to over 
265 ,000 days fished. Comparing the index of days fished, 
with 1962 as the base year, indicates that days fished 



TABLE 7. N 
00 

Gulf of Mexico commercial shrimp landings, value and days fished from Mexican waters by U.S. vessels 1956 to 1975. 

Value Value Index Index Price 
Million Days Pounds Pounds Per Day Per Unit of Days of Per 
Pounds Value Fished Effort Per Day Per Unit Fished Effort Fished Effort Pound 

Year (Heads-off) (Million $) {1000) {1000) Fished Effort {$) ($) 1962 = 100 1962 = 100 {$) 

1956 24.8 36.5 679 96 
1957 27.1 20.1 39.1 693 103 
1958 19.8 41.1 482 108 
1959 22.0 37.3 590 98 
1960 15.9 9.2 26.8 593 360 71 0.58 
1961 20.4 13.0 30.9 660 371 81 0.64 
1962 19.1 15.7 38.0 61.7 502 309 411 253 100 100 0.82 
1963 14.0 10.2 26.3 43.6 533 322 388 234 69 71 0.73 
1964 17.4 11.4 31.9 51.6 561 337 366 220 81 84 0.64 
1965 16.3 11. 7 28.0 46.6 584 350 417 250 73 76 0.71 
1966 10.1 9.1 17.5 29.8 480 430 522 305 46 48 0.90 c:i 
1967 10.8 9.1 14.6 33.2 582 300 622 273 38 54 0.91 c: 
1968 14.4 13.9 23.0 42.4 625 338 605 327 60 69 0.97 

r-
"Tj 

1969 8.3 8.9 16.9 31.8 495 262 528 279 44 51 1.07 Cl.l 

1970 9.1 9.1 15.5 28.3 586 320 585 320 41 46 1.00 :::c 
:;ti 

1971 9.1 11.5 14.8 38.9 610 313 771 396 39 47 1.26 ~ 
1972 11.7 16.0 16.8 32.8 697 357 956 489 44 53 1.37 '"d 

1973 10.1 18.8 17.7 34.7 671 291 1,058 540 47 55 1.85 ~ 
1974 10.2 15.0 18.7 25.2 547 290 802 426 49 59 1.47 > z 
1975 7.5 16.3 11.5 652 1,417 30 2.15 > 

c;) 
m 
~ 

TABLE 8. tr:1 z 
Gulf of Mexico commercial shrimp landing data from U.S. waters by vessels, 1962 to 1974. 

>-i 
'"t:j 
r-
> 

Total Value Value Index Index Price z 
Million Days Avg. Effort Pounds Pounds Per Day Per Unit of Days of Per 
Pounds Value Fished Effort Index Per Per Day Per Unit Fished Effort Fished Effort Pound 

Year (Heads-off) (Million$) {1000) {1000) Vessel1 Fished Effort {$) {$) 1962 = 100 1962 = 100 {$) 

1962 45.4 33.4 88.5 144.0 1.63 513 315 377 232 100 100 0.74 
1963 77.0 41.5 112.9 181.8 1.61 682 423 367 228 128 126 0.54 
1964 71.0 40.7 114.4 186.3 1.63 621 381 356 218 129 129 0.57 
1965 80.1 49.1 113.7 187.6 1.65 704 427 432 262 129 130 0.61 
1966 78.3 61.9 113.7 190.5 1.67 688 411 544 325 129 132 0.79 
1967 99.7 68.5 116.0 201.7 1.74 859 494 590 339 131 140 0.69 
1968 83.7 68.4 121.5 218.1 1.80 688 383 563 313 137 151 0.82 
1969 82.4 74.3 147.8 273.6 1.85 557 301 502 271 167 190 0.90 
1970 96.1 81.4 134.6 249.1 1.85 713 386 605 327 152 173 0.85 
1971 91.3 100.8 137.0 259.0 1.89 566 352 735 389 155 180 1.10 
1972 94.3 120.1 146.8 282.6 1.93 642 333 818 424 166 196 1.27 
1973 71.0 118.6 140~0 269.7 1.93 507 263 847 439 158 187 1.67 
1974 73.9 99.8 132.4 243.6 1.84 558 303 753 409 150 169 1.35 

1 Rdation of fishin~ power compared to a standard vessel. 
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Figure 12. Days fished in U.S. and Mexican 
Gulf waters, 1956-1975. 
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Figure 13. Pounds per day fished for U.S. and Mexican 
Gulf waters, 1956-1975. 

have increased about 82% in the U.S. waters since 1962 
and decreased to 30% of the days fished in 1962 in 
Mexican waters. 

Figure 13 shows that for the period 1956 to 1975 that 
pounds landed per day fished in general ranged from 450 
to 700 lb in U.S. waters and from 500 to 700 lb in 
Mexican waters. However, there appears to be no upward 
or downward trend in either curve. Figure 14 indicates 
that value of landings per day fished in both U.S. and 
Mexican waters increased over time. It also shows that 
return per day fished is higher in· Mexican waters. This 
is surprising since it generally takes more travel time to 
get. to the Mexican shrimp grounds; therefore, cost per 
days fished would be higher. The reason the value is 
higher for shrimp from Mexican water is that the price 
per pound is higher due to the larger average size of 
shrimp taken (Tables 6 and 7). 

There are two types of crafts fishing in U.S. waters. 

These are vessels of 5 gross tons and larger, which are 
registered with the Coast Guard, and boats of less than 
5 gross tons, which are not registered with the Coast 
Guard. Vessels usually fish the offshore areas and boats 
usually fish the bays. 

Table 8 shows commercial pounds landed, value, days 
fished and effort for vessels operating in U.S. waters. 
Table 9 shows commercial pounds landed, value and days 
fished for boats operating in U.S. waters. Effort (a 
standard day fished) is only calculated for vessels since 
characteristic data are available for vessels only . 

Pounds landed generally increased over the 14-year 
period, 1962 to 1975 for both vessels and boats (Figure 
15). With the exception of the years 1962, 1973, 1974 
and 197 5 when Mississippi River discharge was high, vessel 
production increased from just over 70 million lb to over 
90 million lb. See Barrett and Gillespie (1973), Griffin 
et al. (1976) and Griffin (1976) for a discussion of the 
relationship of Mississippi River discharge and shrimp 
production in the Gulf of Mexico. Boat landings 
increased over this same time period from about 25 
million lb to approximately 40 million lb. 

Value of landings tripled from 1962 to 197 5 for both 
vessels and boats (Figure 16). Value landed for vessels 
increased from approximately $40 million to over $120 
million with 1974 being the only drastic reversal in the 
value trend. Value landed for boats increased from around 
$10 million to $30 million again with 1974 being a 
reversal year. Pounds. landed by all vessels are on the 
average two and a half times the pounds landed by boats 
whereas the value of pounds landed is over four times 
larger for vessels than boats due to the larger average 
size of the shrimp taken by vessels. 
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Figure 14. Value per day fished for U.S. and Mexican 
Gulf waters, 1960-1975. 
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TABLE 9. 

Gulf of Mexico commercial sluimp landing data from U.S. waters by boats, 1962 to 1974. 

Million Value Price Per 
Year Pounds (Million Dollars) Pound 

1962 25.2 11.9 0.47 
1963 33.3 9.4 0.28 
1964 23.5 9.6 0.41 
1965 25.5 9.5 0.37 
1966 24.6 12.2 0.50 
1967 30.6 12.1 0.40 
1968 29.9 13.2 0.44 
1969 35.5 17.8 0.50 
1970 40.1 17.6 0.44 
1971 42.5 23.7 0.56 
1972 37.7 27.5 0.73 
1973 33.6 34.3 1.02 
1974 33.0 22.7 0.69 
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Figure 15. Pounds of commercial shrimp landed by vessels and 
boats from U.S. Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 

Days fished for vessels and boats have increased· sub
stantially in the last 14 years (Figure 17). Vessel effort 
has increased from approximately 110,000 days fished 
(excluding 1962) to around 140,000 days fished, approxi
mately a 25% increase. Boat effort has increased from 
approximately 50,000 days fished to 95,000 days fished, 
a 90% increase. 

Catch per day fished (Figure 18) varied considerably 
over the time period with· no apparent trend. Catch per 
day fished for vessels ranged between 450 and 650 lb 
except for 1967 when it exceeded 800 lb. For boats, 
catch per day fished ranged between 400 and 600 lb 
except for 1963 when it exceeded 800 lb. 

Value per day fished (Figure 19) is much less erratic 
over time than catch per day fished. Also, value per day 
fished has an apparent upward trend for both vessels and 

Total Days 
Fished Pounds Per Value Per 
(1000) Day Fished Day Fished ($) 

58.0 434 205 
38.5 865 244 
55.4 424 173 
56.7 450 168 
62.2 395 196 
66.1 463 183 
70.0 427 189 
52.6 675 338 
65.4 613 269 
67.9 626 349 
82.1 459 335 
98.0 343 350 
90.3 363 251 

boats. Value per day fished doubled for vessels in the 14-
year period increasing from just under $400 to over $800. 
Boats also doubled their value per day fished, from 
approximately $175 to $350. Value per day fished is 
almost twice as great for vessels as for boats. 

The main reason that total days fished by all vessels 
increased is because the total number of vessels landing 
shrimp increased. Figure 20 shows that the number of 
vessels (not including boats) steadily increased from 
2,542 in 1962 to 3,346 in 1968. The number of vessels 
varied around 3 ,3 00 through 1973. Not only are there 
more vessels in the shrimp fleet as indicated, but old, less 
powerful vessels have dropped out of the shrimp fleet and 
new, more powerful vessels have entered, causing the 
average power that vessels exert in a day fished to also 
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Figure 16. Value of commercial shrimp landed by 

vessels and boats from U.S. Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 
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Figure 17. Days fished by vessels and boats from U.S. 

Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 
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Figure 19. Value per day fished by vessels and boats 
in U.S. Gulf waters, 1962-1974 • 
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Figure 20. Total number of vessels 

landing shrimp, 1962-1974. 

in the fishing power of the vessel has been the basic cause 
of the non trend in catch per day discussed earlier, while 
effort per day fished declined from about 400 lb to 300 
lb per unit from 1962 to 1974 {Figure 23). 

1962 1964 1966 1968 1910 1972 19 74 Thus far, this description has been concerned with the 

Year 
Figure 18. Pounds per day fished by vessels and boats 

in U.S. Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 

increase (Griffin et al., 1973). Since characteristic data is 
available for vessels, an effort index* {relative fishing 
power) has been estimated so that days fished can be 
converted to· effort. 

Figure 21 shows total measured effort compared to 
total days fished in U.S. waters. Total effort increased 
more rapidly over the 12-year period than days fished. 
This is seen more easily in Figure 22 which shows effort 
increased approximately 90 to 100%. The actual increase 

*The effort index is defined as the amount of fishing power 
that a vessel can exert in a day fished relative to that of a standard 
vessel. The value for the effort index for each vessel was calculated 
using the formula: 

(HP)?.0385 (LFR)?.4064 
Eli = I I 

(38)0.1385 (14.6)0,4064 

where Eli = effort index for vessel i, (HP)i = horsepower for vessel 
i, (LFR)i = sum of the lengths of the footropes measured in yards 
for vessel i, (3 8) = average horsepower of the smallest class of 
vessels operating in the Gulf from 196 2 to 1971, and 14.6 = 
average net Size measured in yards of footrope used by the smallest 
class of vessels for the same period. 
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U.S. Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 
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Figure 22. Index of effort and index of days fished· 

by vessels in U.S. Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 

entire shrimp industry. Attention is now turned to the 
individual vessel's cost and returns for operating in the 
Gulf of Mexico. Table 10 shows annual cost and returns 
data for years 1971, 1973, 1974 and 1975. These data 
were collected on personal interview with vessel owners. 
The data for 1971 and 1973 contain both Florida and 
Texas vessels whereas data for 197 4 and 197 5 include 

1962 1964 1966 19681970 1972 1974 

Year 
Figure 23. Pounds per day fished and pounds per unit of 

effort by vessels in U;S; Gulf waters, 1962-1974. 

Texas vessels only. 
Average gross receipts from the sale of shrimp ranged 

from a low of $60,742 in 1971 to a high of $101,324 in 
1975. Average landings per vessel were highest in 1971 at 
50,656 lb. The lower landings. in 1973, 1974 and 1975 
are partly due to high Mississippi River discharge. The 
price per pound received for shrimp landed by these 
vessels almost doubled from $ l.20 in 1971 to $2.30 by 
1975. 

Variable cost items not proportional to catch include 
ice, fuel, nets, supplies and groceries, and repair and 
maintenance. Fuel, net, supply and grocery costs in
creased dramatically during this time period (1971 to 
1975). Fuel costs tripled from $6,561 to $19,114, while 
cost of nets, supplies and groceries increased almost five 
times from $2,358 to $11,211. Total variable cost not 
proportional to catch almost doubled from $22,014 in 
1971 to $43,734in 1975. 

Costs proportional to catch include crew shares, payroll 
taxes and packing charges. When adding these costs to 
variable costs not proportional to the catch, total variable 
cost of harvesting shrimp from the Gulf of Mexico almost 
doubled from $44,250 in 1971 to $80,876 in 1975. 
Returns above variable cost remained relatively constant 
from 1971 to 197 5 at approximately $20,200 except for 
1974 when they dropped to only $8,557. Thus, in 1974, 
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TABLElO. 

Annual costs and returns for Gulf of Mexico vessels of steel and wood construction 
(51 to 80 feet in length; 104 to 425 horsepower). 

Returns: 
Gross Receipts from 
Shrimp Sales 
Lbs. Landed 
Price/Pound 

Costs: 
Variable Costs: 

Ice 
Fuel 
Nets, Supplies, Groc. 
Repairs & Maintenance 

Subtotal Variable Costs 
Not Proportional to Catch 
Crew Shares 
Payroll Taxes 
Packing 
Total Variable Costs 
Returns Above Variable Costs 
Fixed Costs: 

Insurance 
Depreciation 
Overhead 
Interest 

Total Fixed Costs 
Total Costs of Operation 
Total Profit/Loss 
From Operations 
Number of Vessels in Class 

19711 

60,742 
50,656 

$1.20 

1,387 
6,561 
2,358 

11,708 

22,014 
19,437 

388 
2,411 

44,250 
16,492 

3,632 
5,333 

0 
2,256 

12,221 
56,471 

4,271 
25 

1 Data include Florida and Texas vessels. 
2 Data are on Texas vessels only. 

after paying for variable cost, very little was left over to 
pay for fixed cost. 

Fixed cost includes insurance, depreciation, overhead 
and interest. Of these four items the significant increase 
is in depreciation and interest since these two items 
reflect the cost of a new vessel. Depreciation charges 
were calculated using straight-line depreciation in 
nominal dollars, with an 8-year depreciable life assuming 
a 35% salvage value. Interest was calculated using 67% 
financing, for 8 years, with 12 equally amortized pay
ments per year, at the approximate rate of interest 
appreciable for each year. The specific amount of 
interest reported is for the fifth year of vessel life. Thus, 
based on new vessel prices, depreciation and interest more 
than doubled. This caused fixed costs to increase from 
$12,221 in 1971 to $27,504 in 1975. 

Total costs (variable plus fixed) doubled during this 
5-year period from $56,471 to $108,380. Since revenues 
increased at a· slower rate than cost, this caused negative 
returns in 1974 and 1975 of $15,782 and $7,056, re
spectively. 

To get a better picture of increasing cost and revenue 
for the period 1971 to 197 ~,Table 11 shows the index of 
increasing total cost and total revenue for vessels. Indices 

19731 19742 19752 

74,135 78,864 101,324 
39,907 46,270 44,070 

$1.86 $1.70 $2.30 

1,579 1,541 1,766 
9,539 18,976 19,114 
6,747 8,885 11,211 
9,953 9,337 11,643 

27,458 39,739 43,734 
23,723 26,593 32,422 

474 1,547 1,815 
1,899 2,428 2,905 

53,554 70,307 80,876 
20,581 8,557 20,448 

4,291 4,306 4,840 
8,177 11,228 12,607 
2,415 3,201 3,073 
2,611 5,604 6,984 

17,494 24,339 27,504 
71,048 94,646 108,380 

3,087 -15,782 -7,056 
103 109 101 

TABLE 11. 

Index of increasing total cost and total revenues for 
vessels operating in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp 

fishery, 1971 to 1975. 1971 = 100 

1971 1972* 1973 1974 

Variable Cost 
Not Proportional 
to Catch 100 105 125 181 
Proportional to 
Catch 100 105 121 159 

Fixed Cost 100 105 143 199 
Total 100 105 106 167 
Revenue 100 103 122 129 

*Estimated 

1975 

199 

183 
225 
191 
166 

are calculated. to reflect nominal percentage increase in 
each item. Also included is an estimate of 1972 to give 
the reader some idea when significant increases began. All 
items showed the first significant increase in 1973. Fixed 
cost shows the most increase of 125% where revenue 
shows the least increase of 66%. 

Processing. Shrimp processing is an important source of 
income in the five Gulf states. The wholesale values of 
processed shrimp products for the period 1970 to 1974 are.: 
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Year Million $ 
1970 224.8 
1971 253.7 
1972 282.6 
1973 333.0 
1974 259.9 

Within the Gulf region the value in millions of dollars of 
wholesale shrimp products by state is as follows: 

State 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
Florida 63.6 70.2 70~9 86.0 69.5 
Alabama 13.9 11.6 23.2 30.7 20.3 
Mississippi 11.7 12.7 13.4 15.7 16.9 
Louisiana 58.2 65. 7 64.8 76.9 72.4 
Texas 77.5 93.6 110.2 120.6 80. 7 
Texas is the leading state in value of processed shrimp 

products with Florida second and Louisiana third (U.S. 
Department of Commerce). 

In terms of shrimp supplies processed, there has been a 
dependency on raw. shrimp from outside· the region. 
Louisiana, Texas;, Alabama, Mississippi. and Florida fisher
men supply approximately. 97, 84,76, ~7 and 35%, 
respectiveJy,., to .their processors; Ev~n. though Texas 
processes more dollars.worth of shrimp, Florida's deficit 
of raw products is much more critical (Prochaska. and 
Ancl:rew, 197 4 )~ 

The serious deficit supply position raises several 
important researchable questions. First, locating process
ing firms in the Gulf states is questionable from an 
economic feasibility standpoint. Second, the processing 
in4ustry depends upon competition from raw products 
produced outside the area, particularly imports, for 

· economic gi;o:wth potential. l'hird, the:growing 
dependence on .• an ·external ~~p~ly (Procha~ka and 
Andrew, 1974). impacts on the market structure of the 
slirjtpP pr99essmg_ ~dustry~ }lrochas~~ and Cato have 
conducted considerable research .in· this latter area for 
Florida (Alvarez et al., 197 6; Anderson et al., 197 5; 
Prochaska and Cato, 197 5; and Prochaska and Andrew, 
1974). 

Accordipg to Prochaska ~nd Anq:re~ (1974): 
Shrimp handling and processing ·in Florida 

repr~~ent an output eJ{panding_industry, yet firms 
are continually_ withcitawiflgfronithe industry at a 
rate in excess ofnew entrants. Lack of demand for 
Shrimp ~>roduc.ts · and_ excessive · pr?cess~ll.~ diffic:ilties 
don't. appear to be· responsible for this trend~ The 
retail 'market is strcmg, and most processors indicate 

~~er•.•~a~•-.Iliark~t ·.· an.· .. ~~e.···· shriJnl>·:fh.at•·~~.er·····can. buy 
·and_--~rocess_.··--~apit~ •and··•labor_ .• re~~ire1n:.11ts···.··do~~-t 
app~~r to ¥e,restrictiv~ f~ll~~~~~~~ ~a,t ·entry. __ · into 
-~~~,ill~~stry __ ~~s_peen.c~~~~··_S~pplf _of ra\V 
¥~o~~cts, t_he· r~ill~g·f~ctot, ~p¥e~rs_to.explaih 
past changes in the·industryahd probable future 
'ch.alig~s. 

Table 12 shows the entry and exit of firms in the 
Florida shrimp industry. F,rom 1959 to 1971, a total of 
49 hand1ers. arid 3 2 processors were involved in the shrimp 
industry. Only -15 of the49 handlers and eight of the 
processors were in business for the entire period. The 
average biennial entry rate was 9.6% for handlers and 
15.3% for processors whereas the e-f{~tfate was 16.1 and 
14.2%, respectively (Prochaska and Andrew, 1974). 

Table. 13 shows the frequency of firm size change in 
the Flonda shrimp industry. Over the 6-year period, 3.7% . 
of the handlers were increasing in size of employment 
while 4.7% were decreasing. Processors were more active 
in that 14.5% were decreasing (Procl,iaska and Andrew, 
1974). 

In terms of concentrations from 1959 to 1971, the 
five.largest handlers grew from 4~'.to.66% of total labor 
employed with the two largest growing from 24 to 37%. 
The ·five largest processing firms grew from 7 4% employ
ment to:91% with the two.largest firms-increasing from 
39 to 60%. Prochaska and Andrew (1974) conclude that 
changes in the market structure were associated with 
changes in raw product supply ,congitipp$. 'The shrimp 
process~g industry. is. expe~ted toflipmer concentrate if 
supply-~eficits do not eas~~ 

In 1973 Anderson et al:.(1975)surv¢yed 19 shrimp 
processing firms.in Florida to (ietermine their purchase 
and sale channels. The .14 processors·who•responded to 
the survey repr~sented .85.% of ,fl:o,tj.d~'s .production. 

Tb pr()cess .this 72.8 millio_n.pounds, Florida 
processors purchased 56. 7. million pounds of raw 
shrimp {Figure4) [Figure 24).:>Flbrida processors 
bought over 10 million pounds offtesh Florida 
shrimp•for processingfThis I'epreseri.ts l8•percent ·of 
the· total needs of the ptocessors iilcludeddn ~the 
survey. Other U.S .. shrimp· made up of 17~1.million 
pounds ofJresh-· shrimp· and 61.7 million pounds of 
frozen ;shrimp accounted for. 42 •percent :of the 
shrimp.entering Florida;processing·plants~ ·The:22~8 
milliort->pounds offoreign shrimp ·used;· by. Florida 
processors represented 40percent Of the shrimp 
entering their plan.ts. 

Over 73 · percent{7A rtilllion·poU.nds) of Florida 
landed ·shrfa1p moved 1fhrough shoteside>plan.ts (un
loading houses) before·-reachil1g Flo:rida processors 
(FigureA).··[Figure:24']-.~··.Withthe-·e:&eeptidtr ofa 
small amount h3.ndled:by brokers; the remainder of 
fresl1F1onda· shrimp ·tttoved·cl.irectly.ffom the 
shrimperio•.-._t}ie _processin~·-pl~ht····-~ihe!)'_~three·_.p_er
cettt ~f '<)ther·-U~S.··_fre.sh;shrimg· __ .ID.oved .. t~fou~.the 
shoresid~ ·plant. before reac}i~~ t~e, FIR rid~. pmcessor. 
Th~· ~e~ai.ning fresh·{J.~~- ~ri?~-~o~_da~. ~h~f. 
m()ve'd;thro~gh-·bro~ec~~~.~~~ .. \VliRles~1:~-• ... c~all,J1e~-
on its· ~a~ t?. Florid~ pr()Cess9rs~ fro~en thS ... ~non~ 
Florida}' shrimp -·moved· tlfrough• shnilar channels. as 
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TABLE 12. 

Entry and exit of firms in the Florida shrimpindustry, 1959 to 1971. 

Handlers Processors All Firms 

Year Total Entry Exit Total Entry Exit Total Entry Exit 

1959 36.0 16.0 52.0 
2.0 o.o 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 

1961 38.0 15.0 53.0 
1.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 9.0 

1963 33.0 15.0 48.0 
3.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 10.0 9.0 

1965 29.0 20.0 49.0 
6.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 9.0 7.0 

1967 30.0 21.0 51.0 
2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 8.0 

1969 28.0 19.0 47.0 
4.0 8.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 10.0 

1971 24.0 17.0 41.0 

Totals 18.0 30.0 16.0 15.0 34.'0 45.0 

Average 31.0 3.0 5.0 17.6 2.7 2.5 48.7 5.7 7.5 

Rate of 
Change 9.6 16.1 15.3 14.2 11.7 15.4 

Source: Shrimp Processing in the Southeast: Supply Problems and Structural Change, by Fred J. Prochaska and Chris O. Andrew, 
in, Southern Journal of Agricultural Economics, July, 1974. 

TABLE 13. 

Frequency of firm size (employment) changes in the Florida shrimp industry, 1961 to 1971. 

Handlers Processors 

Year Total Increase Decrease Same Total Increase Decrease Same 

1961 36.0 o.o 1.0 35.0 14.0 o.o 1.0 13.0 
1963 32.0 1.0 1.0 30.0 12.0 0.0 2.0 10.0 
1965 26.0 1.0 1.0 24.0 13.0 4.0 2.0 7.0 
1967 24.0 2.0 1.0 21.0 18.0 2.0 2.0 14.0 
1969 26.0 1.0 0.0 25.0 17.0 3.0 2.0 12.0 
1971 20.0 1.0 4.0 15.0 17.0 4.0 2.0 12.0 

Average 27.3 1.0 1.3 25.0 15.2 2.2 1.8 11.2 

% of Total 
Average 3.7 4.7 91.6 14.5 11.8 73.7 

Source: Shrimp Processing in the Southeast: Supply Problems and Structural Changes, by Fred J. Prochaska and Chris 0. Andrews, 
in, Southern Journal of Agricultural Economics, July, 1974. 

did fresh shrimp with 5.3 million pounds or 79 
percent coming directly from the shoreside plant. 
Foreign frozen shrimp moved through a somewhat 
different channel. Eighty-five percent of the foreign 
shrimp moved through brokers and importers on the 
way to Florida shrimp processing plants. In sum
mary, the survey shows that a total of 28.8 million 
pounds (51 percent) moved directly from shoreside 
plants to Florida processors. Thirty-six percent of 
the shrimp purchased for processing moved through 
brokerage channels, and the remainder came directly 
from shrimpers or through wholesalers. 

The lower halfof Figure 4 [Figure 24] shows 
the. distribution of Florida processed shrimp 
products. Regional consumption was distributed 
fairly equally between the Northeast, Southeast and 
Western regions of the U.S. (Figure 5) [Figure 25]. 
Florida processed shrimp were sold to these regions, 
respectively, in relative shares of 37, 33, and 30 
percent. 

In all three regions, sales to institutional markets 
exceeded sales at retail. Sales to institutional 
markets in the Southeast were more than twice the 
sales to retail markets. The distribution between 
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Figure 24. Marketing channels for Florida processed 
shrimp, 1972 (numbers indicate millions of pounds). 
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Figure 25. Distribution of Florida processed shrimp products. 

types of market outlets was similar in the West. 
Only about 56 percent of the sales in the Northeast 
were to institutional markets. Shrimp processors 

participating in the study indicated that these 
distributional patterns were similar for each par
ticular product type. (Anderson et al., 1975) 

The information presented above on the Florida shrimp 
industry needs to be updated since it is a dynamic 
industry. Also, similar analyses need to be undertaken 
immediately to obtain this same information for the other 
Gulf states. Further management decisions will have direct 
impact on the harvesting sector but will also affect the 
processors and handlers of shrimp. Thus, it is important 
to know the impact of decisions on the entire marketing 
channel. This cannot be done unless marketing channels 
are made known through research. 

Products. Table 14 shows the weight and value of 
shrimp products produced in the five Gulf States for the 
5-year period, 1970 to 1974. Table 15 is the same except 
in percentage terms. Quantity for each product for each 
state over the 5-year period does not increase whereas 
the dollar value generally does increase except for the 
year 1974 (Table 14). In fact, value declined in 1973 and 
1974 basically because landings from the Gulf were down 
for those two years. Based on this 5-year period potential 
growth seems to be nil. Growth of an individual processor 
could only occur by horizontal or vertical integration. 

Texas produces about 40% of the raw headless shrimp 
while Louisiana is a close second, producing about 30%. 
Florida produces about 45% of the peeled shrimp and 
Texas produces about 40%. Florida specializes in breaded 
shrimp and produces about 55% of the Gulf total. 
Louisiana has the market of specialty products, and also 
does around 85% of the canned shrimp processing. Rock 
shrimp were processed as frozen, raw, headless in Florida 
for the first time in 1973. 

Other U.S. Landings and Imports. As was shown in the 
discussion of the processing sector, all five Gulf states 
are dependent on raw product other than those landed in 
their state. Two important sources of that ·raw product 
are landings from non-Gulf states and imports. 

Figure 26 shows U.S. shrimp landings other than Gulf 
landings. Other U.S. landings were about 25 million lb for 
the period from 1960 to 1974, and then they began to 
increase annually at a constant rate reaching a yearly peak 
in 1973 of just under 115 million lb. Figure 27 shows 
U.S. imports of shrimp. U.S. imports increased at a 
constant rate from just under -I 20 million lb in 1960 to 
almost 220 million lb in 1969. Since 1969, imports have 
been very erratic, but they have maintained an upward 
trend. U.S. exports have also increased during this same 
time period (Figure 28) to an average of between 40 and 
50 million lb. 

This leads to an annual balance of trade deficit in 
shrimp products of between $150 and $200 million. 
(Prochaska and Cato, 1975). 

Prochaska ·and Cato ( 197 5) examine an interesting 



TABLE 14. 

Pounds and value of shrimp products produced in the five Gulf states, 1970 to 1974. 

Florida Alabama Mississippi Louisiana Texas Total 

Year Item Quantity Mil.$ Quantity Mil.$ Quantity ·· Mil.$ Quantity Mil.$ Quantity Mil.$ Quantity Mil.$ 

1970 Raw Headless 5.5 6.5 12.3 13.9 4.5 5.3 31.2 30.6 34.2 34.9 88.0 91.3 
1971 (Mil. Pounds) 6.2 8.8 8.3 11.5 5.5 7.4 31.6 37.6 36.0 47.4 87.8 112.8 
1972 5.4 9.2 12.8 20.1 5.0 7.5 24.5 32.7 38.9 55.4 86.8 125.1 
1973 6.3 12.0 14.3 28.8 4.8 10.9 18.1 36.4 31.0 61.2 74.6 149.4 
1974 5.5 9.0 11.0 19.0 5.7 9.8 17.6 33.4 25.5 42.7 65.5 114.0 

1970 Peeled 17.9 25.8 - - - 3.7 5.2 12.7 19.0 34.3 50.1 
1971 (includes deveined) 15.4 25.7 - - - 3.3 7.1 12.7 22.6 31.4 55.3 
1972 (Mil. Pounds) 10.2 19.7 1.7 3.1 - 3.6 5.8 12.1 22.8 27.7 51.4 
1973 8.3 20.3 0.8 1.8 - 2.9 6.8 8.6 19.5 20.7 48.4 0 

c:: 
1974 9.7 17.6 0.8 1.2 0.5 0.5 3.2 6.6 6.2 12.8 20.4 38.7 t""' 

"?j 

u:i 
::i:: 

1970 Breaded 30.8 31.3 - - - 1.4 1.3 24.1 23.4 56.2 56.0 :;ti 

1971 Raw & Cooked 31.5 35.7 - - - - 1.7 1.9 24.0 23.4 47.2 61.0 ~ 
>ti 

1972 (MiL Pounds) 32.5 41.9 - - - 2.2 2.6 26.9 32.0 61.6 76.4 ~ . > 1973 33.9 52.8 - - - - 1.6 3.0 29.0 40.0 64.6 95.8 z 
1974 27.5 42.6 - - - - 4.4 7.4 20.3 25.1 52.2 75.1 > 

~ a:: 
1970 Specialties 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.7 

ti:1 
- - - - - - z 

1971 Cocktails, Creoles, 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
~ 

- - - - - - - '"ti 
1972 Gumbo, Stuffed, - - - - - 0.3 0.3 - - 0.3 0.3 t""' 

1973 Patties, etc.) - - - - 0.2 0.4 - - 0.2 0.4 ~ 
1974 (MiL Pounds) - - - - - 0.5 0.5 - - 0.5 0.5 

1970 Canned - - - - 0.5 6.4 2.1 20.4 - 2.5 26.8 
1971 Regular - - - 0.4 5.3 1.7 18.5 - 2.1 23.8 
1972 (Standard Cases - - - 0.3 5.8 1.9 23.3 - 2.2 29.2 
1973 in Millions) - -. - - 0.2 4.8 1.8 33.2 - - 2.0 38.0 
1974 - - - - 0.3 6.6 1.6 24.5 - - 1.9 31.1 

1970 Rock 
1971 Frozen, raw 
1972 headless 
1973 (Mil. Pounds) 0.6 0.9 - - - - - - - - 0.6 0.9 
1974 0.3 0.3 - - - - - - - - 0.3 0.3 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Processed Fishery Products Annual Summary. NOAR, XCFSA-5883 MF-4, Washington, D.C. w 
-...J 
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TABLE 15. w 
00 

Percentage of processed shrimp by states, 1970 to 1974. 

Florida Alabama Mississippi Louisiana Texas 

Year Item Quantity Dollars Quantity Dollars Quantity Dollars Quantity Dollars Quantity Dollars 

1970 Raw Headless (Lbs) 0.06 0.o7 0.14 0.15 0.05 0.06 0.36 0.34 0.39 0.38 
1971 0.o7 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.06 0.o7 0.36 0.33 0.41 0.42 
1972 0.06 0.o7 0.15 0.16 0.06 0.06 0.28 0.27 0.45 0.44 
1973 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.19 0.07 0.07 0.24 0.25 0.42 0.41 
1974 0.08 0.08 0.17 0.17 0.09 0.09 0.27 0.29 0.39 0.37 

1970 Peeled 0.52 0.52 - 0.11 0.10 0.37 0.38 
1971 (Includes Deveined) 0.49 0.46 - - - 0.11 0.13 0.40 0.41 
1972 Raw & Cooked (Lbs.) 0.37 0.38 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.11 0.44 0.45 
1973 0.40 0.42 0.04 0.04 - 0.14 0.14 0.42 0.40 C) 

c:: 
1974 0.47 0.46 0.04 O.Q3 0.02 O.ot 0.16 0.17 0.31 0.33 t'"" 

~ 

tf.l 

1970 Breaded . 0.55 0.56 - - - 0.02 0.02 0.43 0.42 ~ 
1971 Raw & Cooked (Lbs.) 0.55 0.58 - - - 0.03 0.03 0.42 0.39 ~ 

""C 

1972 0.53 0.55 - - - O.o3 O.Q3 0.44 0.42 s:: 
1973 0.52 0.55 - - - O.o3 0.03 0.45 0.42 > z 
1974 0.53 0.57 - - - 0.08 0.10 0.39 0.33 > 

0 
trj 

a:: 
1970 Specialties (Lbs.) - - - 1.0 1.0 

trj 
- - - z 

1971 - - - - 1.0 1.0 t-:J - -
~ 

1972 - - - - - 1.0 1.0 - - t'"" 

1973 - - - 1.0 1.0 - ~ 
1974 - - 1.0 1.0 

1970 Canned Regular - - - 0.19 0.24 0.81 0.76 
1971 (Standard Cases) - - 0.19 0.22 0.81 0.78 
1972 - - - 0.16 0.20 0.84 0.80 
1973 - - - - 0.11 0.13 0.89 0.87 
1974 - - - 0.18 0.21 0.82 0.79 

1970 Rock (Lbs.) 
1971 Frozen, Raw, Headless 
1972 
1973 1.0 1.0 
1974 1.0 1.0 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Processed Fishery Products Annual Summary. NOAR, XCFSA-5883 MF-4, Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 26. U.S. shrimp landings excluding the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Figure 27. U.S. imports of shrimp. 

question in this economic dilemma. 
Questions such as future location, growth 

potential, and dependence on external supply are 
of utmost importance. Growth in the processing 
industry and the shrimp fishery to a large part 
depends on the competition for raw products 
produced outside of Florida. Domestic shrimpers 
who supply processors are facing fuel problems. 
This cost-price squeeze will be another growth
limiting factor in the processing industry through 
its direct effect on the production sector. Also 
important is the question of who gets hit the 
hardest during economic hard times-the shrimper 
or the processing industry. 

Producers claim imports cause their dockside 
prices to be lower-yet, the processors cannot 
survive at the current level without imports. And, 
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Figure 28. U.S. exports of shrimp. 

if the processors go-to whom does the vessel owner 
sell the shrimp he catches? It's almost a can't live 
with 'em~can't live without 'em situation for both 
producer and processor. 

International Considerations Under Extended.Jurisdic
tion. In 1976, the .Mexican Government extended its 
jurisdiction over fisheries from 19.2 to 320 km (12 to 
200 mi) with an effective date of August 1. Mexico 
intends that its own fleet will be harvesting the total 
allowable catch from its Gulf waters by the end of 1979. 
A plan has been proposed to phase out foreign vessels 
by that time. 

Although shrimp can be found all along the Mexican 
Gulf coast, the principal shrimp fishing areas may be 
separated into three regions. 

1. "The 24-10 Grounds" (Tampico grounds), so called 
because of its location around Latitude 24° lO'N, extends 
some 280 km {75 statute mi) along the northern Mexican 
coast from a point about 120 km {75 mi) north of 
Tampico to 32 km {20 mi) south of the Rio Grande 
River. Brown shrimp is the major species. This area is 
contiguous to the Texas brown shrimp grounds and thus 
has supported a substantial fishery for Texas-based vessels. 
It. contains some 920,000 ha (2.3 .million ac) of trawlable 
bottom according to Hildebrand {1954). 

2. The Campeche Area lies in the southern Gulf from 
Ciudad Carmen to Campeche. Pink shrimp is the pre
dominant. species. 

3. The Contoy Area is located in the vicinity of Isla 
Contoy at the eastern end of the Yucatan Peninsula and 
yields pink shrimp and rock shrimp. The majority of the 
U.S. catch in this area is landed in Florida. Allen et al., 
1976). 

In 1975, some 530 U.S. vessels landed 7.6 million lb 
of shrimp valued at $15.7 million from waters off 
Mexico. Increasing fuel costs since 1973 have reduced 
long trips. From 1962 to 1972, 632 to 860 U.S. vessels 
fished off the Mexican coast annually {Allen et al., 1976). 
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In more recent years, most of the U.S. fishing effort has 
been directed to the 24-10 grounds north of Tampico. 

The· United States and Mexico have negotiated a 
proposed treaty by which Mexico would initially reduce 
U.S. shrimp catch and vessels by 40%. In the first year, 
no more than 318 U.S. vessels would be licensed, with 
fees in excess of $2,000 per annum per vessel to take up 
to 6.0 million lb of shrimp. Mexico has zoned its waters 
into three zones with a "Tampico Zone" west of 94°W 
longitude, "Contoy Zone" east of 88°W longitude, and 
"Campeche Zone" in between the "Tampico" and 
"Contoy" zones. No U.S. fishing is to be permitted in 
the Campeche Zone. 

The impact of the eventual loss of the Mexican shrimp 
grounds can be viewed two ways. First, in terms of the 
loss of total landings and value of the landings to each 
Gulf state, and second, in terms of the economic impact 
on the U.S. Gulf of Mexico shrimp fisherman. Since both 
involve the total Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery, a yield 
function for U.S. water will be needed to evaluate both 
matters. 

Yield Function. In most fisheries, the yield function is 
affected by both stock and crowding externalities. While 
the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery does experience 
crowding externalities, it does not experience the stock 
externalities since shrimp is an annual crop. Thus, assum
ing a constant population from year to year, as effort is 
increased catch approaches some annual maximum yield 
(Schaefer. model). 

The natural environment in the estuaries has a signifi
cant effect on annual shrimp production. Barrett and 
Gillespie (1973) have shown that temperatures and 
salinities of bays and estuaries are important factors 
affecting the production of shrimp. High Mississippi 
River discharge during the period that shrimp are in their 
nursery grounds reduces the temperature and salinity and 
causes the shrimp population to be reduced and in turn 
the catch. Therefore, included in the analysis is the 
average of the three highest months of Mississippi River 
discharge from January to May which is the period when 
the majority of the shrimp are in the nursery grounds. 
Brown and white shrimp comprise the majority of the 
shrimp landed by U.S. fishermen in the Gulf and their 
nursery areas are concentrated around the Mississippi 
River. system. 

With the existence of these conditions, the following 
yield relationship was used 

Y = b0 Db2 [1.0 - (b 1)E], (Equation 1) 

where b0 Db2 is the maximum yield the function 
approaches· for a given leveLof average monthly river dis
charge, D, (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers J 961--c-l 974) 
and b 1 indicates the ratio by which marginal products 
of E (effort)declihe. This Spillman type function seems 

to be ideally suited to the biological relationship 
exemplified by Gulf shrimp fisheries (Heady and Dillon, 
1966). 

The catch-effort data used to estimate this relationship 
were developed from individual vessel records coll~cted 
by the· National Marine Fisheries Service for the period 
1962 to 1974 and is shown in Table 8 (U.S. Department 
of Commerce, 1962 to 1974). Catch is total pounds 
(heads-off) landed by vessels in the Gulf of Mexico and 
total effort is measured by days fished standardized by 
the relative fishing power of the individual vessels. 

Equation (1) was estimated using regression analysis* 
and time series data for the period 1962 to 197 4 for 
vessels as follows: 

Y = 6593 o-0·60134 [1.0 - 0.995701E], (Equation 2) 

where Y is in million pounds and E is in thousand units. 
Setting average daily river discharge at its mean ·Value 

of 696 cubic feet per second, the maximum yield for 
vessels in the shrimp fishery is estimated to be 128. 7 
million lb annually (Figure 29, upper panel). Assuming 
the level of effort extended by U.S. Gulf of Mexico 
shrimp fishermen in the U.S. portion of the Gulf of 
Mexico to be the 260,800 units (1970 to 1974 average, 
Table 8), the associated expected yield (or catch) is 86.9 
million lb. With an anticipated increase of 30,600 units 
of effort by U.S. shrimpers diverted from Mexican waters 
(1970 to 1974 average, Table 7), the new effort level 
will be 291,400 with expected shrimp yield of 91.9 
million lb. Thus, while the loss of shrimp landings from 
Mexican waters. will cause a decrease in total landings by 
U.S. vessels (9.6 million lb average, 1970 to 1974, Table 
7), the 30,600 units of effort formerly exerted irtMexican 
waters and diVerted to U.S. ~a!ers will have an e~pected 
increase in yield from U.S. wate.rs of 5 million lb (91.9-
86.9 = 5.0). This will be a net decrease of 4.6 million lb 
for the shrimpers in the five Gulf States. ·· 

Effect of Annual Landings by States. Using the yield 
function (Equation 2) and the percent of total landings 
by vessels for each state it is possible to look at the 
situation in the Gulf shrimp fishery before Mexico's 
extended jurisdiction and then estimate the new situation 
in the Gulf shrimp fishery after. Mexico's extended juris
diction. Upon estimating the before and after situation, 
the net effect is determined. Tue results ofthese situa
tions are shown in Table 16. It is assumed thaLthe effort 
diverted from Mexico is uniformly distributed and that 
no adjustment is made· for seasonality of.harvesting. 

Florida's expected net reduction. in landing vessels is 
0.72 million pounds. The net decrease invalue of.shrimp 

*Ccfofficients were significant atthe 99% IeveL R2 ·was 78.5: 
Durbin-Watson was 2.25. The simple correlation co~fficient between 
landings and effort is 0.64 and landings.and discharge is -0:63. 
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TABLE 16. 

Net effect for pounds landed and value of landings (at 1975 prices) 
based on total pounds landed by vessels by state. 

Item Florida Alabama Mississippi Louisiana Texas 

1. Before Extended Jurisdiction 
a. Production from U.S. waters 

Pounds 14.08 8.08 3.04 19.99 41.71 
Dollars 22.39 16.48 4.59 33.18 86.34 

b. Production from Mexican waters 
Pounds 1.7 0.0 o.o o.o 7.9 
Dollars 3.0 0.0 o.o o.o 18.0 

c. Total Gulf 
Pounds 15. 78 8.08 3.04 19.99 49.61 
Dollars 25.39 16.48 4.59 33.18 104.34 

2. After Extended Jurisdiction 
Production in U.S. Waters 
a. From effort diverted from Mexican 

waters 
Pounds 1.74 o.o 0.0 0.0 7.91 
Dollars 2.77 o.o o.o 0.0 16.38 

b. From effort origionally exerted 
in U.S. waters 

Pounds 13.32 7.65 2.88 18.92 39.48 
Dollars 21.18 15.61 4.35 31.41 81.72 

c. Total Gulf 
Pounds 15.06 7.65 2.88 18.92 47.39 
Dollars 23.95 15.61 4.35 31.41 98.10 

3. Net Effect of Extended Jurisdiction 
Pounds -0.72 -0.43 -0.16 -1.07 -2.22 
Dollars -1.44 -0.87 -0.24 -1.77 -6.24 

Source: Griffin, 1977. 
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landing is $1 .44 million (1975 prices). The price per 
pound in the net decrease is $2.00 which is higher. than 
the average price per pound of $1.59 for shrimp landed 
in Florida by vessels. This reflects the marginal cost per 
pound to the vessel owner for not shrimping in Mexican 
waters. The total economic impact on Florida using a 
total value added multiplier of 3.4 (Centaur Management 
Consultants, Inc, 1975), would be $4.9 million. 

The net decrease in Texas landings is 2.22 million lb 
at a reduction in value to shrimpers of $6.24 million 
(1975 prices) to the vessel owner. The loss of those 2.22 
million lb of shrimp occurs at a marginal cost of $2.81 per 
lb. Total impact on the Texas economy using the output 
value of 3.08 would be $19.19 million (Jones et al., 
1974). Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana had a net 
reduction in landings of 0.43 million, 0.16 million and 

• 1 ~07 million, respectively, a net reduction in value of 
$0.87 million; $0.24 million and $1.77 million, respec
tively; and using a total value added multiplier of 3.4, 
these three states would have an estimated economic 
impact of $2.96 million, $0.82 million and $6.02 million, 
respectively. 

0 __ _...~...____.~....._~..u-....u.~....1---J'---'-~.L-~~ 
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EFFORT 

Economic Effect on Industry. It is assumed that when 
Mexico's extended jurisdiction goes into full effect in 
1980, 30,600 units of effort (Em in Figure 30) will be 
diverted to U.S. waters. Assuming that the U.S. Gulf of 

Figure 29. Estimated catch-effort relationship of 
vessels in the Gulf of Mexico 
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Figure 30. Hypothetical curves showing industry 

equilibrium in an open access fishery. 
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Mexico fishery is currently in open access equilibrium at 
Eu (Figure 30) where total value product (TVP) equals 
total cost (TC), we should expect a temporary disruption 
of that equilibrium to Et. 

Since rent is zero at equilibrium in an open access 
common property resource (Gordon, 1954), rent(7T) will 
be temporarily negative due to the excess effort. The 
efficiency cost of this excess effort is given by the present 
value of the stream of negative rent over the period of 
time it takes to shift Em units of effort out of the fishery 
and return to equilibrium. To estimate this cost we con
sider first the impact on the estimated yield function 
(Equation 2). 

When the 30,600 units of effort presently exerted in 
Mexican waters are diverted to U.S. waters, the industry 
will temporarily incur negative rents. The expected 
increase in effort (Em = 30,600) will result in an increase 
in TVP from $14 7 .6 million to $156.4 million and in TC 
from $147.6 million to $161.4 million. At 291,400 units 
of effort, rent accruing to the fishery would be a negative 
$5.1 million per year. 

Since the industry is no longer in equilibrium, it will 
move toward the equilibrium effort level of 260,800 units 
if cost-price relationships do not change. The magnitude 
of the real cost to the industry is the annual stream of 
net loss over that period of time until equilibrium is 
reached. Table 17 shows the present value of the stream 
of losses for alternative adjustment periods, the prices 
per pound of shrimp landed assuming a 10% discount 

TABLE 17. 

Present value of U.S. cost to the Gulf shrimp fishery due to 
Mexico's extended jurisdiction for alternative adjustment 
periods, and product prices (assuming equilibrium effort 

at 260,800 units and a ten percent discount rate). 

Years to 
Ex-Vessel Price Per Pound 

Adjust $1.70 $2.00 $2.50 $3.00 

(Million Dollars) 
1 4.6 5.5 6.9 8.3 
3 8.6 10.1 12.8 15.4 
5 12.1 14.3 18.0 21.8 
7 15.2 18.0 22.7 27.4 

Source: Griffin and Beattie, 1977. 

rate. Adjustment is assumed to take place in equal incre
ments of effort each year until equilibrium is reestablished 
(i.e., 260,800 units of effort). 

At a price of $1.70 per lb of shrimp landed, a discount 
rate of 10% and a 3-year adjustment period, the present value 
of the stream of net losses would be $8.6 million. Assum
ing the same price and discount rate but 5 years to adjust, 
the net present value of the stream of losses would be 
$12.1 million. Obviously, the longer the adjustment 
period, the larger the loss. The average shrimp price 
received in 1973 was $1. 70 per lb. Both price and cost 
have increased since then. The average price received is 
now closer to $2.50 per lb, thus the present value of the 
stream of net losses would be larger. 

The above is based on the assumption that shrimp 
prices and costs of production increase so that the same 
equilibrium effort level is maintained. If the. price of 
shrimp increases relatively faster than the cost of harvest
ing shrimp, equilibrium effort will increase beyond the 
originally assumed 260,800 units for the U.S. waters. 
When the U.S. effort expended in Mexican waters is 
diverted to U.S. waters (implying approximately 290,000 
units of effort exerted in U.S. waters), the achievement 
of open access equilibrium without a reduction in effort 
in 1976 would require a price of $2.17 per lb landed 
(Griffin and Beattie, 1977). 

2.4 THE GULF SHRIMP FISHERY: HISTORICAL 
FlSHERY STATISTICS 

Gunter and McGraw (1973) wrote the following 
account concerning the history of the Gulf of Mexico 
shrimp fishery: 

From 1902 the shrimp production in this 
country increased into the early 1950's. In the 
1940's an extreme drought caused a great shortage 
of white shrimp, especially in Texas waters, and 
there fishermen turned to the previously unfished 
brown shrimp which were caught predominantly at 
night. Most states had laws against shrimping at 
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night for the protection of the white shrimp, the 
idea being that they should not be harassed all 
hours of the twenty-four. The large brown shrimp 
generally bury in the bottom during the day. 
Recognition of these facts led to exploitation of 
the brown shrimp and after the early '50's it has 
yielded more than the white shrimp. This develop
ment began in Texas waters in 1947 and spread 
quickly to other areas on the Gulf and South 
Atlantic Coast. Even so, the separation of the 
brown and white shrimp was not begun in the 
federal statistics until 1957. Therefore, we may 
say that the shrimp production figures used here 
were comprised almost entirely of white shrimp 
from 1903 to 1948, with about 1 % being sea bobs. 
From 1948 to 1957 there was a period of produc
tion when the brown shrimp and white shrimp 
were not separated. After 1957 these shrimp have 
been separated in the catch statistics of the South 
Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. At that time the seabobs 
were also separated in the statistics. 

From 1951 to 1956, inclusive, the heads-off 
weight of white and brown shrimp produced ranged 
between 126 and 146 million lb and in the 1967-
71 period it ranged from 125 to 137 million lb. 
These are the only years, except for 1963, that the 
United States shrimp production has ever ranged 
above 100,000,000 lb of headless shrimp. The 
1951-56 high production was due to the exploita
tion of the previously unfished population of brown 
shrimp plus the white shrimp. The more recent high 
production seems to be due to an increase in the 
white shrimp population, caused possibly by a 
recent hyperfertilization of. the bays. 

Beginning in 1956, the U.S. Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries and its successor, the National Marine Fisheries 
Service, have published Gulf Coast Shrimp Data. These 
data provide monthly information by species, size, depth, 
area fished, actual days fished in number of days and 
dockside value. These data were transformed onto com
puter tapes by Dr. Wade Griffin, T AMU and subjected to 
extensive computer studies by Mr. Richard Condrey, 
LSU. These studies are too extensive for inclusion in this 
management plan,· however copies will be available from 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory until such time as the 
author recalls the report for further work and/or publica
tion. A summary of this report is presented in the 
remaining paragraphs of this section. 

Statistical areas utilized in Gulf Coast Shrimp Data 
were grouped by the Task Force into environmentally 
similar regions {Figure 31) that may have regional manage
ment requirements. The area comprising each of these 
regions is given in Table 18. Inshore and offshore regions 
were treated as distinct units. Data from 1963 to 197 5 
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Figure 31. Regions selected by the Task Force for analyses 
of related inshore and offshore data from Gulf 

Region 

1F1 

212 , F 
31, F 
41, F 
51, F 
61, F 
71, F 
81, F 
91, F 
101, F 

Coast Shrimp Data (1959 to 1975). 

TABLE 18. 

Composition of environmentally similar regions 
selected by the Task Force. 

Geographic Area 

Florida Keys-Cape Romano, Florida 
Cape Romano, Florida-Cedar Keys, Florida 
Cedar Keys, Florida-West Bay, Florida 
East Bay, Florida-Pensacola Bay, Florida 
Pensacola Bay, Florida-Garden Is. Bay, Louisiana 
Garden Is. Bay, Louisiana-Four League Bay, Louisiana 
Four League Bay, Louisiana-Sabine Lake, Louisiana 
Sabine Lake, Louisiana-Lower Galveston Bay, Texas 
Lower Galveston Bay, Texas-Copano Bay, Texas 
Copano Bay, Texas-Mexican Border 

1 F-offshore waters 
2 1-inshore waters 

were utilized in the study. Except where stated, ex-vessel 
value was standardized to the 1967 dollar with the whole
sale price index. Catch is expressed in pounds of heads-off 
(tails) shrimp. 

The average annual catch ( 1963 to 197 5) for the seven 
species of shrimp considered in this plan is com pared in 
Figure 3 2. The largest and most valuable is the brown 
shrimp fishery, followed by white and pink shrimp fish
eries. Seabob, royal red and rock shrimp fisheries are 
smaller industries of local importance. 

Three major species are fished by two distinct fishing 
fleets, the inshore and offshore fleets, and as such com
prise six major fisheries. The offshore brown shrimp catch 

' averages 47.1 million lb annually (average value of $40.5 
million) and is the largest and most valuable fishery. The 
second largest and most valuable is the off shore white 
shrimp catch (an average of 22.3 million lb valued at 
$19.5 million). The third and fourth largest catches are 
from the inshore brown and white shrimp. fisheries. Off
shore pink shrimp catches are the fifth most valuable 
(averaging $9.1 million) with an average annual catch of 
12.2 million lb. 

The average yearly value per pound {1963 to 1975) of 
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Figure 32. Average annual commercial catch of major shrimp 
species in the northern Gulf (1963-1975). 
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Figure 33. Average ex-vessel value (per pound in 1967 

dollars) of the major shrimp fisheries in 
the northern Gulf (1963-1975). 

each fishery is compared in Figure 33. Greatest value per 
pound is obtained in offshore fisheries for white, brdwn, 
royal red and pink shrimp. Inshore white and pink shrimp 
were of intermediate value per pound while a low value 
per pound was characteristic of seabobs, inshore brown 
and rock shrimp"' 

Regi,onal Distribution of the Catch. The average annual 
catch and value of the three main species by region are 
compared in Figures 34 and 35. Except for Region 3 
(Florida panhandle), there is little overlap of pink shrimp 
with white and brown shrimp. A large overlap exists in 
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Figure 34. Average catch of pink, white and brown 

shrimp by major shrimping grounds in the 
northern Gulf (1963-1975). 

the brown and white shrimp fisheries and regions of peak 
catch are very similar in the inshore fisk.~ries. This co
occurrence requires careful management to assure opti
mum· harvest of each species. 

Both the brown and white shrimp inshore fisheries have 
maximum catches along the Louisiana coast west of the 
Mississippi Delta (61). Although the brown shrimp catch 
is larger in this area, the value of the annual harvest of 
white shrimp is higher. The region from Pensacola Bay, 
Florida to the Mississippi Delta (51) contains the only 
other substantial inshore catch of brown shrimp. The in
shore white shrimp fishery is also relatively large in this 
area as well as along the upper Texas coast (81 and 91). 
There is no substantial inshore pink shrimp fishery along 
the U.S. Gulf coast. 

A substantial offshore brown shrimp fishery occurs in 
the Gulf of Mexico from Pensacola Bay, Florida to Browns
ville, Texas (SF, 6F, 7F, 8F, 9F and lOF) with maximum 
catches occurring along the Texas coast. The offshore white 
shrimp fishery occurs in the same regions as the brown 
shrimp fishery, however, the maximum catch is recorded 
from the Mississippi Delta to Sabine, Texas. The value for 
both of these fisheries is generally proportional to the catch. 
The off shore pink shrimp fishery is limited mainly to the 
Sanibel-Tortugas region in Florida (IF). 
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Figure 35. Average ex-vessel value of pink, white and 

brown shrimp by major shrimping grounds in the 
northern Gulf (1963-197 5). 

The region of maximum inshore catch for both brown 
and white shrimp does not coincide with the region of 
maximum offshore catch. for either species. For both 
fisheries this pattern may be due either to a westward and 
southward migration, to the local closure of inshore areas 
in regions where the offshore concentrations are high, or 
both. 

The three minor species are compared in Figure 36. 
The seabob fishery is concentrated in the north central 
Gulf (Regions 6 and 7). Rock shrimp are predominantly 
taken along the Florida panhandle (Region 3) and royal 
red shrimp are mainly taken offshore in the Sanibel
Tortugas area of Florida and off the Mississippi Delta. 

Yearly Harvest. Yearly variability in catch of the 
inshore and off shore brown shrimp is shown in Figure 37. • 
The yearly harvest of these two fisheries is similar and is 
in accordance with observations that the offshore catch 
can be predicted by the density and size of the inshore 
bay populations. The offshore catch averages 2.8 times 
larger than the inshore catch. 

Record catches for brown shrimp were reported in 
1967 and 1968 and 1970 to 1972 in both the offshore 
and inshore fisheries. The high offshore catch in 19 59 and 
1960, however, is not reflected by a similar high inshore 
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Figure 36. Average catch and ex-vessel value of seabob, 
royal red and rock shrimp in the major fishing 

areas of the northern Gulf (1963-1975). 
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Figure 37. Yearly trends in the catch of brown shrimp from 
inshore and offshore northern Gulf fisheries. 

catch. Catch in the offshore and inshore fisheries fell 
during 1973 to 197 5, apparently as a result of high Mis
sissippi River discharge during the spring. 

The yearly brown shrimp catch by area is shown. in 
Figure 38. The correlation between the catch of the major 
area fisheries on a one-to-one basis was investigated with 
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. 

A strong correlation exists in the brown shrimp fishery 
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and 1969 to 1971 with annual· averages of 26. 7 million lb 
in the offshore fishery and 17. 8 million lb in the inshore 
fishery. Both fisheries experienced a steady decline from 
these peaks, and a rapid recovery occurred after both 
declines, indicating the strong effect of the 0-year class. 

The year~y catch of white shrimp by region is shown 
in Figure 40. The 1963 and 1964 peak is seen mainly 
from the Mississippi Delta to Sabine, Texas (Regions 61, 
71 and 7F). The low catch in 1961 can be seen in most 
regions but it is most dramatic in the north-central Gulf. 
In general, the 1969 to 1971 peak. is seen in most 
fisheries, but the later decline is not. While the catch 
generally declined in the north-central Gulf (Regions 51 
to 6F) it did not decline along the Texas coast (Regions 
81 to 1 OF). When the offshore fishery in Regions 6 and 7 
are compared, it appears that the relative catch in 7F has 
increased over that in 6F in recent years, particularly 
1971 to 1975. The reason for the decline in 6F and/or 
the increase in 7F is not apparent. 

The correlation between the catch of white shrimp in 
the major areas was examined with the Spearman rank 
correlation analysis. As with the browns in Regions 5 and 
6, the inshore white shrimp fisheries are fairly well cor
related with the offshore fisheries for each major region 
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with the exception ofRegions 7 and 8. The reduced 
correlation in Region 8 appears to be due to the unusually 
high catch in the offshore fishery in 1974 as compared 
to a less than average· catch in the inshore fishery. Possible 
explanations for the reduced correlation in· Region 7 are 
inadequate statistics of the inshore fishery, the closed 
waters of Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge or a westward 
migration of the white shrimp. As with the brown shrimp, 
there appears to be little correlation between the north
central Gulf fisheries ( 51 and 7F) and those in Texas (81 
to lOF). 

Variation in the inshore and offshore yearly catch of 
pink shrimp is shown in Figures 41 and 42. Unlike the 
brown and white shrimp fisheries, the patterns for the 
inshore and offshore catches are not similar. The inshore 
fisheries increased from a low in 1959 to a minor peak 
in 1968, declined to a new low in 1971 and rose to a 
high in 1973 to 1975. The offshore catch peaked in 1960 
and 1964 to 1966 with low catches in 1959, 1962 and 
1971 and 1972. As with brown and white shrimp, a good 
year can be. followed· or preceded by a poor year. 

Yearly patterns in the area catch of pink shrimp are 
seen in Figure 43. The magnitude of the catch in the 
offshore Sanibel-Tortugas area of Florida (IF) dominates 
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Figure 40. Yearly white shrimp catch in the major fishing areas of the northern Gulf. 
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Figure 41. Yearly trends in the catch of pink shrimp 
fr9m the inshore northern ·Gulf fisheries. 
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73 

the pattern. In most inshore regions, pink shrimp con
stitute a minor fishery and at this scale the inshore areas 
cannot be seen. However, from Charlotte Harbor to West 
Bay, Florida (21 and 31) the catch appears to be increas
ing and is relatively important in these areas. 

The yearly· catch of seabobs is shown in Figure 44. 
Beginning in 1970, the catch of these shrimp indicates an 
erratic increase and reaches a maximum of 4.6 million lb 
in 1975. The catch is felt to be primarily a function of 
the value per pound to the fisherman and the supply of 
other shrimp in the area. The 1972 and 1973 record price 
for seabobs correlates well with this assumption as does 
the limited supply of white and brown shrimp in the 
northern Gulf. The variation in the catch of seabobs by 
area is shown in Figure 45. The majority of the catch is 
taken from the Mississippi Delta to Sabine, Texas and 
reflects yearly variation in the Gulf catch. 

Figure 44. Yearly catch of the northern Gulf seabob fisheries. 

Yearly variation in the royal red catch is shown in 
Figure 46. The catch gradually increased from 1963 to 

75 1968. It peaked sharply in 1969, then dropped abruptly 
in 1970 and remained low until 1973 and 1974 when it 
temporarily increased again. As shown in Figure 4 7, the 
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Figure 45. Yearly seabob catch in the major fishing areas of the northern Gulf. 
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1963 and 1964 fisheries for royal red shrimp were 
limited to SF. In 1965 the fishery expanded to lF. 
Both of these areas are currently the major producers of 
this species although the fishery has also expanded to 
6F and 2F. 

The rock shrimp fishery is a relatively new one with 
the first reported catch in 1971. Substantial catches 
occurred in 1972, 1973 and 197 5 (Figure 48). This 
species is almost exclusively taken in Florida and the 
catch from 3 F dominates the yearly trends in catch by 
area (Table 19). 

2.5 TIIE GULF SHRIMP FISHERY: YIELD 

~.-------------------------------------

The term yield is defined by Webster's 3rd New 
International Dictionary, Unabridged as "the quantity of 
a product resulting from exploitation of natural re
sources." A number of yield strategies have been 
described for managers of commercially exploited 
species. Ricker ( 197 5) defines several of these strategies 
as follows: 
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Figure 46. Yearly catch in the northern Gulf 
royal red shrimp fishery. 

75 
· Equilibrium (or Sustainable) Yield: The yield 

in weight taken from a fish stock when it is in 
equilibrium with fishing of a given intensity, and 
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Figure 47. Yearly royal red catch in the major fishing.areas of the northern Gulf. 
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Optimum sustainable yield must be arrived at by some 
subjective decision, usually involving a variety of eco
nomic, social and ecological factors as well as biological 
factors. Public Law No. 94-265 defines the term "opti
mum" with respect to the yield from a fiShery, as the 
amount of fish which will provide the greatest overall 
benefit to the Nation, with particular reference to food 
production and recreational opportunities; and which 
is prescribed as such on the basis of the maximum sus
tainable yield from such fishery, as modified by any 
relevant economic, social or ecological factors. 

Some comments are warranted relative to the proper
ties and limitations of the various yield strategies, and if 
they are applicable to the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. 
However, before this can be accomplished, several 
characteristics of the fishery relative to yield strategies 
should be considered. 

71 72 73 74 75 The Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery is based upon 

Year 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 

Y£AR 

Figure 48. Yearly catch in the northern Gulf 
rock shrimp fisheries. 

TABLE 19. 

Catch of rock shrimp from shrimping grounds 
adjacent to Florida, in pounds. 

lF 2F 31 3F 
(lb) (lb) (lb) (lb) 

0 0 113 0 
2,795 2,400 395 186,491 

20,575 3,889 456 152,625 
451 8,247 0 51,293 

29,550 9,816 0 634,376 

(apart from effects of environmental variation) its 
biomass is not changing from one year to the next. 

Maximum Sustainable (or Maximum Equilibrium) 
Yield: The. largest average catch or yield that can 
continuously be taken from a stock under existing 
environmental conditions. For species with fluctuat
ing recruitment, the maximum might be obtained 
by taking fewer fish in some years than in others. 

Maintainable Yield: The largest catch that can be 
maintained.from the population, at whatever level 
of stock size, over an indefinite period. It will be 
identical to the sustainable yield for populations 
below the level giving the MSY, and equal to the 
MSY for populations at or above this level. 

Two other yield strategies which have gained popularity 
over the past decade are maximum economic yield (MEY) 
and optimum sustainable yield (OSY). The MEY model is 
based upon the MSY model, and superimposes "cost" on 
the effort coordinate and "value" on the "equilibrium" 
(or sustainable) catch coordinate (Radovich, 197 5). 

several species~ Even though the abundance of one species 
may· be greatly reduced during a season, total landings 
may be equivalent to normal years with the catch con
sisting almost entirely of one· or more of the other species. 
This suggests that yield strategies should attempt to 
optimize the total yield in multispecies fishing rather than 
maximize the yield of individual species. This particular 
point is discussed extensively by Dickie (1973), and 
should be considered when managing any multispecies 
fishery. Second, it appears that the abundance of shrimp 
in this fishery changes annually, apparently independently 
of any prior level of fishing activity~ There is also little 
evidence of a clearly defined relationship between parents 
and progeny, except that recruitment of a particular 
species can be severely affected temporarily by extreme 
environmental stresses. Finally, the abundance of white 
shrimp has apparently changed dramatically during the 
development of the fishery. 

There are significant problems associated with MSY 
when applied . to the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. This 
concept treats the population as a single unit and ignores 
all disturbing influences on the population other than 
removals by man (Gulland and Boerema, 1973). Silliman 
(1971) discussed the advantages and limitations of 
"simple" fisheries models which have been used exten
sively to estimate MSY. All of these models assume 

• instantaneous recruitment (Silliman,- 1971) and that the 
exploited population will attain states of equilibrium 
permitting a rather constant level of recruitment for a 
given size of parental stock (Eldridge, 1974). Eldridge 
(1974) further discusses the limitations of simple models 
as follows: 

The simple models do not have the capability of 
coping with significant lags in recruitment, pro
nounced changes in climatic conditions which may 
alter the basic growth curve of the population, or 
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the situation in which the pattern of exploitation is 
such that the exploited component of the popula
tion never achieves a state of equilibrium. Moreover, 
these models are generally employed in fisheries 
where the catch has significant components of two 
or more year classes, and there is evidence that the 
level of exploitation on one year has an impact on 
the abundance of the stock in future years. 

The greatest advantage in using the simple model is that 
it requires only catch and effort data (Silliman, 1971). 
This advantage should not be taken lightly since the data 
needed by other models are difficult and sometimes 
impossible to obtain. 

The MEY model is based upon a MSY model and 
suffers from most of the inadequacies of MSY since it 
usually superimposes economic values over an MSY 
model. MEY does have an advantage over MSY in that 
it frequently occurs at a larger population size which 
gives a greater protection against the possibility of over
fishing (Radovich, 197 5). 

Optimum sustainable yield is not a new concept. 
Management for OSY of a number of fish species in small 
impoundments has been very successful. However, the 
difficulties of managing fishery resources for OSY in 
larger areas increases as the size of the environment 
increases until we reach the open oceans of the world, 
where our scientific knowledge is most limited and the 
practices of resource utilization by fishermen are a°ften in 
conflict with one another (Mauermann, 197 5). Within the 
Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery, the off shore shrimper; bait 
fishermen, bay fishermen and recreational shrimper all 
depend upon the same resource but harvest this resource 
at different stages· in its development. Thus there are con
flicts within the industry on when and at what size 
shrimp should be harvested. 

If the abundance of recruits is independent of the 
abundance of the parent stock, as appears to be the case 
in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery, all that management 
can do is make the best use of whatever recruitment 
happened to occur, that is; to maintain fishing at what
ever level is considered the optimum position on the 
yield-per-recruit curve (Gulland and Boerema, 1973). An 
important condition for these calculations is that the 
instantaneous rates of natural mortality and of growth, at 
any given age, be constant over the range of conditi6ns 
examined (Ricker, 1975). 

Under the present system, managers have generally 
chosen to open seasons and fishing areas based upon the . 
availability of 39 to 100 count whole shrimp. This is 

primarily due to the lack of yield-per-recruit curves of 
sufficient precision for management decisions. Quotas are 
not used for this fishery nor do they appear appropriate 
at present because (1) there does not appear to be any 
clearly defined relationship between fishing and future 
levels of recruitment; (2) at least some shrimp escape the 
fishery to become the spawning population for the next 
year's crop; and (3) state agencies regulate fishing in the 
bays and estuaries to insure survival of the small shrimp. 
Griffin, et al. (1973b) suggested the Gulf of Mexico 
shrimp fishery is operating at a level which approximates 
MSY. Additional fishing effort will only result in a con
tinuing decrease in catch per unit of effort. 

Management policies might be devised that will increase 
the net economic yield substantially. Although total 
poundage landed may or may not be increased by sound 
management strategy, the size distribution of the landed 
product can be profoundly influenced. Some manage
ment also could greatly increase the catch per unit of 
fishing effort. It might even protect the fishery from 
biological decline. At present, parent-progeny relationships 
are not well enough understood to determine if over
fishing would produce a biological decline; but, sound 
management would reduce the hazard if it exists. Political 
and social attitudes will ultimately determine whether 
innovative management strategies with the above objec
tives are accepted. 

Other factors which may affect future commercial 
landings of shrimp along the Gulf Coast· include ( 1) u tiliza
tion of presently under-exploited shrimp species; (2) rec
reational catch of shrimp; and (3) degree of coastal 
wetlands alteration. 

The increased exploitation of rock shrimp and other 
underutilized species could increase commercial landings 
of shrimp. 

The recreational shrimp catch probably represents a 
substantial portion of the total catch and· any increase in 
this fishery could reduce the commercial catch. Recrea
tional landings, together with growth and mortality rates 
of shrimp in the estuaries, will aid in determining what 
effect, if any, this fishery has upon the commercial 
catch. 

As stated by Eldridge (1974) for the Southeastern 
Atlantic, the alteration and/or destruction of the coastal 
wetlands will ultimately decide whether or not there will 
be viable shrimp resources. Shrimp management programs 
can only succeed if adequate safeguards are taken by 
appropriate governmental agencies to maintain suitable 
nursery grounds for these valuable resources. 
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Chapter 3. Present Management System 

and Associated Problems 

Shrimp fishery data have been collected along the 
Gulf of Mexico in one form or another since about 
1880. The management systems in the various states 
have been based on available biological knowledge 
tempered by social considerations. Managers of state 
systems have been pressured by conflicting interests in 
various segments of the harvesting sector, particularly 
since the inception of the offshore fishery. Inadequate 
catch and effort statistics, fluctuating markets, gaps in life 
history data and well-meaning but often disabling legisla
tion have further handicapped the managers. 

Despite these handicaps, the resource remains healthy 
as evidenced by a general upward trend in reported land
ings and continued existence of a large recreational 
fishery in which the landings are largely unreported. 

The fishery has generally been economically sound; 
however, large increases in fuel costs, construction costs, 
general inflation and a dropping catch per unit of effort 
(CPUE) have begun to erode the economic base of the 
fishery. Overcapitalization and a return to the domestic 
fishery by vessels from foreign waters for various reasons 
were not matched by a correspondingly large increase in 
shrimp prices until mid-1975. 

The general objectives of the present state management 
systems have been to protect the resource and maximize 
catch among the various user groups. Regulation of the 
size of harvestable shrimp has increased the economic 
return but has also led to needless waste due to the 
discarding of undersized shrimp. Currently most States 
regulate the harvestable size by opening and closing 
seasons; however, enforcement of regulations has always 
been a problem. 

The fishery has principally been managed within the 
several Gulf States with little communication between 
the States until the inception of the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Commission (GSMFC) in 1949. Since that time ' 
the GSMFC has been able to resolve some differences 
between the various states, recognizing that the resource 
itself is not cognizant of state boundaries. The GSMFC 
has no regulatory power, and reluctance by State legisla
tures to yield authority within their State boundaries has 
hampered implementation of a regional approach to 
management of the shrimp resource. 
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3.1 PRESENT STATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

A synoptic review of the State's management structures 
and other features pertinent to the Gulf shrimp fishery is 
presented in Table 20. A more comprehensive review by 
State follows. An overview of State laws and regulations 
is presented in Table 21 and a detailed account is 
presented in Appendix B. 

3.1.1 Florida (Knight and Jackson, 1973 and Calder et al, 1974) 

Administrative Organization. The agency charged with 
the administration, supervision, development and conserva
tion of the natural resource is the Department of Natural 
Resources which is headed by an Executive Director. With
in the Department, the Division of Marine Resources has 
duties that include the preservation, management and 
protection of marine fisheries and the regulation of all 
fishing operations in the state and of its citizens engaged 
in fishing activities within and without the State. The 
Governor and the Cabinet sit as a board which approves 
or disapproves all rules and regulations promulgated by 
the Director of the Department. The Division of Law 
Enforcement is responsible for enforcement of all rules 
and regulations of the Department. 

Legislative Authorization. The rules applicable to 
coastal fisheries are contained in Chapter 370 of the 
Florida Statutes Annotated. The statutes encompass: 
(a) license and licensee fee provisions; (b) enforcement; 
(c) seafood dealers; and (d) general gear restrictibns. 
Shrimp management provisions in the statutes include size 
limit regulation and prohibitions on shrimping in areas 
where undersized shrimp exist in specified quantities, gear 
restrictions on an areal and seasonal basis, licensing and 
special restrictions based on geographical location. The 
Florida shrimp management system as listed in the 
statutes is inflexible and allows very little administrative 
discretion. 

A unique feature of Florida statutory law, at least in 
the past, has been the existence of "local laws" and 
"general bills of local application." The 1973 Florida 
Legislature passed Bill 73-208 which provides: 

The power to regulate the taking or possession of 
salt water fish .. .is expressly reserved to the state. 

It should be noted, however, that the preemption bill 
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TABLE 20. 

1111. Synoptic overview of state management systems 

11111 Florida Alabama Mississippi Louisiana Texas 
.11, Iii, 

ill 
Ad minis tra tive Department of Natural Department of Con- Mississippi Marine Louisiana Department Parks and Wildlife 
Organization Resources, Division of serva tion and Conservation of Wildlife and Department, 

Marine Resources. Natural Resources, Commission Fisheries Fisheries Division, 
!l!J All rules and regula- Division of Branch of Coastal .,, 
11!1 

tions are promulgated Marine Resources Fisheries 

1\!1 
through the executive 

1/1 

director and must be 
approved by the 
governor and cabinet. 

J1I 
Legislative Chapter 370: Florida Title 8, 1940: Code Chapter 15: Article I Louisiana Constitution, "Uniform Wildlife 

1

1

1 

Authorization Statutes Annotated. of Alabama. All Mississippi Code of Article VI, Section I. Regulatory Act" 
Allows for local laws statutory laws con- Statutes, annotated. Some statutes concern- (Vernon's Ann. P.C. 

11 

and "General Bills of cerning fisheries. Some statutes con- ing fisheries. Art. 97 Sj-1 ). Two 
Local Applicatio:n." cerning fisheries. counties are 

excluded. 

'I Licenses Boat License Length Each boat-$7.50 Boat License Boat License Boat License 

1111' 
<12'-$2.00 Live bait dealer- <30'-$7.75 <40'-$5.00 Gulf shrimp-

111 
12-16'-$6.00 $25.00 30-451-$15.25 >40'-$10.00 $50.00 

I' 
16-261-$11.00 Vehicle transport- >45'-$25.25 Trawl license variable Bay shrimp-

, I 26-40'-$31.00 $5.00 Live bait dealer- with size-$10.00- $40.00 

I 1 

40-65'-$51.50 Shipper or canner- $7.50/boat (not $20.00 Bait shrimp-
65-110'-$61.50 $15.00 to exceed 3 boats) Seine license variable $40.00 
>l 10'-$76.50 Trawl License Shipping or process- with size $10.00""."' Commercial fisher-

I Dealer classification- <30'-$7.50 ing-$50.00 $30.00 man-$10.00 

'11 

$10.50 >301-$15.00 Handler-$20.00 Wholesale dealer- Retailer-$6.00-
Dealer License Seine License $50.00 $20.00 

Resident Wholesale- <30'-$7.50 Wholesale agent- Live Bait Dealer-

,j1 $100.00 30""."'300'-$15.00 $10.00 $40.00 
Non-Resident Whole- 300-9001-$22.50 Retailer-$5.00 Individual Bait-

II 

sale-$150.00 >900'-$37.50 Interstate shipper- Shrimp (Recrea-
Alien Wholesale- Non-residents pay $200.00 tional) Trawl 

$500.00 double fees unless Freight vessel License-$5.00 

I 

Resident Retail- residents of states <40'-$5.00 Wholesale Fish-
$10.00 with reciprocal >40'-$10.00 $250.00 

I Non-resident Retail- agreements. Wholesale Truck-

I 
$25.00 $125.00 

Alien Retail-$50.00 Shrimp House-

11 

Alien and non-resident $150.00 
commercial fisher-
men-$25.00 

Taxes None Shrimp catch in Severance-$0.25/bbl Severance-$0.15 /bbl None 
Alabama Out of State Shipping-

l,'lj 

Exported-$0.20/ $0.50/bbl 
bbl (210 lbs) 

Severance-$0.12/ 

1l1 

bbl 
Reciprocal Limited to fishery Limited to fishery Possible in all areas Limited to fishery No statutory 

1111 

Agreements access, may not extend access, may not of fishery access, access provisfons 
to management agree- extend to manage- research and 

1111 

men ts ment agreements management 
Regulations Most are statutory Statutory and con- Statutory and con- Most are statutory with Most are statutory 

1ll 1 
(see individual provisions, little siderable flexibility, siderable flexibility some flexibility _\vithin with little flexibility 

1:1
1

1 

state, present flexibility within the within the manage- within the manage- the management within the manage-
system and management agency ment agency ment agency agency. ment agency-com"' 

11111 

Table 21) plicated by· "county 
option" system. 

1\1111 Legal Count 4 7 /lb all areas 68/lb all areas 68/lb all areas 68/lb on white shrimp 39/lb in outside 

Ii Iii! Size (heads- 100/lb live bait in Fall season only. No waters and in inside 

111111 
on) count on brown shrimp waters during the 

1·11 after November 15. Fall season only. 

il
1

11 Limited No provisions No. provisions No provisions Provisions are available No provisions 

ill1l

1 Entry under the law 
,1,.I 
·'1·· 
11111 

1111 

l illl 

ill iinl 
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TABLE 20 (Continued). 

Synoptic overview of state management systems 

Penalties 

Data 
Reporting 
Requirements 

Florida 

A fine of not more 
than $500 and/or 1 
year in county jail and 
possible confiscation of 
any equipment used in 
illegal fishing. 
5% count law and 
permit 
Requirements 
1st offense-$100-

$500 
2nd or more-license 

suspension 6 mo 
to 1 year 

Processors and bait 
shrimp must report 
statistics monthly 

Alabama 

$25-$100 and 
confiscation of boat 
or vessel if not paid. 
$100-$500-bait 
violation. 

No provisions 

only affects those local laws and general bills of local 
application which have actually been adopted as county 
ordinances. No local laws and general bills of local 
application that apply to the west coast were affected by 
the preemption bill. 

Licenses and Taxes. Licenses on motorboats are as 
follows: 

Class 1 : Less than 12 ft $ 2.00 
Class 2: 12-16 ft 6.00 
Class 3: 16-26 ft 11.00 
Class 4: 26-40 ft 31.00 
Class 5: 40-65 ft 51.00 + $0.50 
Class 6: 65~110 ft 61.00 + 0.50 
Class 7: 110 +ft 76.00 + 0.50 
Dealer Classification 10.00 + 0.50 

An additional fee of $50.00 per vessel is required of 
aliens or non-residents. Individual and dealer licenses are: 

Resident Wholesale $100.00 
Non-resident Wholesale 150.00 
Alien Wholesale 500.00 
Resident Retail 10.00 
Non-resident Retail 25.00 
Alien Retail 50.00 
Alien and Non-resident Commercial Fisherman's 

License (applies to persons engaged in the taking 
and sale of fishery products but does not apply 
to crew or employees not involved in the sale of 
catch) 25.00 

Shrimp fishery permits which specify the type of gear to 

Mississippi 

lst-$50 to $100 
2nd-$100 to $500 

and/or up to 30 
days imprisonment 

3rd-Revocation of 
license for. l year 

Vessel captains must 
report: catch/specie&, 
area and depth 
fished, number of 
hours fished and 
size of shrimp. Out
of-state vessels must 
report catch of each 
trip. Bait dealers 
must keep daily 
records on sales. 

Louisiana 

lst-$200-$500 and/ 
or 30 days imprison
ment 

2nd-$500 to $1,000 
and 60 to 90 days 
imprisonment 

3rd-$750 to $1,000 
and 90 to 120 days 
imprisonment and 
revocation of license 
for 1 year. 

Provisions for seizure 
and forfeiture of 
equipment 

Processor and whole
sale dealers must main
taitt records of date, 
quantity, and point of 
origin of each lot of 
shrimp received, from 
whom purchased and 
to whom sold. 

Texas 

lst-$20 to $100 
and possible 
license suspen
sion. 

2nd-$50 to $500 
and possible 
license revocation 

Monthly reports by 
dealers. 

be used in different sections of open areas are required by 
the Director but at no cost to the applicant. There are no 
taxes on the shrimp caught and. a shrimp gear license is 
not required. 

Reciprocal Agreements~ Authorization to enter into 
reciprocal agreements is contained in Fla. Stat. Ann. 
370.18. The authority contained in this section is limited 
to matters of access to fishery resources and does not 
appear to extend to management in general. Provision is 
made whereby the citizens of Florida may be pennitted 
to catch shrimp or prawn from waters under the jurisdic
tion of another state upon similar agreements to· allow 
non-residents to fish or catch seafood in Florida. 

Regu,lations. The rules applicable to coastal fisheries 
are contained in Chapter 16B of the Florida Administra
tive Code. The ·regulations concerning shrimp generally 
reiterate the statutory provisions, or amplify them, with 
very little management discretion being left to the 
Department. Limit of State jurisdiction is shown in 

• Figure 49 (see Table 21). 
Penalties for Violations. Section 370-021(2) specifies 

general penalties for violations of the provisions of 
Chapter 370, unless otherwise provided. This section 
provides for a fine of not more than $500.00 and/or 
imprisonment for· one year in the county jail. Other 
sections provide that fishing gear, vessels, catch and 
vehicles shall be seized upon arrest and conviction for 
illegal taking, sale, possession, etc., of saltwater fish or 
fishery products in Florida and provides a fine of $100 to 
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TABLE 21. 

Selected State laws and regulations pertaining to Gulf shrimp. 
(See Appendix B for details and other laws and regulations) 

Laws and 
Regulations 

Count Size 

Net Size 

Number of 
Nets 

Seasons 

Areas closed 
to shrimping 

Florida 
(County Option) 

4 7 /lb-heads on 
70/lb-heads off 

Legal trawl size Varies 
by areas and applica-
tion (see Appendix B, 
pp. 95-97) 

See Appendix B, 
pp. 96 and 97 

Alabama 

68/lb-heads on 
114/lb-heads off 

1. Nets, seines, or 
trawls, whether used 
singly or in pairs 
may not exceed 50 
ft across the cork 
lines. 
2. "Try nets" must 
not exceed 10 ft 
across the cork line. 

Trawls may be used 
in pairs so long as 
their combined cork 
line length does not 
exceed 50 ft. 

Seasons are set by 
the Commissioner 
of Conservation and 
natural resources. 

See Appendix B, 
pp. 99, 102, 104 
and 105 

$500 for first offense violations of the 5% count law and 
shrimp pennit requirements (licenses may be suspended 
six months to one year on subsequent offenses). 

Scientific Permits. Scientific pennits are issued through 
the Division of Marine Resources. , 

Limited Entry. There are no provisions or precedents 
for limited entry. 

Data Reporting Requirements. The processor license 
requires monthly reports to the Division of Natural 
Resources which reports to the Statistics Section of the 
National Marine Fisheries Service. Bait shrimp processors 
are required to report monthly to the Division. 

3.1.2 Alabama 

Administrative Organization. The administrative 

Mississippi 

68/lb-heads on 

Trawls shall not 
exceed 50 ft across 
the cork line or 60 
ft across the lead 
line. 

Only one . trawl may 
be used in waters 
north of the barrier 
islands. 

The shrimp season 
will open the first 
Wednesday in June; 
however, the MMCC 
by majority vote, 
may open the season 
earlier or later. The 
season closes April 
30th of each year. 

All areas within 
one-half mile of the 
mainland including 
bays and bayous 
except for live bait 
fishing 

Louisiana 

68/lb-heads on (fall 
seasons). No count on 
brown shrimp after 
Nov.15. 

1. Trawls shall not 
exceed 50 ft across the 
cork line in "inside" 
waters. 
2. Seines must not 
exceed 3,000 ft in 
length. 

Only one trawl may be 
used in inside waters 
except that twin trawls 
may be used in 
Chandeleur and Breton 
Sounds. 
1. Spring season-not 
later than May 25 
extending 50 days un
less technical data 
warrants early closure 
to protect young white 
shrimp. 
2. Fall season-Third 
Monday in August
December 21. 

Texas 

No count during 
spring open season. 
39/lb heads on; 
65/lb heads off dur
ing other seasons. 
1. Trawls may not 
exceed 25 ft in 
width in bays dur
ing spring open 
season and 65 ft in 
width during the 
fall open season in 
bays. 
2. "Try nets" 
must not exceed 12 
ft in. width. 
Only one trawl may 
be used in inside 
waters. 

"Major Bays" 
Spring-May 15-

July 15 
Fall-August 15-

December 15 
"Outside Waters" 

1. Closed 1 June-
15 July and may be 
extende.d to a 60 
day closure. 
2. Closed within 7 
fathoms 16 Dec.-1 
Feb. (see Appendix 
B, pp. 118 and 119) 
Any pass leading 
from inside to 
outside waters. 

organization of the State of Alabama with respect to 
coastal fisheries begins with the Department of Conserva
tion and Natural Resources which is headed by a Com
missioner appointed by the Governor. He is advised by 
Division Directors and a citizens Conservation Advisory 
Board. The Advisory Board consists of certain state 
officers, ex-officio and gubernatorial appointees. In 
general, the Commissioner consults with the Advisory 
Board and secures the Board's approval concerning the 
promulgation of rules and regulations which involve con• 
troversial issues. Within the Department there exists a 
Division of Marine Resources which has jurisdiction over 
marine fisheries matters with approval by the Commis
sioner. The Division has two sections: enforcement and 
marine biology. 
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Figure 49. Extent (9 statute miles) of territorial 
waters in Florida. 

Legi.slative Authorization. Detailed statutory provisions 
are contained in Code of Ala., Tit. 8, Sections 111-117 
as amended, although substantial latitude for management 
remains with the Department and the Commissioner. It 
thus appears that Alabama has a relatively flexible 
management system which would lend itself to a 
reciprocal or coordinated interstate fisheries management 
plan. 

Licenses and Taxes. With respect to shrimp, licensing 
requirements and fees are set forth in the statutes but 
the Commissioner retains authority to set by regulation 
the weight requirements within specified limits. License 
requirements are: 

Each boat-$7.50 
live Bait Dealer-$25.00 
Vehicle transport license-$5.00 
Shipper's or Canner's license-$15.00 
Trawl license: up to 30 ft-$7.50; over 30 ft

$15.00 
Seine license: up to 30 ft-$7.50; 30-300 ft

$15.00; 300-900 ft-$22.40; over 900 ft
$37.50. 

No license is required for the retail sale of shrimp. 
Non-residents pay double license fees unless they are 
residents of states which have a reciprocal agreement with 
Alabama. Taxes on shrimp caught are as follows: 

Shrimp caught in Alabama and exported-$0.20/bbl 
(210 lb) 

Shrimp caught in Alabama and not exported-

$0.12/bbl. 
Taxes are not enforceable because of problems in establish
ing origin of catch. 

Reciprocal Agreements. The authority to enter into 
reciprocal agreements with respect to coastal· fisheries is 
contained in Code of Ala., Tit. 8, Section 171 (13a). Like 
some other reciprocal agreement authorizing statutes, this 
section contemplates only an arrangement permitting non
residents to fish within Alabama waters on a reciprocal 
basis. It does not extend to management issues in general 
such as coordinated regulations concerning a fishery 
which may be common to Alabama and other states. 

Regu,lations. Most of the regulatory authority of the 
Department is specified by statute, although the Division, 
through the Commissioner, has considerable flexibility in 
setting commercial shrimp seasons, area where shrimping 
is permitted, time of day when shrimping is permitted, 
size count of legal shrimp and may prohibit imports of 
shrimp smaller than Alabama's legal size. The Division has 
no authority to establish regulations affecting bait shrimp
ing or recreational shrimpers which are covered by 
statutes. Limit of State jurisdiction is shown in Figure 
50 (see Table 21). 

Penalties for Violations. Title 8, Section 171 (12) 
provides that a violation of Title 8 is a misdemeanor 
punishable by fines not less than $25.00 nor more than 
$100.00, unless otherwise provided. Title 8, Section 5 
specifies that a violation of the bait shrimping law is 
punishable by fines not less than $100.00 nor more than 
$500.00. The Department has no confiscation law, but if 
a fine is not paid the court may· condemn the boat or 
vessel and order it sold (Title 8, Section 168, 1940 Code). 

Scientific Collection Permits. These permits are issued 
by the Commissioner, Department of Conservation and 
Natural Resources. 

Limited Entry. No specific provisions for limited 
entry are contained in the Alabama Code of Laws. 
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Figure SO. Extent (3 nautical miles) of 
territorial waters in Alabama. 
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Data Reporting Requirements. Except for wholesale 
fish dealers, there are no data reporting requirements. 

Law Enforcement. There are 13 enforcement officers 
in the Alabama Marine Resources Division stationed in 
the two coastal counties. Equipment includes 10 radio
equipped cars, two 4.9-m (16-ft) boats, two 6.1-m (20-ft) 
boats and one 11.6-m (38-ft) boat. The 11.6-m (38-ft) 
boat is equipped with radar but the boat is often in
operable because. of insufficient funds for repairs. 
Enforcement radios· are presently on a unique frequency 
handicapping communications with conservation enforce
ment· officers in other divisions working within the 
coastal area. During 1976, 137 cases involving violations 
of conservation laws and regulations were taken to court 
resulting in a 93% conviction rate. While the conviction 
rate was high, penalties set by the court averaged only 
about $40 which did little to· deter further offenses. 
Alabama does not have legislation authorizing confisca
tion and sale of illegally taken seafood. This encourages 
shrimping in closed waters and during the closed season 
when monetary gains are possible. Of the 137 cases made 
in 1976, 92 were violations of shrimp laws and regulations. 

An increasing amount of time was spent on search 
and rescue operations and on occasional arrests involving 
contraband. More than 300 hours were spent on search 
and rescue during 1976. The greatest need in enforcement 
is better communications and better watercraft. 

3.1.3 Mississippi 

Administrative Organization. The administrative 
organization of the State of Mississippi with respect to 
·coastal fisheries is the Mississippi Marine Conservation 
Commission. The Commission consists of thirteen mem
bers, nine of which are appointed by the governor. The 
remaining· four are directors of the following agencies: 
Boat and Water Safety Commission, Marine Resources 
Council, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and State 
Board of Health. The executive power of the Commission 
is vested in a director hired by the Commission. The 
Commission has full power to. "manage, control, supervise 
and direct any matters pertaining to all salt water aquatic 
life not otherwise delegated to another agency" [Miss. 
Code Ann. 49-15-11(1)]. 

Legislative Authorization. Statutory provisions are set 
forth in Chapter 15, Art. 1, paragraphs 49-15-1 throu~ 
49-15-69 of the Mississippi Code annotated (1972). 
Although fishing seasons and minimum size of shrimp are 
set by statute, the Commission may, by majority vote, 
open or close the season at an earlier or later date. The 
Commission may also, by majority vote, close designated 
areas where the shrimp count exceeds the statutory maxi
mum, 68 per pound. It thus appears that Mississippi has a 
relatively flexible management system which would lend 
itself to a reciprocal or coordinated interstate fisheries 

management plan. 
Licenses and Taxes. License requirements for shrimping 

operations conducted in Mississippi waters as as follows: 
Boats less· than 30 ft $ 7 .50 + $0.25 
Boats 30-45 ft 15.00 + 0.25 
Boats over 45 ft 25.00 + 0.25 
Live Shrimp Dealer 7 .50/boat (not to 

exceed 3 boats) 
Shipping and Processing 50.00 
Handler 20.00 

The only tax presently levied is $0.25/bbl on all shrimp 
which are taken or processed within the jurisdiction of 
the State of Mississippi. 

Reciprocal Agreements. The Mississippi reciprocal 
agreement provision is found in Miss. Code Ann. 49-15-
15 (i) which provides that the Mississippi Marine Conser
vation Commission: 

May enter into advantageous interstate and intra
state agreements with proper officials, which agree
ments directly or indirectly result in the protection, 
propagation and conseivation of the seafood of the 
State of Mississippi, or continue any such agree
ments now in existence. 

Unlike .the reciprocal agreement authorizations in some 
states, this clause would clearly contemplate agreements 
relating to resource management as well as to reciproca
tion concerning access by residents to the respective 
states' waters. 

Regulations. The Commission has the power to 
promulgate regulations not set forth by legislative act. 
Any regulations or ordinances, before becoming effective, 
are to be published in a newspaper having general circula
tion in counties affected by such a regulation. Rigp.t of 
appeal through a public hearing and the circuit court is 
granted to "any person aggrieved by an order of the Com
mission." 

Limit of State jurisdiction is shown in Figure 51 (see 
Table 21). 

Penalties for Violations. General penalties for violation 
are set forth in paragraph 49-15-63 of the Mississippi 
Code Annotated ( 1972). Upon conviction of a violation 
the off ender shall be fined not less than $50.00 nor more 
than $500.00, or imprisonment in jail for a period not 
exceeding 30 days for any subsequent offense; and upon 
conviction of a third offense, the license of the convicted 
party and of the boat shall be revoked for a period of 
one year following the conviction. 

Scientific Collection Permits. These permits are issued 
by the Director, Mississippi Marine Conservation Commis
sion. 

Limited Entry. No precedents warranting a discussion 
of limited entry in the context of Mississippi coastal 
fisheries management were found. 

Data Reporting Requirements. Employees of the 
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' Figure 51. Extent (3 nautical miles) of territorial waters in Mississippi. 

Mississippi Marine Conservation Commission are 
authorized and empowered (Ordinance 71) to obtain 
information on each vessel or boat trip landed in Mis
sissippi. Data obtained from the captain or other crewmen 
is as follows: total catch by species, area in which the 
vessel fished, depth fished, the number of hours fished in 
each area and the size of the shrimp. Since it may be 
impossible to interview every fishing craft, copies of the 
purch,ase slip at the processing or landing firm will be 
obtained. All out of state vessels shrimping in Mississippi 
waters will be required to report catch of each trip. 

Daily records on sales of bait and other shrimp as well 
as other bait products will be kept and reported to the 
Mississippi Marine Conservation Commission. Authority 
is vested in the Commission to require reporting for any 
research project and persons receiving questionnaires are 
required to report factually. 

3.1.4 Louisiana 

Administrative Organization. The Department of Wild
life and Fisheries is one of 21 major administrative units 
of Louisiana state government. The secretary of Wildlife 
and Fisheries is "the executive head and chief admin
istrative officer of the department" and has "sole 
responsibility for the policies of the department and for 
the administration, control and operation of the 
functions, programs and affairs of the department." 
The Secretary is appointed by the governor with consent 
of the senate and serves at the governor's pleasure. The 
Secretary may be advised by a seven-member board, the 
Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, which 

exercises control and supel'Vision of the wildlife of the 
state, including all aquatic life. 

Within the administrative system, an assistant secretary 
is in charge of the Office of Coastal and Marine Resources. 
In this office, the Seafood Division, headed by the Divi
sion Chief, performs "the functions of the state relating 
to the administration, operation and law enforcement of 
programs, including research, relating to oysters, water
bottoms, and seafoods, including but not limited to the 
regulation of the oyster, shrimp and marine fishing 
industries; ... the control of the shrimp fishery and shrimp 
industry of the state; and the licensing of persons engaged 
therein. . . ". 

Legislative Authorization. Louisiana statuto1y law 
covers mesh size for seine and trawl, licensing of com
mercial fishermen, nets and vessels and the size limits on 
taking of shrimp. There exists an elaborate statutory 
scheme with respect to shrimp, providing little depart
mental discretion save some flexibility in opening the 
season. 

The constitution places the policy-making authority 
• solely with the Secretary, but because of the requisite 

procedures that must be followed in formulating that 
policy plus the existence of a substantial amount of 
statutory law, the state management system probably 
would not be very responsive to an effective coordinated 
fisheries management plan. 

Licenses and Taxes. Louisiana license fees include: 
1. Trawls: 

a) 16 ft or less -$10.00 Commercial 
b) 16 ft or less-No fee-Noncommercial (see 
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Appendix B, p. 112, item 12) 
c) 16 ft-40 ft-$15.00 All Trawls 
d) over 40 ft-$20.00 All Trawls 

2. Shrimp Seines: 
a) 100 ft or less-$10.00 
b) 100 ft-500 ft-$15.00 
c) 500 ft-2000 ft-$25.00 
d) 2000 ft-3000 ft-$30.00 

3. Vessel: 
a) 40 ft or less-$5.00 Commercial 
b) Over 40 ft-$10.00 Commercial 
c) Non-commercial-No Fee 

4. Shrimp Freight Vessel: 
. a) 40 ft or less-$5.00 
b) Over 40 ft-$10.00 

5. Interstate Shipper-$200.00 
Severance tax-$0.15/bbl 
Out of state shipments other than common carrier
$0.50/bbl. 

Reciprocal Agreements. The Louisiana Department of 
Wildlife and Fisheries has authority to enter into 
"reciprocal fishing license agreements" with the author
ities of any other state. Further, La. R.S. 56:673 
authorizes the Department to enter into reciprocal agree
ments with the states of Arkansas, Mississippi and Texas 
pertaining to "seasons, creel limits and all other rules and 
regulations pertaining to the taking or protection of any 
species of fish or other aquatic life" in bodies of water 
which form the "common boundary" with the reciprocat
ing states. The former appears to be restricted to fishing 
license agreements only and would not contemplate 
broader management systems. The latter statute does not 
seem to be applicable to coastal fisheries management 
agreements since the Gulf of Mexico is not a body of 
water which forms "the common boundary" between 
Louisiana and the reciprocating states. 

Regulations. The constitution places regulation-making 
authority solely with the Department, but there are many 
requisite procedures that must be followed in formulating 
these regulations. Because of an elaborate statutory 
scheme with respect to shrimp there is limited Depart
mental discretion with respect to flexibility in opening 
and closing the season. 

Limit of state jurisdiction is shown in Figure 52 (see 
Table 21). 

Penalties for Violations. Unless otherwise specified, a 
mandatory fine of from $200 to $500 or jail sentence of 
from 15 to 30 days or both is provided for first 
offenders; a fine from $500 to $1,000 and from 60 to 
90 days in jail for second offenders; and for third and 
subsequent offenses a fine of from $750 to $1,000 and 
from 90 to 120 days in jail plus revocation of licenses 
for 1 year. There are also provisions for seizures and 
forfeiture of vessels or equipment used illegally. 

LOUISIANA 

Figure 52. Extent (3 nautical miles) of 
territorial waters in Louisiana. 

Limited Entry. Louisiana law provides that "ownership 
of all fish ... remains in the state for purpose of regulat
ing and controlling the use and disposition within its 
borders." Moreover, there is judicial precedent to the 
effect that the taking of fish is a "privilege" subject to 
regulation by the state "for any ... cause it deemed 
sufficient." Thus, having cognizance of the fact that the 
state, as trustee for the people, has the obligation to 
assure that the marine fishery resources benefit ·the 
people as a whole, the issue is whether economic regula
tion via limited entry constitutes a valid recognition in 
the public interest. If it may be assumed that legislatio11 
providing for an adequate livelihood to fishermen, 
improving fisheries management efforts and eliminatinµ 
economically inefficient regulations involves a public 
interest, limited entry in Louisiana may be a viable and 
legally sound approach. The presumption that "the 
Legislature must have acted only after a thorough inw:.1 
igation and upon a finding that the interest of the p 11 I ii,, 
required the legislation" lends credence to the validil_\ • .1 

a limited entry statute. 
Data Reporting Requirements. Processors or any 1i1I1· 1 

first purchasers must report purchases by the tent I 1 1 i I 1 I 1 
month following. A statement of the quantity of sl1111111 
purchased, vessels and owners thereof and other dc:1!,·1 
from whom purchased or received shall be made u 111I.1 
oath on blanks furnished by the Department and sl i:111 

accompany each severance tax payment. All wlwk:-,:1!· 1 
processors and first purchasers shall at the time ;111il 111 
the same report make a full statement of the cl is1)11\1i 1 " 
thereof, including sales and persons to whom m ;1d" 

Taxes. There is levied a severance tax on all s;1 Jr\\ .11 
shrimp taken from the waters of this State of $0. I 1,1 1 

of 210 lb. Out-of-State shipments other than hy · .. 111111 
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carrier shall be taxed $0.50 /bbl of 210 lb. 
The severance tax on shrimp is to be computed when 

in the fresh state as delivered to the first purchaser and 
shall be paid by him, provided that processors operating 
boats as producers shall pay· as required by the first 
purchaser. 

Law Enforcement. To secure the effective protection 
of shrimp in Louisiana waters, the Louisiana Department 
of Wildlife and Fisheries shall appoint wildlife agents 
whose entire time shall be, under the direction of the 
Department, devoted to the performance of the official 
duty under Title 56, Sub-Part E. Shrimp Section 493. 
Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, Acts through 1975. 
The Department head may also appoint as many special or 
cooperative officers, to be designated special wildlife 
agents or special agents, as he deems proper. Special 
agents, in the enforcement of the provisions of Sub-Part 
E (shrimp) have all the rights, powers and duties of 
agents, except as hereinafter mentioned. Special agents 
serve without expense to the State or to the Department 
in excess of a salary of one dollar per year. 

The Department, .agents, and the various sheriffs, 
constables, deputy constables and other police officers 
may without warrant arrest any person committing a 
violation of Sub-Part E (shrimp) of the Revised Louisiana 
Statutes of 1950 through 197 5 Legislature in his presence 
or view, and may take such person in custody immediately 
for examination or trial before any officer or court of 
competent jurisdiction of this state or the United States. 

Agents may examine records, visit or examine, with or 
without search warrant, any cold storage plant, ware
house, boat, store, car, conveyance, automobile, or other 
vehicle, airplane, basket, or other receptacle or any place 
of deposit for shrimp, whenever they have probable cause 
to believe that any provisions of this Sub-Part have been 
violated. 

Agents shall at frequent intervals visit and inspect cold 
storage plants, warehouses, public restaurants, public and 
private markets, stores and places where shrimp are 
likely to be kept and offered for sale in violation of the 
provisions of Sub-Part E (shrimp). Such visitations and 
inspections are lawful without search warrant. They shall 
take proceedings in any court of competent jurisdiction, 
state or federal, against any offender. 

Special agents have all the rights and duties conferred 
or imposed upon agents, but have no authority to make 
any contracts for the Department. 

3.1.S Texas (taken from Knight and Jackson, 1973) 

Administrative Organization. The lead agency for 
coastal fisheries management in Texas is the Parks and 
Wildlife Commission. The Commission appoints an 
Executive Director who serves as the chief executive 
officer of the Department. Within the Department there 

exists the Fisheries Division and· within that Division the 
Branch of Coastal Fisheries Operations. These are adminis
tratively functional offices. 

The Commission has authority to establish all rules and 
regulations permitted by statute concerning coastal fisher
ies within its jurisdiction. The Director and the· remainder 
of the Department staff are concerned with the develop
ment of recommendations for regulations, and with their 
enforcement. 

Legislative Authorization. The basic fisheries manage
ment law in Texas is the "Uniform Wildlife Regulatory 
Act." However, six of the 17 Texas coastal counties are 
excluded from the Uniform Act. The Texas Shrimp Con
servation Act is in force in all non-regulatory counties 
and has been adopted by the Commission in all regulatory 
counties. 

Licenses and Taxes. Licenses necessary for catching, 
processing and selling of sJ:uimp include: 

Commercial Gulf Shrimp Boat License 
Commercial Bay Shrimp Boat License 
Commercial Bait Shrimp Boat License 
Commercial Fisherman's License 
Shrimp House Operator License 
Bait Shrimp Dealer License 
Individual Bait-Shrimp Trawl License 
Retailer 

Wholesale Fish 
Wholesale Truck 

$ 50.00 
40.00 
40.00 
10.00 

150.00 
40.00 

5.00 
6.00-

20.00 
250.00 
125.00 

There are no taxes levied on shrimp taken in Texas 
waters. 

Reciprocal Agreements. The State of Texas has, at the 
present time, no statutory authorization for any of its 
agencies or departments to enter into reciprocal agree
ments· with other jurisdictions concerning access to or 
management of marine fisheries. Such a provision 
apparently did exist but that provision, which also con
tained a differential fee schedule for residents and non
residents with respect to commercial fishing activities, was 
repealed in 1949 and the authority in a subsection of that 
article concerning reciprocal agreements for such license 
fees was also repealed since the necessity therefore was 
obviated under a new uniform fee schedule. 

The department may, however, negotiate reciprocal 
, agreements with another state with respect to the applica

tion of one state's shrimping regulations in its contiguous 
zone to citizens of the other state. "Contiguous zone" is 
defined as that area of the Gulf of Mexico lying adjacent 
to and offshore of the jurisdiction of the state and in 
which penaeid shrimp· are found. 

Regulations. The Commission has authority to establish 
all rules and regulations permitted by statute concerning 
coastal fisheries within its jurisdiction. The annual fishing 
proclamation usually emanates from the June meeting of 
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the Commission. In fact, however, the proclamation con
sists of little more than a reiteration of the statutory laws 
for shrimp and the political climate dictates that the 
regulatory system is essentially statutory in nature. Thus 
Texas has both little flexibility and complications arising 
from the "county option" regulatory system now in 
effect. (see Table 21). 

Limit of state jurisdiction is shown in Figure 53. 
Penalties for Violations. First offense: $50 to $200. 

Second offense: $100 to $500 or confinement of from 
10 to 60 days or both. Third offense: $500 to $2,000 
and confinement for 30 days to 6 months and subject 
to license forfeiture. Captain of vessel is primarily 
responsible. 

Limited Entry. In 1949 the Texas Legislature enacted 
a law providing a quota on the licensing of commercial 
fishing vessels. The provision allowed the Fish and Game 
Commission discretion to set a limit on the number of 
licenses to be issued for the succeeding year, if in its 
opinion, it was deemed necessary to. preserve the maxi
mum sustainable yield. Anyone holding a commercial 
license prior to April 1949 was entitled to a renewal and 
no new licenses could be issued until all renewals were 
filled .. The statute also provided resident priority for the 
issuance of any new licenses. The Supreme Court of 
Texas struck down the measure on the grounds that it 
violated the due process clause of the State Constitution. 
It may be, had the legislature been more careful in 

TEXAS 

GULF of MEXICO 

Figure 53. Extent (9 nautical miles) of 
territorial waters in Texas. 

enacting the quota scheme (eliminating, for example, the 
favoritism specifying the maximum size boats to be used, 
and providing for more than one kind of fishing license), 
the provision could have been upheld. Nonetheless, the 
decision affords a legal precedent against the use of 
licensing quotas or other limited entry schemes for 
purposes of fisheries management. 

Data Reporting Requirements. Texas law provides that 
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department shall gather 
statistical information on harvest of marine fishery 
products directly from fishermen. 

State law also provides that the department conduct 
continuous research and study of the shrimp fishery and 
submit findings of fact to the Governor and legislature 
before each regular session. 

Enforcement. The responsibility of enforcing shrimping 
regulations in Texas waters to 9 nautical miles offshore 
rests with the Enforcement Division of the Texas Parks 
and Wildlife Department. The law also provides that 
Texas shrimp fishermen are subject to Texas regulations 
beyond State waters. However, if the Department finds 
that shrimp are being taken in significant quantities by 
others not subject to Texas jurisdiction in the contiguous 
zone (beyond Texas waters) then it will not enforce the 
regulations on Texas vessels in that zone. 

3.2 IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEMS 

To properly develop a management plan for any 
fishery resource, an awareness of problems and potential 
problems within the fishery is necessary. 

The Shrimp Management Task Force addressed this 
question and identified the following problem areas. The 
numerical arrangement does not imply an attempt to list 
these items in terms of any priority or subsequent 
research timetables. 

3.3 PROBLEMS ANNOTATIONS 

3.3.1 Biological 

1. Lack of information on natural mortality rates. A 
knowledge of natural mortality rates is needed to aid 
decision makers in selecting the size of shrimp. and/or 
time of harvest that will maximize yield. Because natural 
mortality rates are not well established, these decisions 
must be made subjectively until more information is 
available. · 

2. Inability to delineate the offshore spawning 
grounds of commercial shrimp species in the Gulf of 
Mexico and inadequate information on stock identifica
tion (postlarval recruitment). Spawning stocks of brown, 
pink and white shrimp are exploited by the commercial 
fishery. Precise location of these spawning areas would 
facilitate protection of the spawning stock from over
fishing and would determine the geographic area or areas 
which contribute to the postlarval migration into given 
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nursery areas and would be an integral pa:rt in developing 
parent-progeny relationships. 

3. Exploitation of nursery and staging grounds in 
inside waters. No clear delineation of shallow nursery 
grounds exists, consequently, indiscriminate fishing effort 
in nursery areas destroys countless numbers of small 
unusable juveniles. This is particularly true when the 
fishery for one species has an adverse effect on juveniles 
of another. 

4. Need for determining the validity of present land
ing statistics including the accuracy and precision of data 
collecting techniques. A considerable portion of the com
mercial shrimp landings are not reported to statistical 
agents. Many changes have taken place in the methods of 
collection and processing of landings and effort data from 
the Gulf shrimp fishery since 1956 when an improved 
system was established by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries. These ·changes have been assumed to be 
"improvements," but their impacts on accuracy and 
precision of landings and effort estimates have not been 
evaluated statistically. Adequate catch and effort 
statistics are needed to estimate abundance, monitor 
biological and economic trends and evaluate management 
decisions. 

5. The extent and effect of recreational trawling on 
the shrimp resource. Recreational shrimping is assumed 
to make up a large portion of the shrimp fisheries in 
some areas and will probably continue to increase in 
popularity. Thus the need for precise accounting for the 
harvest effort and extent of recreational trawling is 
necessary in developing a management system. 

6. Overwintering patterns. Economic and management 
questions arise from the lack of information concerning 
the fate of shrimp, particularly whites, during the winter. 
Annual assessments of overwintering populations in the 
Gulf of Mexico would facilitate predictions concerning 
the size of the spring fishery. This would help managers 
to decide when the fishing season should be opened and 
aid industry to make wise investment decisions. 

7. Incidental harvest of non-target species. Other 
species, including large numbers of finfish and crabs, are 
taken by the gear presently in use. At present these 
species, which may have recreational or commercial value, 
may· be discarded or in some cases retained. Since large 
numbers of juveniles are taken, long range adverse effects' 
may be felt by these other fishery resources~ 

8. Yield models. In order to more fully utilize 
available stocks and achieve maximum benefits, it would 
be necessary to determine yield relationships, including 
maximum sustainable yield, without damage or detri
mental effects to the resource. 

3.3.2 Economic 

1. Seasonality of fishing and dislocation of the 

commercial fleet and facilities for processing. Vessels have 
traditionally shrimped Mexican and other foreign waters 
during the winter and spring months. For example, the 
phasing out of the U.S. high seas shrimping fleet by 
Mexico's extension of jurisdiction has left the Browns
ville-Port Isabel area (largest shrimp port) with a fringe 
location. Without a new treaty a substantial portion of 
the fleet may have to relocate and abandon plant facilities 
because shrimping will be primarily limited to the summer 
and fall months. This will adversely affect marketing, 
capital will be tied up in idle equipment for a portion of 
the year and the labor force will be unemployed during 
parts of the year. 

2. Economic impact of uncontrolled shrimp imports 
on U.S. industry. The arrival of large quantities of foreign 
shrimp causes instability in the U.S. market. Without a 
quota system or marketing program for U.S. shrimp 
products, imports may continue to have an adverse effect 
on the price structure of domestic shrimp. 

3. Inadequate understanding of industry, market 
structure and behavioral. relationships among economic 
units. The imposition of any fishery management plan 
will greatly impact most of the economic units involved 
in harvesting, processing, wholesaling and retailing. Under
standing how they are impacted and the design of a plan 
which considers these potential impacts require a 
knowledge of the industry which we do not now have. 

4. Lack of boat inventories. A comprehensive 
inventory of boats less than 5 gross tons used in com
mercial shrimp harvesting and their characteristics would 
provide economic managerial. information to fishermen, 
enhance the ability to include economic factors in any 
determination of OY and provide a comprehensive current 
statement of the number of fishermen through economic 
status and factors affecting economic performance. 

5. Lack of cost and earnings data for vessels and 
boats. The costs involved in the shrimping industry, 
particularly below the processor level, are highly variable 
and depend upon many factors. As a result, the fisher
men's incomes also fluctuate widely. The accumulation of 
costs (including vessel construction costs) and earnings 
data would aid in determining which factors contribute 
significantly to this variation and thus help industry make 
wise managerial decisions. It would, also supply needed 
economic information which could· be incorporated into 
the decision-making process of a regional management 
program. 

6. Fishery development of underutilized species and 
diversification of the fleet. Fish, including large numbers 
of sciaenids, are taken by the gear presently in use, and 
deep-water species such as the royal red shrimp are not 
being utilized to their full potential. Management can 
reveal to the industry, through available information, 
stocks of potential importance and recommend how these 
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migQ.t .be.utilized. Management might also work with 
other agencies or processors to initiate utilization of -
potentially valuable species. 

7. Lack of information on marine recreational fish
eries benefits. Recreational shrimping will probably con
tinue. to increase in popularity and may have an impact 
on commercial landings depending upon the natural 
mortality rates of shrimp. The development and demon
stration of methodologies for measurement of recrea
tional benefits is necessary so that they may be reflected 
in any determination. of OY. 

8. : Maximum economic yield. To determine cost and 
returns to· fishing effort at the industry level. Data col
lected should be that necessary to calculate economic 
sustainable yield and open access equilibrium. Separate 
calculations should be made by species for inshore and 
off shore areas and size class of vessels. 
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diluted and less effective. 
6. Optimum yield. In order to more adequately 

manage the shrimp resources of the Gulf of Mexico, it is 
necessary to determine optimum yield involving biological, 
sociological and economic factors. 

3.3.6 Other 

1. Need for measuring the change in efficiency of 
fishing craft in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. 
Improvements in fishing vessels and gear have influenced 
effective fishing effort. This influence has not been 
sufficiently accounted for in available measures of fish
ing effort. This is required to express measurements of 
fishing effort, in the entire time series, in comparable or 
standard units. 

2. Conversion of pertinent biological and environmental 
data to an accessible computerized form. Development of 
a regional management. plan would be aided by a 
coordinated assimilation of data relative to the shrimp 
fisheries which would be readily available to all concerned 
and at little or no cost to the user. Part of this effort 
would entail the identification and possible computeriza
tion of available time-series data on shrimp, shrimp 
environments and associated species. Data amendable to 
such computer analysis would be processed and stored in 
data banks available to all users, on a timely basis. 

3. Identification of jurisdictional boundaries. There is 
an enforcement problem within the territorial waters of 
the Gulf states near the vicinity of state lines because 
these boundaries are not determined in many cases. 

4. Examination of the problems associated with 
adequate law enforcement programs. Effective law 
enforcement is a problem because of understaffed en
forcement agencies, lack of local court convictions and an 
uninformed public. A study is required to understand 
how these factors interact so that enforceable laws can be 
maintained. 

S. Need for locating and marking underwater obstruc
tions and determining their impact on the shrimp industry. 
Unmarked obstructions on the shrimping grounds of the 
northern Gulf cause serious damage to shrimping opera
tions. Equipment loss and downtime annually cost boat 
operators considerable income. An accurate system of 
marking obstructions as they occur is necessary to 
alleviate this problem. 

3.4 ONGOING AND PROJECTED RESEARCH AND 
MONITORING 

3.4.1 Florida 

Florida has two ongoing projects relating to penaeids. 
Both are based on supplemental data collected during 2-
year sampling programs, one in the Gulf (Hourglass) and 
the other along the east coast (rock shrimp project). 
These projects will provide data on reproduction, age and 

growth, morphometrics and some population dynamics 
for Trachypenaeus, Solenocera; Hymenopenaeus and 
Metapenaeopsis and supplementary information. on off
shore large Penaeus duorarum. There is one proposed 
project. It will be a data collection contract from NMFS, 
Southeast Fisheries Center for collection of Gulf shrimp 
fleet bycat~h data. 

3.4.2 Alabama 

An ongoing shrimp monitoring program extends from 
April through September each year. All the territorial 
waters. are closed when small juvenile brown shrimp show 
in the open waters, and areas are reopened when brown 
shrimp average 68 count heads-on. Certain areas of 
Mobile Bay are temporarily closed during the fall for 
protection of juvenile white shrimp. 

Projected research needs are {l) tagging to determine 
migratory patterns from different nursezy areas and time 
required for migration, (2) study of postlarval abundance 
and distribution and (3) studies of the effects of spring 
exploitation of mixed penaeids on juvenile brown shrimp 
and roe white shrimp. 

3.4.3 Mississippi 

Ongoing research includes a fisheries monitoring and 
assessment investigation of all of Mississippi's marine 
resources. Already with 3 years of background data, this 
program involves collection of postlarvae as they enter 
the island passes and monitoring of their relative 
abundance on the nursery grounds. From this, estimates 
of the summer catch. are made. 

Associated with this year-round program is an inten
sive sampling of juveniles from mid~April through the 
summer which provides growth and count/size data to 
the state management authority. Opening of the brown 
shrimp season and closing of certain areas, due to a 
preponderence of small browns or whites, are based on 
these data. 

Projected research needs include a tagging program to 
determine migratory and overwintering patterns. 

3.4.4 Louisiana 

Ongoing projects include two studies which are 
recently completed and nearing publication: "Develop
ment of an Areal Management Concept for Gulf Penaeid 
Shrimp" and "A Study of the Seabob in Louisiana." The 
first study developed new and improved management 
techniques for the Louisiana shrimp fishery. These 
include: a zone system for opening the brown shrimp 
season, extended seasons and special seasons. The second 
study is developing basic information on the seabob in 
Louisiana. 

The ongoing shrimp monitoring program extends from 
March through October. In March and April a "crash" 
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resources such as royal red (Hymenopenaeus robustus) 
shrimp. 

11. Preparatory Study for Development of Bio-Socio
Economic Models of the Gulf Coast Shrimp Fishery. 

Objectives. The first step in the evolution of the 
resource management strategy should be a preparatory 
study designed to accomplish the following: 

A. Review the relevant literature on fishery 
economics, fishery management, population dynamics and 
shrimp market models. 

B. Specify the general characteristics of the bio
socio-economic models to be constructed, and identify 
any modeling objectives not already given. 

C. Segment the model development into easily
managed sequential phases, with associated time frames. 

D. Describe the theory and statistical/ 
mathematical techniques to be. used in each phase. 

E. Evaluate the adequacy and degree of readiness 
Of the needed data. 

F. Estimate time and cost to complete each 
future phase, if done by this agency. 

G. Prepare report. 
12. Plans for Expanded Shrimp Research Conducted 

Through the NMFS Galveston Laboratory, 1977 and 
1978. 

Problem. As outlined in the Shrimp Resource 
Assessment proposal of June 1976, additional information 
in the biological, economic and social areas is required 
for management of the Gulf shrimp fishery. In the 
biological realm, improved estimates are needed on yield 
per recruit, predictions of recruitment and migration 
patterns for brown and white shrimp. 

Objectives. 
A. Define growth of brown and white shrimp 

cohorts entering the fishery, including possible seasonal 
differences in such growth rates. 

B. Determine migration routes of recruits to 
off shore stocks of brown and white shrimp. 

C. Obtain estimates of natural and fishing 
mortality, with initial emphasis on offshore brown and 
white shrimp. 

D. Refine techniques of predicting recruitment 
by relating abundance to environmental conditions. 

Rationale. 
a. Existing data on brown and white shrimp , 

must be supplemented to provide a firm basis for manage
ment decisions. Improved growth data are necessary to 
estimate mortality rates from catch data. Tagging experi
ments also provide opportunities to determine mortality 
rates. Reliable growth and mortality estimates are needed 
to determine yield per recruit and the optimum size at 
harvest for a range of fishing intensity. Given this informa
tion, economic and social considerations can be viewed in 
terms of effects on both shrimp stocks and people. 

b. Forecasts based on the relative abundance 
of juvenile shrimp in estuaries are reasonably accurate. 
These estimates, however, cannot be made with accuracy 
until 3 or 4 weeks previous to the fishing season. There
fore they are of limited value; insufficient time is available 
to make management decisions and regulate fishing 
strategy before fishing begins. We believe the abundance 
of incoming recruits, and thus the offshore stocks, may 
be significantly affected by environmental factors at sea 
and in estuaries. We plan to define such relationships and 
employ them to estimate abundance well in advance of 
the fishing season. 

Proposed Studies. 
a. Sequential tagging experiments on white 

{1977) and brown {1978) shrimp in offshore waters to 
measure seasonal growth, mortality rates and migration 
patterns. 

b. Relate existing catch-effort data to 
environmental· data to develop and improve predictions of 
recruitment, determine relative importance of oceanic and 
estuarine environments in affecting year-class strength and 
determine need to protect offshore spawners. 

E. Inshore tagging experiments-contractual/ 
cooperative arrangement between NMFS/Galveston and 
the State of Louisiana. · 

a. The roles of NMFS and the State will be 
determined through· discussions in the future. It appears 
that NMFS will develop general plans in the form of a 
work statement, the State will formulate and carry out 
detailed plans for capturing, marking, releasing and 
recovering tagged shrimp, and NMFS will be responsible 
for data processing, analysis and preparation of reports of 
results. Also, NMFS will provide. technical assistance, 
specialized equipment and tags. 

b. A tentative schedule of activities and 
responsibilities are depicted in Table 22. 

c. The location for proposed experiments is 
Caillou (Sister) Lake, Louisiana. 

d. NMFS will assume responsibility for 
insuring that all aspects of experimental design are 
compatible with analytical requirements. Also, NMFS will 
host workshops for detailed planning and for ·demonstra
tions of tagging procedures. A NMFS representative will 
be on-site during field operations to provide technical 
and logistic support as needed. 

e. The goals of the inshore experiments are 
to tag up to 10,000 shrimp per month with plastic 
streamer tags. Marking will be accomplished within a 10-
day period each month from July through October in 
1977 with primary emphasis on white shrimp. A similar 
series of tagging experiments will be conducted from 
April through July in 1978 for brown shrimp .. A 
schedule of inshore and offshore tagging goals appears 
in Table 23. 
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TABLE 22. 

1977~ 78 mark-recapture experiments. N = NMFS, S = states (agencies or~ instituti~~s). 
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D. Provide leadership in these areas so important 
to Americans. 

3.4.7 Other 

1. Economics of Production and Marketing in the 
Commercial Fish Industry. 

Objectives: 
A. Describe structure of seafood markets 

important to Texas fishermen by identifying major com
ponents and the relationships among them and to estimate 
performance in these markets. 

B .. Evaluate decision-making processes in seafood 
firms and analyze. critical economic decisions faced by 
managers in these firms. 

C. Evaluate impacts of alternative management 
strategies for the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. 

2. Economic Evaluation of Proposed 200-Mile Off
shore Fishing Zone on the Gulf of Mexico Shrimp 
Fishery. 

Objectives: 
A. Estimate the average annual reduction in 

shrimp landed in the U.S. by the Gulf of Mexico shrimp 
fleet as a consequence of a 200-mile offshore fishing zone. 

B. Estimate the expected increase in effort that 
will he exerted off the coast of the U.S. by the Gulf of 
Mexico shrimp fleet as a consequence of a 200-mile off
shore fishing zone. 

3. A Profile of Bio-Economic Models of the Gulf of 
Mexico Shrimp Resource 

Objectives: 
A. To develop a profile of various bio-economic 

models of the Gulf of Mexico shrimp resources, determine 
the data requirements of each model, the cost of each 

model and the time frame in which each can be developed. 
B. To provide a framework for coordination and 

development of multidisciplinary studies of the shrimp 
fishery of the Gulf of Mexico. and related management 
strategies. 

4. Bio-Economic Evaluation of Mixed Penaeid Shrimp 
in Pamlicp Sound-Phase 2. 

Objectives: 
A. To determine the biological effects of harvest

ing commercial-sized brown shrimp on sub-commercial 
pink shrimp during late fall, and to determine· survival of 
overwintering pink shrimp during the following spring. 

B. To assign potential economic values to pink 
shrimp discarded during the fall brown shrimp fishery. 

C. To develop and evaluate options for achieving 
management goals. 

5. Mobility of Shrimp Vessels in the South Atlantic 
States. The primary objective of this project is to develop 
socio-economic information concerning mobility of shrimp 
vessels in the South Atlantic States. 

Objectives: 
A. To determine the extent of vessel mobility. 
B. To identify factors affecting vessel mobility. 
C. To compare the productivity and profitability 

of vessel mobility classes. 
D. To evaluate impacts of alternative management 

options on vessel mobility. 
6. The Economic Impact on the White Shrimp Fishery 

by Opening and Closing Sounds to Commercial Shrimping. 
Objectives: 
A. The origin of shrimp harvested. 
B. The value of shrimp harvested. 
C. The social values assigned to recreational 

shrimping by fishermen. 
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Chapter 4. Goal and Objectives 

The goal and objectives developed are shown below: 
Goal. To manage the U.S. shrimp resources of the Gulf 

of Mexico to provide for optimum sustained benefits for 
the Gulf States and the Nation. 

Objectives. 
1. Describe the fishery. 
2. Identify, preserve and improve shrimp producing 

zones of the Gulf region. 
a. Identify and preserve {maintain) high value 

"natural" shrimp habitats. 
b. Provide protection of the spawning and juvenile 

populations of those shrimp where data indicate pos
sibility of overharvesting. 

c. Identify off shore shrimp. stocks and their 
relationships to estuarine systems. 

d. Identify habitats that might be altered to en
hance shrimp productivity. 

3. Facilitate the collection of improved statistics 
regarding the commercial and recreational shrimp fishery 
that will include at least catch, effort, price and cost. 

a. Develop a fishing information acquisition, 
processing and dissemination system with sufficiently 
short turn-around time to be of use to management. 

b. Determine the interaction between shrimp and 
other fisheries. 

c. Encourage coordination and standardization of 
sampling programs. 

4. Facilitate research in the development of a bio
socio-political-economic. model to assess the impact of 
various management strategies. 

a. Test the sensitivity of the model to define areas 
of research needed to continually update and improve the 
management schemes and to determine various data 
requirements. 

b. Identify those items that a management 
authority might affect and the resulting impact on the 
fishery, including its participants. 
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c. Determine optimum sizes for harvest. 
d. Determine optimum organizational structure for 

marketing shrimp. 
e. Monitor and predict fluctuations in abundance 

and geographic distribution. 
f. Determine causes {fishery and/or environmental) 

of fluctuations in yield. 
5. Develop a regional management plan. 

a. Determine institutional and legal barriers to 
regionalized management. 

b. Incorporate where possible individual State 
management plans for internal waters into regional 
management plan. 

c. Encourage standardization of state management 
regulations as biological and socio-economic considerations 
allow. 

d. Identify criteria, methods and schedule for 
evaluating effectiveness of management scheme. 

6. Facilitate extension education to the shrimp 
industry that will promote: 

a. Management techniques that will provide 
efficiency in harvest. 

b. Changes in the industry to enhance implementa
tion of optimum organizational structures for marketing 
shrimp. 

c. Knowledge of alternatives with regard to 
diversification in the fishery. 

This plan has been developed to show what inputs are 
needed and how these inputs may be used to arrive at 
policies to improve the shrimp fishery through Qetter 
and more timely decision making. Because dynamic con
ditions will change some of the stated objectives, as well 
as their order of importance, the management system 
must be capable of responding both when and where 
necessary. The users of this plan should consider that the 
goal and objectives are guidelines for the future manage
ment of the Gulf shrimp fishery, and that adjustments 
will be required from time to time. 
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Chapter 5. Proposed System 

Under the proposed system, the Gulf States will 
continue to manage the shrimp fishery within their 
territorial waters, but will cooperate in managing those 
aspects of the fishery which can be best managed as a 
regional venture. Gulf States, working under the Gulf 
State-Federal Fishery Management Board (GS-FFMB), will 
be assisted by appropriate federal agencies as may be 
required by the Board. 

The State-Federal Fishery Management Program 
(S-FFMP) was established in 197 l to provide a mechanism 
for cooperative management of marine fisheries that 
transcend State and State-Federal jurisdictional boundaries. 

State-Federal Fishery Management Boards were 
established for the purpose of determining fisheries in 
need of management, developing management plans, 
identifying data requirements and implementing action 
programs necessary to achieve management goals and 
objectives. 

In the Southeast Region, two State-Federal Boards 
were organized-one for the South Atlantic States and 
one for the Gulf States-under the authority of the 
respective interstate marine fisheries compacts existing 
within those areas. 

The GS-FFMB was organized in April 1976, and since 
that time two significant planning efforts have been 
launched; namely, the development of management plans 
for the Gulf menhaden and Gulf shrimp fisheries. 

Congress enacted PL 94-265, The Fishery Conservation 
and Management Act (FCMA) of 1976, establishing a 
Fishery Conservation Zone (FCZ) existing seaward from 
the outer limit of state territorial waters to a line 200 
nautical miles froin shore (Figure 54). In the Gulf of 
Mexico, state fisheries jurisdiction extends from the 
beach gulfward 3 nautical miles except for Texas (9 
nautical miles) and the west coast of Florida (9 statute 
miles). 

Responsibility for fishery management within the 
FCZ is delegated to the Secretary of Commerce. A Gulf 
of Mexico Fishery Management Council (GMFMC), 
appointed by the Secretary is responsible for develop
ment of fishery management plans for all fisheries in 
the FCZ. 

Under the FCMA, states will continue to manage the 
shrimp fishery within their waters with provision for 
Federal preemption only when fishing is predominantly 
in the conservation zone, if a state fails to take action 
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or takes action the results of which would adversely 
affect implementation of a fishery managem'ent plan. The 
FCMA requires (as a national standard) that to the 
extent practicable, an individual stock of fish shall be 
managed as a unit throughout its range, and inter-related 
stocks of fish shall be managed as a unit or in close 
coordination. 

The orderly development and implementation of 
management plans will require a close working relation
ship between the Councils, the Boards and State agencies 
if fisheries are to be addressed throughout their range. 

Any proposed system for Gulf shrimp fishery manage
ment should provide for the interfacing and coordination 
of State and Federal responsibilities. This plan provides 
options through which a management plan is to be 
accomplished. Because the GMFMC has designated the 
fishery for shallow-water shrimp as one for which a 
management plan is to be developed, management options 
proposed in this plan include a mechanism for coordi
nation with that body of shrimp management. Various 
organizational structures for coordinating inshore manage
ment among the States are suggested as options. 

Existing organizational structures for fishery manage
ment or coordination include: 

A. State Conservation Agencies-Responsible for 
fishery planning and management in State waters. 

1. Alabama Department of Conservation and 
Natural Resources 

TEXAS 

Figure 54. Extent of the Fishery Conservation 
Zone in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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2. Florida Department of Natural Resources 
3. Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
4. Mississippi Marine Conservation Co~mission 
5. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department·. · 

B. Federal 
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Biological Considerations 
(See Figures 56 and 57) 

Sociological Considerations 

Environmental Considerations· 

Legal Considerations 

Economic Considerations 

Assess 
Results 

of 
Action 

Management 
Policy 

Alternatives 
(D1) 

Management 
Decision 

(D2) 

Take 
Action 

Measure 
and 

Monitor 

EXPLANATION OF DECISIONS TO BE MADE 

D1 At this point biological, sociological, environmental, legal and economic considerations must be taken into 
account to produce alternative actions which may be used to solve the problem under examination. All forms of action 
should be considered, ranging from the null alternative (the "do nothing" alternative) to drastic action. Those 
alternatives which appear to have the best chance of solving the problem, along with each options' advantages and 
disadvantages should be used for decision (D2 ). 

The Technical Committee investigating the problems will develop these alternative solutions. 
D2 The Fishery Management Council will make this decision by choosing the best alternative in accordance with 

previously set policies. 

Figure SS. Conceptual model of future management systems. 

species: white shrimp, brown shrimp and pink shrimp. 
Production management schemes, if directed at only one 
particular species, could possibly be in conflict with 
management schemes for the others. 

One of the problems encountered in shrimp studies 
involves the fact that two species of equal value that have 
overlapping life cycles exist in the same waters. An 
important decision must then be made, not concerning 
one species at its optimum value at the time, but rather 
the overall effect of the fisheries and the total· value that' 
may be achieved. 

Also, maximum value per pound may not reflect 
maximum profit or the economic impact on the fishing 
community. An example is that the cost of harvest in 
offshore waters is substantially greater than in inshore 
waters. A small inshore trawl boat may cost as little as 
1 /20 the amount of a large offshore vessel and the 
operating and maintenance costs are of the same 
proportion. Therefore, b~cause of the various biological, 

economic, social and political factors involved, a manage
ment program must be flexible to function, sustain and 
improve the economy of the entire fishing community. 

This section will provide a more elaborate overview of 
the management of the major shrimp species. The 
biological models that will be discussed fall under Bio
logical Considerations in Figure 55. Similar models should 
be developed for other species as well as economic, social 
and political elements in this system. However, it is not 
possible to construct accurate mod-els at this time because 
of the lack of information. 

Figure 56 shows the interactions of the management of 
white and brown shrimp in the region. The model 
represents activities for a year, essentially covering one 
biological cycle of shrimp. Sampling throughout the year 
provides data on patterns of migration, growth and 
abundance and distribution by size in inshore and off
shore waters. Information derived from this activity will 
also be used to construct a detailed model of overwintering 
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As previously mentioned, a problem exists when 
juvenile pink enter an area occupied by adult browns. 
Then, managers must devise harvesting strategies to 
optimize yields, recognizing the possibility that their 
decision may favor one species over the other. 

S.2 MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS CONSIDERED 

This section contrasts the capabilities of management 
systems for solving problems associated with the shrimp 
fishery ·of the Gulf of Mexico. The first of these, the 
Present System, was discussed in Chapter 3 of this 
document. 

Another system examined is a modification of the 
Present System. Under this modified system there would 
be no formal attempt at regional management and there 
would be no regional catch and effort data acquisition. 
Instead states would continue to manage the resource and 
fishery on an individual basis and would attempt to 
better coordinate research, management and administra
tive activities. 

Another system examined is the Proposed System, 
which is as follows. 

The basic organization of the recommended manage
ment structure is shown in Figure 58 which illustrates the 
preferred choice of the Shrimp Task Force. The basic 
structure is the GS-FFMB which will recommend manage
ment actions in the territorial sea. The Management 
Board will establish appropriate procedures and policies 
to take necessary actions to design, evaluate and recom
mend shrimp management activities. 

It is recommended that GS-FFMB utilize the existing 
TCC as its advisory committee. Each year there should be 
at least two meetings of the rec dealing specifically with 
Gulf shrimp regional technical problems and solutions and 
additional meetings as deemed necessary by two or more 
members or at the discretion of GS-FFMB. 

The chief advantages of this option are that members 
of the Board have knowledge of and an interest in 
fishery management problems and the State agency 
administrators regularly advise the heads of their respec
tive management bodies on fishery management problems 
as well as make recommendations to their legislators and/ 
or governors; Also, they are members of the GSMFC and, 
therefore, can coordinate the activities of the Board and 

FLA. ALA. MISS. LA. TEX. 

COMPOSITION 

Regional Director, NMFS 
Fishery Administrator from each 

state appointed to 
GSMFC . 

One additional member of 
GSM FC from each state 

Two representatives from 
each state 

GS-FFMB 

TCC 

RESPONSI Bl LITI ES 

Research 
Regulations 
Management Actions 

Make decisions on: 
Policies 
Implementing 

Mechanisms 

, Supply necessary technical 
information (biological, economic, 
sociological, environmental, and 
other} to management Board and/ 
or supply alternative solutions to 
problems based upon technical 
information to Management Board. 

Figure 58. Management structure recommended by Gulf Shrimp Management Task Force. 
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CONFIGURATION A 

State 
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Plan Development 

Implementation 
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Secretary 
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Scientific & Statistical 
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Implementation 
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Figure 59. Dual process flow model-Configuration A. 

In management of Gulf shrimp, it is imperative that 
adequate funding be made available for implementation 
of the necessary research and development programs. A 
listing of recommended· programs is presented in Chapter 
7 of this document. 

Also, it must be emphasized that because of the cyclic 
nature of shrimp populations and associated hydrological 
and/or environmental changes and fluctuations, monitor
ing is an ongoing program; therefore, funding must be 
available on a continuing basis. 

5.3 STATISTICAL INFORMATION OPTIONS 

Catch and effort statistical information is necessary for 
a successful management program. The amount necessary 
is dependent on needs of the management system. Con
versely the amount of information available will be a 
constraint in the development and use of a management 
system. The following options may be considered for 
gathering necessary statistical information. 

Current System. The State-Federal Catch and Effort 
Data is the system currently in operation in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Advantages of this system are its relatively low 
cost and its acceptability to industry. Its primary dis
advantages are the lack of biological and economic data, 
and the failure to verify the accuracy of data that are 

gathered. Also, a significant time period elapses between 
collection and publication of data. 

Alternative Systems. 
1. Improved State-Federal Catch and Effort Data

This system would be an improvement and expansion of 
the current system. The State would continue to assist 
in data collection; the Federal Government would 
intensify sampling efforts, improve data analysis and 
provide for more rapid dissemination. The Federal 
Government would provide the bulk of the cost. This 
system would allow managers to monitor biological and 
economic trends to document changes in efficiency of 
vessels and gear, better estimate fishing and natural 
mortality rates, evaluate management decisiorts such as 
closing certain areas to fishing, est~ate abundance of roe 
shrimp and evaluate forecasting techniques derived from 
biological sampling of postlarvae, juveniles and. over
wintering stocks of shrimp. Additional advantages would 
be improved verification of data and the quantitative 
experience gained by States. Disadvantages would include 
increased cost and the possibility that it might not be 
acceptable to some members of industry. 

2. Improved Federal-State Catch and Effort Data
This system would be essentially the same as no. 1, but 
the Federal Government would pay for the entire cost of 
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Configuration. B-Advantages: 
1. States have direct input into plan development and 

management of territorial sea. 
2. States participate in the plan development of 

management in the FCZ. 
Configuration B-Di.sadvantages: 

1. Territorial seas management remains fragmented, 
with individual States responsible for their own waters 
(no regional body). 

SECRETARY 
OF 

COMMERCE 

GMFM 
COUNCIL 

2. More difficult to achieve cooperative uniformity 
with six separate entities. 

3. Timeliness of decision making hampered with six 
separate input entities. 

4. No input from the GS-FFMB or the GSMFC. 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council would 

manage in concert with Gulf State conservation agencies. 
Authority to manage within territorial sea remains with 
each State. 

Authority 

Planning, review 
and recommend 
changes 

Figure 61. Configuration C. 

Configuration C-Advantages: 
1. Council already has the responsibility for deve1op

ing a plan. 
2. Only one authority to develop management plans 

for the entire range of the resource (territorial seas and 
conservation zone). 

3. Enforcement simplified and costs shared. 
4. Uniformity in management strategy and regulations 

easier to achieve. 

Implementation 
& 

Management 

L 

GS-FFMB 

Configuration C-Disadvantages: 
1. Difficulty in achieving authority transfer from 

states. 
2. Overall optimization may result in certain segments 

(States) being sacrificed to the benefit of others, so local 
interests may not be best served. 

3. No input from the GS-FFMB or the GSMFC. 
Sole authority will rest with the Gulf of Mexico 

Fishery Management Council. 

GM FMC 

Joint Committee 

Figure 62. Configuration D. 
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Configuration D-"-Advantages: 
1. Input from the Gulf States will continue to come 

through their respective. conservation agencies{arid be 
coordin~~~dthrough .the GSMFC. 

2. States have ·enjoyed some success with previous 
coordina:~iori through.· the GSMFC. 

3. Territorial seas and FCZ can be managed by a 

FLA 

Management 
Authority 

single ~ntity. ·:-"'' ,,, •:<\.~,, 

4 •. ·· .... ·:En.forcemerttlessdffficult~< 

Cqnfigurati~np~ D!sfdVf ~ta~~s~ 
1. ·States would:'reliriq_uiSJl,.excltiSix~· regulatory 

authority in·the .··territC>rial.·.s~~····· ..... i;.:,·:_\~:~l-· •.·:·· .. ,· •• · ···••··•••···••·•···• • ·.·-·. Establis~· ····a. j·oint c.om~it~e~---!?~--~P:~~~~~ta~i?nafi.d 
management' ofGulfshririlp res·ource tlirougnouf its .range. 

TCC 
OR 

ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE lnterfa~ing · & 

Coordi~tion 

Fig0re 63~ Configuration E~ 

Configuration E-Advantages: 
1. Ess~ntiaHy~ ~hisis the .cu.rrent met?od.in use. 
2. ,_~egu~es.no c~anges or legislative action. 

Configuration. E-'-IJisadvantages: 
1. :~ana~~Il1ent authority remai11s fragtne~ted~ 
~· There isn~ posi~ive coordinating body with respect 

to·the ·GMFMC and the FCZ. 

3. Territorial seas management remains fragmented, 
with i~dividual States responsibl~ f~~ their .. own wate~s 

(no r~~i?nal .pody). . . . •.···.-· .... ·.·.•.······ <i <••·~, .-.-;:. , ., '·.;' .... , · .. ·· , .. 
States·wm·manage ·inside wat~'i'S aS'\veU-as 'the -~~rrit~: 

rial ~~~s~ ~terfacing .•. all~.53.?~~.~~~()n .. pan be acpoµ:iplisfted 
through an .Advisory Cortunittee.··. -. - -
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Chapter 6. Recommendations 

The following recommendations have been developed 
by the Task Force for consideration of the Gulf State
Federal Fishery Management Board (GS-FFMB). Recom
mendations are classified as high, medium or low priority.* 

6.1 IDGH PRIORITY 

1. That the Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC) 
of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission (GSMFC) 
continue its present function at least until the Manage
ment Board assumes responsibility for regional manage
ment in territorial waters. 

This is necessary to maintain the program in that 
interval between completion and implementation of the 
plan. 

2. That each State participate in and support a Gulf 
regional management plan in territorial waters. 

This is essential because management authority 
in territorial waters is vested in the several Gulf States. 

3. That an advisory committee be appointed by the 
Board. 

This committee is needed to supply input to the 
Board and/or to supply alternative solutions to current 
problems. (May be the same as the existing TCC). 

4. That the advisory committee should meet at least 
twice each year. 

This is necessary to review current conditions and 
to make appropriate recommended change$ to the Board 
to improve plan implementation. 

5. That the Management Board interface with the 
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council ( GMFMC) 
on management problems and plans that involve both 
territorial and Fishery Conservation Zone {FCZ) waters. 

Management in the FCZ is a Council responsi
bility. Cooperative efforts of the Board and the Council 
will be required to accomplish Optimum Yield (OY) in 
the Gulf shrimp fishery. 

6. That a study be conducted to develop data on 
natural mortality rate, age and growth rate. (B-1)** 

Information would result in more efficient 
management of the shrimp resources, aid decision makers 
in selecting size and time of harvest and facilitate 

*See Chapter 7 for priority determinations. 
**The letters and numbers in parentheses identify the corre

sponding proposed research study, as designated in Table 24, 
01apter 7. 
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achievement of maximum sustainable yield (MSY). 
7. That a study be conducted to delineate the off

shore spawning grounds of commercial shrimp;. and to 
determine recruitment patterns for larvae and postlarvae 
(B-2). 

Spawning stocks of brown, pink and white 
shrimp are exploited by the commercial fishery. This 
information will be essential in maintaining adequate 
spawning stocks for the perpetuation of the shrimp 
fisheries in the northern Gulf. This information would 
aid in development of seasonal regulations correlated 
with peak spawning period and area. Delineation of 
primary spawning grounds and larval recruitment patterns 
for commercial species of shrimp in the Gulf would allow 
the development of proper management techniques and 
regulations. 

8. That a study be conducted to determine those 
commercial landings not reported, and the accuracy and 
precision of data collection techniques (B-4). 

Accuracy in landing figures will allow the evalua
tion of large scale management practice changes. It will 
provide measures of reliability (statistical confidence) in 
estimates of catch (c), effort (e) and c/e. Reliability of 
MSY estimates, derived from surplus production analysis 
of these data, could also be determined. 

9. That a study be conducted to determine a more 
satisfactory estimate of yield, including MSY of various 
shrimp stocks (B-8). 

Information and data collected in reference to 
yield would allow management to more fully utilize 
available stocks without damage to the resource. 

10. That a study be conducted to determine the 
impact of seasonality of fishing and the consequences of 
dislocation of portions of the commercial fleet (E-1). 

The phasing out of the U.S. high seas shrimping 
fleet due· to extended jurisdiction by Mexico and other 
countries will leave the foreign shrimp fleet with limited 
fishing opportunities. Without rene_gotiation of treaties or 
development of supplemental fisheries for the idle fleet 
and processing facilities, economic hardships will occur. 
This information will create a more viable industry with 
year-round fishing for shrimp or other species. 

11. That a study be conducted to determine the 
economic impact of uncontrolled shrimp imports on U.S. 
industry (E-2). 

A comprehensive review of existing shrimp 
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3. That a study be conducted to increase understand-
111g of industry, market structure and behavioral relation
"" ips among economic units (E-3). 

The imposition of any fishery management plan 
will impact greatly on most economic units involved in 
l1arvesting, processing, wholesaling and retailing. Under
"' anding how they are impacted and the design of a plan 
wit ich considers these potential impacts requires a 
~ 11owledge of the industry which we do not now have. 

4. That a study be conducted to determine boat 
111vcntories (E-4). 

The end product would be a comprehensive 
,·11rrcnt statement of the number of fishermen, their 
1·conomic status and factors affecting economic perfor-
111ance. It would provide economic managerial informa
l i1 i o to fishermen, especially regarding the best vessel 
"11.c. for investment purposes. It would also enhance the 
;1hility of managers to include economic factors in their 
1ktcrmination of OY for the shrimp fishery. 

5. That a study be conducted to develop information 
1111 marine recreational fisheries benefits (E-7). 

The development of methodologies for measure-
111cnt of recreational benefits will aid in the determination 
,,f OY. 

6. That a study be conducted to delineate various 
11scr interest groups within the Gulf shrimp fishery (S-2). 

The result of this research will enable assessing 
and taking into account localized interests, problems and 
1·1mstraints and integrating them into the larger regional 
111anagement picture. 

7. That a study be conducted to determine what 
political and legal problems occur in Gulf regional shrimp 
111anagement (S-4). 

This research will clarify and present as a 
11ackage the various state laws and management ·practices 
which each State presently uses to deal with its own 
shrimp fishery industries and those of other States. This 
wi II enable regional management bodies to fully take 
;1dvantage of the State's experience, and at the same time 
work to eliminate unnecessary conflicts or inconsistencies 
111 those laws, policies and practices. 

8. That a study be conducted to identify jurisdictional 
liou ndaries (0-3). 

A precise determination of jurisdictional bound
:11 ics will result in the development of both regional and 
1 l'dprocal management schemes more consistent with the 
proper utilization of the Gulf shrimp resources. 

6.3 LOW PRIORITY 

1. That a study be conducted to determine annual 
assessments of overwintering populations in the Gulf of 
Mexico (B-6). 

· Determination and definition of annual over
wintering populations would aid in predicting the potential 
extent. of the spring fishery. This would enable managers 
to have a better understanding concerning starting times 
and length of early spring seasons. 

2. That a study be conducted to determine· the im
plications of incidental harvest of non-target species (B-7). 

Development of better information through such 
a study would aid in determining long-range effects on 
species which may also have recreational or commercial 
value. 

3. That a study be conducted to develop a use and 
market for underutilized species (E-6). 

Potentially valuable stocks are at present being 
overlooked or underutilized. Investigations along these 
lines may reveal to the industry information on stocks of 
potential importance. Studies may also provide data 
which would. allow both management and industry to 
better utilize these potentially important stocks. 

4. That a study be conducted to measure the change 
in the efficiency of fishing craft in the Gulf of Mexico 
shrimp fishery (0-1). 

Recent improvements in gear, refrigeration, vessels 
and other equipment have been highly instrumental in 
increasing effective fishing effort. Information and studies 
concerning changes in effective effort would provide 
managers with better information on catch per effort and 
the resultant effects on biologic, economic and social 
aspects of the industry. 

5. That a study be conducted to convert biological 
and environmental data to accessible computerized forms 
(0-2). 

Conversion of environmental and biological data 
to accessible computerized forms would allow for better 
overall or regional management as well as aid in local 
management. 

6. That a study be conducted to identify locations of 
underwater obstructions and determine the extent of 
damage caused by these obstructions. (0-5). 

Locating, marking and identifying potentially 
dangerous underwater obstructions in the Gulf of Mexico 
would enable industry to. decrease losses due to net, vessel 
and other gear damage. Information on the extent of 

·damage caused by these obstructions could provide index 
data such as gear loss, downtime, etc. and aid in dealing 
with these matters. 
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Chapter 7. Management Action 

Program Summary 

This section describes the cost and time horizons of 
the first five years of implementation of the Gulf of 
Mexico Regional Shrimp Management Plan. All projects 
and recommendations are important to the accomplish
ment of goals and objectives. Criteria for assigning 
research priorities (1) are based solely on the relative 
importance of the research activity for management, and 
(2) provide for rational sequencing of implementation of 
recommended research activities without consideration of 
cost or time of beginning in assignment of priorities. 

The reader should note that Table 24 describes only 
the first five years of the plan. High priorities, in general, 
were assigned to projects that are essential to the develop
ment of Optimum Yield ( OY). Special consideration has 
been given to certain projects considered to be especially 
important by the fishery constituency. 

Table 24 includes information in addition to cost, time 
horizons and type of action. The Function of Task 
column denotes a short statement about each research 
project. For a more detailed description, refer to Section 
3.2 of Chapter 3, as well as Chapter 6 (Recommendations). 

Ty~e of Action Year 1 Year 2 

Biological $6,425.00 $2,118.00 
Economic 263.35 217.35 
Social 172.50 138.50 
Environmental 410.00 360.00 
Administrative 131.75 148.50 
Other 469.00 216.00 

Total $7,871.60 $3,198.35 

The Responsibility column relates to Task Force 
recommendations as to who(m) should have prime 
responsibility for carrying out the research once it is 
funded. The Homogeneous Area column refers to the 
magnitude of the problem area, such as state, inter
national, range of stock or section of Gulf. Those projects 
which have an association with other projects are shown 
by a denoted cross reference. 

The Priority column shows assigned priority as high, 
medium or low. Projects are grouped in priority categories 
in Chapter 6. 

The entire cost of the plan for the first five-year 
period based on the 1977 dollar value will be approxi
mately $14,349,250. This total amount of money includes 
all costs necessary to perform the research projects, but is 
not necessarily new money in all cases. Some of the 
projects, or part of them, are already in process. In 
addition, some efforts may be reduced, due to inadequate 
funding or other factors. This will lower the costs and 
the confidence of the results. 

Costs broken down by type of action are as follows 
(in thousands of dollars): 

Year 3 Year 4 Year S Total 

$1,043.00 $293.00 $202.00 $10.081.00 
137.35 52.35 79.85 750.25 
121.50 87.25 519.75 
335.00 345.00 1,450.00 
126.00 124.00 85.00 615.25 
146.00 66.00 36.00 933.00 

$1,908.85 $967.60 $402.85 $14,349.25 

Approximate dollar percentages of totals by type of action: 
Biological 70.25% 
Economic 5.24% 
Social 3.62% 
Environmental 10.10% 
Administrative 4.29% 
Other 6.50% 

Total 100.00% 

Potential sources of funding are: 
1. NOAA/NMFS 5. Coastal Zone Management 
2. States 6. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
3. State-Federal 7. Other funding agencies 
4. Sea Grant 
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TABLE 24 (Continued) 

Management action program summary1 (thousands of dollars) 

ldentifi- First Second Third Fourth Fifth 
Type of cation Year Year Year Year Year Homogeneous Cross 
Action Function of Task2 Number Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount Responsibility3 Priority Area Reference 

Economic To develop a use and market for E-6 17.50 - 17.50 - 17.50 Fed/State Low International B-5 
(Continued) underutilized species. 

To develop information on marine E-7 67.00 34.00 34.00 34.00 34.00 Fed/State Medium Gulf 
recreational fisheries benefits. 

To determine the MEY for the Gulf E-8 10.00 40.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 Univ/Sea Grant High Range of 
shrimp fishery. stock 

Sociological To collect sociological information S-1 96.00 60.00 63.00 44.25 GS-FFMB/TCC High Gulf 
on shrimp fishermen's communities. NMFS/Sea Grant 

To delineate various user interest S-2 9.50 9.50 9.50 - States/GS- Medium Gulf 
groups within the Gulf shrimp FFMB/TCC Q 
fishery. c:: 

t""' 

To compile labor force statistics. S-3 41.50 42.50 25.50 24.00 NMFS/GS-FFMB/ High Gulf 
'Tj 

tll 
TCC ::i:: 

~ 
To determine what political and legal S-4 25.50 26.50 23.50 19.00 - NMFS/GS-FFMB/ Medium Gulf i: 
problems occur in Gulf regional TCC "'ti 

shrimp manag~ent. :;:: 
> 

Environmental To determine the effects and En-1 410.00 360.00 335.00 345.00 - NMFS/States High Range of z 
> consequences of habitat alteration stock 0 

on penaeid shrimp populations. t'rj 

a:: 
Administrative To develop a formal system of A-1 9.25 31.00 18.50 4.00 GS-FFMB/TCC High Gulf t:c:l z 

information collection and display 1-1 
for the monitoring and review of '"C 

t""' 
the effects of management policies, > 
decision and implementation. z 
To determine the biological and A-2 15.00 15.00 - - NMFS/States/ High Gulf B-1, B-7 
economic effects of discarding Sea Grant . E-5 
undersized shrimp. 

To determine the effect of A-3 47.50 47.50 47.50 - - NMFS/States/ High Gulf 
unrestricted entry. Sea Grant 

To examine problems of limited A-4 25.00 25.00 - - Management High Gulf 
jurisdiction Authority 

To improve coordination and A-5 35.00 15.00 - - - NMFS High Gulf 
communication among data 
gathering and analysis programs. 

To determine an estimate of the OY A-6 - 15.00 60.00 120.00 85.00 NMFS/States/ High Range of 
for the Gulf shrimp fishery Univ stock 

1 Funding may be cross referenced between several programs. 
2 For detail on task description, refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.2. 
3 Many of these items may relate to or be Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council responsibilities. ~ 
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Appendix A. Planning Methodology 

and Chronology 

Methodology. 
Methodology used in development of the Gulf Shrimp 

Regional Management Plan is described in the following 
excerpt from "Scope of Work" included in the contract: 

The Gulf States Shrimp Management Plan will 
contain a clear statement ofmission and objectives, 
utilizing the "Management by Objectives" technique. 
Problem identification will focus on profile work 
already completed; for example, the discussion 
paper on shrimp fishery management, NMFS. 
Problems will be identified by type (administrative, 
legal, institutional, legislative, biological, technical, 
economic, social, environmental, etc.) by degree, 
and homogeneous area (State, international, range 
of stock, or section of Gulf). Problems will be 
analyzed, and potential alternative solutions will 
be developed, which will in turn reflect needs for 
problem solution. An action program will then be 
developed to delineate and prioritize the most 
feasible actions necessary to meet the established 
mission and objectives. 

Funds required to implement the proposed 
actions will be estimated, together with who should 
provide the funds and the responsibility for taking 
the necessary actions, and the potential benefits that 
may accrue to the fishery if the funds are spent. 
Priorities for action will be scheduled, as required, 
for task(s) accomplishment. 

A recommended approach for coordinating the 
management program will be outlined, including 
responsibilities for assuring plan implementation. 
A system for monitoring and evaluating the eff ec
tiveness of the management program will be 
designed~ 

The Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, working , 
with the aid of representatives from the Gulf States 
(Florida Department of Natural Resources, Alabama 
Department of Natural Resources, Mississippi Ma
rine Conservation Commission, Louisiana Wild Life 
and Fisheries Commission and Texas Parks and 
Wildlife Department), National Marine Fisheries 
Service Laboratories and other agencies as 
appropriate will develop from existing secondary 
data and necessary interview· data a concise descrip
tion of the Gulf shrimp fishery. 
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Consultants with expertise in areas such as 
planning, statistical analyses, economic and social 
and/or other specialties will be employed as required 
(within the limits of available funds). Periodic 
planning and workshop conferences will be con
ducted in cooperation with the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Commission. 

Chronology 
National Marine Fisheries Service issued a contract 

dated 1 June 1976 for the development of a fisheries 
management plan· for Gulf shrimp. 

Dr. David Etzold, University of Southern Mississippi 
(USM) and Mr. J. Y. Christmas, Gulf Coast Research Labora
tory (GCRL), worked with TCC and NMFS personnel to 
develop the proposal. On completion of the contract, a 
letter of agreement provided that GCRL and USM would 
jointly conduct the project in accordance with contract 
requirements with Mr. Christmas as Principal Investigator 
and Dr. Etzold as Chief Planner. The USM agreed to 
provide all planning services required for successful 
completion of the project. 

Dr. Terry McBee, GCRL, was subsequently assigned 
duties as Assistant Principal Investigator. 

This staff proceeded with planning for plan develop
ment using "Management by Objectives" techniques. Dr. 
Etzold was in residence at GCRL from 21 June through 
1 July 1976. 

Florida Department of Natural Resources, Alabama 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Mis
sissippi Marine Conservation ·commission, Louisiana Wild 
Life and Fisheries Commission and Texas Parks and Wild
life Department assigned personnel for workshop partici
pation. GSMFC, under contract with NMFS, paid travel 
costs for State representatives to attend Task Force Work
shops. NMFS Regional Office and Gulf Coastal Fisheries 
Center assigned personnel to the project .. These assign
ments represented an additional contribution to the, 
planning effort by the respective agencies in addition to 
contractual costs. 

Also, several industry workshops were conducted in 
Louisiana, Florida, Mississippi (included· Alabama) and 
Texas to solicit inputs from personnel in the shrimping 
industry. 

A mailing list including all State agency directors, 
TCC members and other persons known to have an 
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Appendix B. State Laws and Regulations 

FLORIDA 

Laws 
Shrimp, regulation -
1. GENERAL AUTHORITY; CONSERVATION. The 

department is authorized and directed to adopt, promul
gate and enforce rules and regulations consistent with the 
provisions of this section and the general policy of 
encouraging the production of the maXimum sustained 
yield consistent with the provisions of this section and 
the general policy of encouraging the production of the 
maximum sustained yield consistent with the recom
mendations of the various marine laboratories, as well as 
those of interested and experienced groups of private 
citizens. Such rules and regulations are to control the 
method, manner and equipment used in the taking of 
shrimp or prawn, as well as limiting and defining the 
areas where taken. 

2. SHRIMP CATCH REGULATION, PENALTY. 
a. It is unlawful for any person, firm, or cor

poration to catch, kill, or destroy shrimp or prawn within 
or without the waters of this state, or have in his posses
sion on board his vessel, any small shrimp or prawn taken 
in such waters, provided such small shrimp or prawn con
stitute at least five percent of all such shrimp or prawn in 
such possession. Small shrimp or prawn are defined as 
those that require more than forty-seven with the heads, 
or seventy without the heads, to make a pound of shrimp 
count. The words "shrimp count" shall refer to the 
number of shrimp, heads off, seventy to make a pound or 
forty-seven with the heads on to make a pound. This 
count shall be determined by random sampling in five 
different locations in the catch, at as widely separated 
distances and depths as practicable. Each sample shall 
consist of at least one pound of shrimp. The average 
counts of these five samples shall be the established count 
for the cargo. In the event shrimp, which when caught 
and landed were of legal size under the terms of this sub
section, are thereafter graded for size for the purpose of 
packing,· processing, or for other lawful purpose, and the 
smaller shrimp making up the average count of such 
entire lot as herein provided are graded out into separate 
lot or lots, and such shrimp so segregated from such 
entire lot are above the average count as herein provided, 
the possession, purchase, sale, unloading, transporting, or 
handling of such particular smaller graded shrimp shall 
not ,be unlawful. This provision shall exclude any product 

which has been processed and imported into the state. 
"Processed" is defined as frozen, canned, or packaged in 
up to ten· pound packages. It is further provided that this 
section shall not apply to live bait shrimp. 

b. Any person, firm, or corporation convicted of 
violating the provisions of this subsection shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as 
provided in 775.083. In the event of a second or sub
sequent conviction of a violation of this subsection 
within twenty-four months, the division shall suspend the 
license of the violator for a period not to exceed 1 year. 

3. REGULATION OF BREEDING AREAS. Any areas 
. or places as defined in subsection 2. shall be designated 
sanctuary areas for shrimp and prawn to be opened or 
closed to the taking of shrimp or prawn according to the 
provisions of this section or the rules and regulations of 
the division. 

4. CATCHING SHRIMP AT NIGHT. It shall be un
lawful to catch or attempt to catch shrimp or prawn in 
the territorial waters of the state in any county whose 
coastal boundary borders solely on the Atlantic ocean, by 
use of trawl nets during night hours except during the 
months of June, July and August. 

5. SHRIMP FISHING; PERMITS; PENALTY. 
a. All persons, firms and corporations desiring to 

fish for commercial or bait shrimp within areasin which 
trawling is permitted shall first apply to the division of 
marine resources for a permit. Such applications shall be 
made on forms to be supplied by the division and which 
shall require the applicant to furnish such information as 
may be deemed pertinent to the best interest of salt 
water conservation. Provided, that the division may ·refuse 
to grant permit when it shall be apparent that the best 
interests of salt. water conservation will be served by such 
denial. Provided further, that permits so granted shall 
remain on board at all times and will be subject to 
immediate revocation upon conviction for violation of 

, this section or when it shall be apparent that the best 
interests of salt water conservation will be served by such 
action. Provided further, that due to the varied habitats 
and types of bottoms and hydrographic conditions 
embraced by the open fishing area, the division shall have 
the authority to specify and regulate the types of gear 
that may be used in the different sections of the open 
areas. 

b. Any person, firm, or corporation convicted of 
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a valid permit issued by the division. Any person violating 
this subsection of this section shall be· guilty of a mis
demeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in 
775.083. 

6. The owner or master of any vessel not equipped 
with live shrimp bait tanks dragging shrimp nets in the 
above defined area without a live bait permit for this area 
is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punish
able as provided in 77 5.083, and the nets and shrimping 
door shall be confiscated. A second violation by any 
person under this subsection shall be a misdemeanor of 
the second degree, punishable as provided in 7.75.082 or 
775.083. A third or any subsequent violation by any 
person under this subsection within a three-year period 
shall be a felony of the third degree, punishable as pro
vided in 775.082 and 775.083. 

7. Each offense under all subsection, except sub
section 5. and 6., shall be a misdemeanor and punishable 
as follows: 

a. For the first offense the .owner or the master 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, 
punishable as provided in 775.083, and the nets and 
shrimping door shall be confiscated as provided in 
370.061. 

b. For the second offense the owner or master 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, 
punishable as provided in 775.083, and the vessel shall 
be confiscated as provided in 370.061. 

c. For the third offense within a three-year period 
the owner or master shall be guilty of a felony of the 
third degree, punishable as provided in 775.083, and said 
equipment and instruments shall be confiscated as pro
vided in 370.061. 

d. In addition to the fines enumerated above, the 
court may punish the master as provided in 775.082. 

8. a. Nothing in this section shall apply to the taking 
of live shrimp for bait. All persons, firms, and corpora
tions desiring to fish for live bait shrimp within any area 
shall first apply to the division for a permit. Such applica
tions shall be made on forms to be supplied by the 
division which shall require the applicant to furnish such 
information as may be deemed pertinent to the best 
interests of salt water conservation. 

b. The division may refuse to grant permits when 
it is apparent that the best interests of salt water conser
vation will be served by such denial. 

c. Permits so granted will be subject to immediate 
revocation upon conviction for violation of this subsection 
or when it shall be apparent that the best interests of 
salt water conservation will be served by such revocation. 

d. Due to the varied habitats and types of bot
toms and hydrographic conditions, the division shall have 
the authority to specify and regulate the types of gear 
that may be used in the area. Such specifications and 

regulations shall be consonant with sound salt water 
conservation. 

Shrimp regulations; closed area; suspension of license, 
etc~ 

Any person convicted of taking shriinp in a closed 
area who is punishable under 370.15(6} or 370.1.51(5) 
shall, in addition to the penalties set forth therein, have 
his permit and the permit of the boat involved in the 
violation, issued pursuant to 370.15(5), revoked, if he 
holds such a permit, and he shall be ineligible to make 
application for such a permit for a period of two years 
from the date of such conviction. If a person not having a 
permit is convicted hereunder, that person and the boat 
involved in the violation shall not be eligible for such a 
permit for five years. 

Regulation of shrimp fishing in a designated area. 
1. It shall be unlawful to catch or take, or attempt to 

catch or take, with nets in excess of 18 feet on the cork 
line and in excess of 24 feet on the lead line and in 
excess of 3 feet on the leg line with trawl doors or otter 
boards which exceed. 36 inches in length by 18 inches in 
width, shrimping from April 1 to June 15 of each year in 
the following area, to wit: Beginning at a central point on 
Cape San Blas, proceeding thence 180 degrees to a point 
3 miles seaward, thence south.easterly along a meandering 
line 3 miles from the shoreline to a point 3 rniles due 
south of Cape St. George, proceeding thence zero degrees 
to Cape St. George, thence following the shoreline border
ing the Gulf of Mexico to the point of beginning. It is 
unlawful for any person to have in his boat more than 
one net of the. required size at one time to take shrimp -in 
the area herein defined. Provided, however, the depart
ment of natural resources shall issue such permits as are 
necessary for harvesting roe shrimp in pursuance of mari
culture programs. 

2. Any person violating this section shall, upon con
viction, be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor of the 
second degree, punishable as provided in 775.082 or 
775.083. 
Regulations 

Individual counties pass and enforce ordinances within 
their boundaries., 

ALABAMA 

• Laws 
1. JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY OVER SEA

FOODS, ETC. The department of conservation shall have 
full jurisdiction and control of all seafoods existing or 
living in the waters of Alabama, and of all public and 
natural oyster reefs and oyster bottoms of the State of 
Alabama, and it shall ordain, promulgate and enforce all 
rules, regulations and orders deemed by it to be necessary 
for the protection, propagation or conservation of same; 
the department may. by order duly made and published 
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provided. [Title 8, Section 112, 1940 Code; 1936-37 Ex. 
Sess., page 193.] 

5. STANDARD MEASURE FOR OYSTERS OR 
SHRIMP: BY INSPECTOR; RECORD OF MEASURES. 
A standard measure for oysters is established, which said 
measure shall consist of a tub or other round vessel of 
the following dimensions: It shall measure seventeen 
inches in diameter inside at the bottom and twenty-one 
and a half inches in diameter, inside at the tip, and 
fourteen and a half inches inside from the bottom to top 
perpendicularly. Two of these measures filled to the top 
shall make one barrel, and all oysters bought and sold in 
the State in the shell shall be measured. in a measure of 
these dimensions, or a measure holding a fraction or 
multiple thereof. A standard measure for shrimp is 
established, which said measure shall consist of a con
tainer holding not less than two hundred ten pounds of 
raw shrimp with heads or one hundred twenty-five 
pounds of raw shrimp without heads. It shall be unlawful 
for any person to have in his possession any measure for 
oysters in the shell or shrimp which shall differ from the 
measure herein provided for, or demand or require a 
greater or less measure in buying or selling; and no vessel, 
container or measure shall be used in buying or selling 
oysters or shrimp until it has been measured and stamped 
by an inspector of the Division of Seafoods. The said 
inspector shall visit from time to time each place where 
oysters or shrimp are bought and sold for the purpose of 
determining whether the terms of the provisions of this 
Section are complied with. [Title 8, Section 116, 1940 
Code; 1953 General Acts, page 966.] 

6. SOLICITOR TO SUE FOR FEES DUE DEPART
MENT. The solicitor of any county bordering on salt or 
brackish waters or within whose boundary there is a body 
of salt or brackish water shall institute in the name of the 
State of Alabama any necessary proceedings to collect 
any sums due the department of conservation for any 
fees, licenses, taxes, penalties or other charges that may 
be levied under this title, or any rules and regulations 
made by said department under powers conferred on said 
department. Any sums collected in said· proceedings shall 
be paid into the general fund of the department of con
servation. The solicitor shall also prosecute the offender 
for any violation of the laws of this state pertaining to 
the taking, canning or shipment of oysters. [Title 8, 
Section 117; 1940 Code; 1919 Gen. Acts, page 24 2.] 

7. WHEN LICENSE CANCELLED. It shall be 
unlawful for any person to sell, barter, exchange, give or 
deliver to any person, firm or corporation doing business 
in Alabama, any salt water shrimp or oysters after having 
been notified in writing by the department of conserva
tion or its agent to the effect that such person, firm or 
corporation which the department of conservation shall 
name in its notice, has failed or refused to pay the tax on 

salt water shrimp or oysters, or to make the reports in 
writing required by law, or fail to comply with the other 
provisions of this title, and in the event such salt water 
shrimp or oyster catcher, or master of a boat handling 
salt water shrimp or oysters sells, exchanges, barters, gives 
or delivers salt water shrimp or oysters to the person, 
firm or corporation named in the notice, as not having 
complied with the provisions of this title, the department 
of conservation shall enter a cancellation of. the lic.ense to 
take or catch salt water shrimp or oysters, or do business 
against the person, or master of the boat offending against 
this section, which license shall not be re-issued except at 
the discretion of the director of conservation. [Title 8, 
Section 121, 1940 Code; 1919 Gen. Acts, pages 242, 
252.] 

8. SEINES NOT DRAGGED OVER PUBLIC REEFS 
OR PRIVATE GROUNDS. It shall be.unlawful to drag 
any seines over the public reef or private oyster grounds 
in this state. [Title 8, Section 122, 1940 Code; 1919 Gen. 
Acts, page 242.] 

9. PORTS OF ENTRY ESTABLISHED BY DIREC
TOR OF CONSERVATION. The director of conservation 
shall have power to establish ports of entry which shall 
include Alabama Port, Cedar Point, Mobile, Dauphin 
Island and Bayou La Batre, and such ports so established 
shall be the only ports used by persons or boats, landing 
oysters or shrimp in Alabama by water, and it is unlawful 
to so use any other port than those regularly established 
by the said director of conservation. [Title 8, Section 
123, 1940 Code: 1931 Gen. Acts, page 424.) 

10. PERSON TAK.ING OYSTERS OR SHRIMP MUST 
HAVE LICENSE IN POSSESSION. All persons to whom 
a license is issued to catch oysters or shrimp must have 
the same constantly in their possession while taking 
oysters or shrimp, and it shall be unlawful to take oysters 
or shrimp unless a properly issued license to do so is in 
the possession of the person. operating a boat, engaged in 
taking oysters or shrimp, or other persons engaged therein. 
[Title 8, Section 124, 1940 Code; 1919 Gen. Acts, page 
242.] 

11. TAXES; BY WHOM AND HOW PAID. All taxes 
in this title shall be paid by the person, firm or corpora
tion, commonly known as dealers, factories or shiP..pers, 
first marketing the oysters, shrimp, terrapin, turtle or 
other seafood products, and any p_erson who has pur
chased same from a dealer, factory, shipper or any other 
person, who has paid the tax thereon shall not be taxed 
again. Said taxes shall be paid to the chief enforcement 
officer or any other officers of the department charged 
with enforcing the provisions of this title. All taxes, 
licenses and fines collected under this title shall be 
forwarded on the first of the following month to the 
treasurer to be placed to the credit of the conservation 
fund. [Title 8, Section 128, 1940 Code; 1931 Gen. 
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duly authorized agent or agents shall have authority to 
board any boat, barge or other water craft which is 
engaged in the taking or catching of oysters or shrimp or 
to enter the place of business of any person, firm, cor
poration or association engaged in the sea food industry 
or sale of sea foods and by inspection or investigation 
determine whether such boats, barge or other craft or 
such business is in every respect being operated in full 
compliance with the provisions of the sea food laws of 
this state or regulations based thereunder, or whether 
oysters or shrimp or other sea foods are being taken, or 
canned, packed or processed, caught or transported in full 
compliance with the laws relating to oysters and shrimp 
or other sea foods or regulations based· thereunder .. [Title 
8, Section 149, 1940 Code; 1936-37 Ex. Sess., page 
192.] 

22. UNLAWFUL TO USE UNLICENSED WATER 
CRAFT TO TAKE OYSTERS OR SHRIMP. It shall be 
unlawful for any person, firm, corporation or association 
to take or catch, or attempt to take or catch, any oysters 
or shrimp ~y the use of any boat, barge or water craft 
which has not been. duly licensed by the department of 
conservation. [Title 8, Section 151, 1940 Code; 1936-37 
Ex. Sess., page 192.] 

23; UNLAWFUL TO DEAL IN OYSTERS TAKEN 
BY UNLICENSED TONGER, OR SHRIMP BY UN
LICENSED CATCHER, ETC. It shall be unlawful for any 
person, firm, corporation or association to sell or off er 
for sale or to buy or offer to buy any oysters or shrimp 
which have been taken or caught by any unlicensed 
tonger or by an unlicensed dredge, or by an unlicensed 
poat, barge or other unlicensed water craft. [Title 8, 
Section 152, 1940 Code; 1936-37 Ex. Sess., page 192.] 

24. LICENSES FOR USE OF SEINES, TRAWLS 
AND OTHER DEVICES. It shall be unlawful for any 
person, firm or corporation to catch or attempt to catch 
any salt water shrimp by the use of any trawl, seine or 
other device, except castnets, unless an annual license fee 
due and payable on or before the opening date of the 
season as set by the Director of Conservation in each and 
every year at the rate herein provided be paid, and the 
annual license shall be at all times in the possession of 
the party or parties operating same for the purpose of 
taking salt water shrimp, such licenses to be issued by the 
Department of Conservation and. the proceeds thereof, to• 
be placed to the credit of the Seafoods Fund. The follow
ing license tax shall be paid by persons operating seines 
or trawls for the purpose of taking or catching salt water 
shrimp. On all seines or trawls up to thirty feet, seven 
and one-half dollars, from thirty to three hundred feet, 
fifteen dollars, and from three hundred feet to nine 
hundred feet, twenty-two and one-half dollars, and over 
nine hundred feet, thirty-seven and one-half dollars, 
provided, however, any person using seines or trawls of 

sixteen feet or less may catch or attempt to catch salt water 
shrimp for non-commercial purposes in an amount not to 
exceed twenty-five pounds. Provided, however, such 
shrimp taken for non-commercial purposes may only be 
taken during the same season and in the same sizes and in 
the same waters which govern comme~cial shrimping. 
Not~ng herein contained shall be construed as preventing 
the taking of shrimp for bait, at any time,.by duly 
licensed live shrimp bait catchers. [Title 8, Section 154, 
·1940 Code; 1953 General Acts, page 969.] 

25. LICENSES FOR SHRIMP CATCHERS' BOATS. 
It shall be unlawful for any person to use any boat for 
the purpose of drawing a seine or trawl, used in catching 
shrimp, or hauling or carrying shrimp without first having 
secured an annual license due and payable on or before 
the opening date of the season as set by the Director of 
Conservation in each. and every year as follows: For each 
and every boat owned by a resident of this State regard
less of tonnage or capacity, there shall be an annual 
license fee of Seven and 50/100 ($7.50) Dollars. Non
residents shall pay a· license and double the amount 
provided for above, except where such non-resident is a 
resident of a State which has a reciprocal fishing agree
ment with the State of Alabama where such State does 
not itself charge residents of Alabama ·license .fees in 
excess of those charged residents of that State. All pro
ceeds from licenses under this section shall be placed to 
the credit of the Seafoods Fund. [Title 8, Section 155, 
1940 Code; 1961 Acts of Alabama, page 2026, Act No. 
106. Note: The 1961 amendment rewrote this Section.] 

26. DISPOSITION OF SHRIMP NOT FIT FOR 
FOOD. No person shall purchase, sell, can, ship, or other
wise transport any fresh salt water shrimp which are not 
in p'rime condition, that is: suitable· to be eaten by human 
beings as food, and upon condemnation by the chief 
oyster inspector or his assistants of any fresh salt water 
shrimp which have deteriorated to the extent that they 
are not suitable for human consumption, the person, firm, 
corporation or partnership having such fresh salt water 
shrimp so condemned in his possession shall make such 
disposition thereof as the chief oyster inspector or his 
assistants may direct. [Title 8, Section 156, 1940 Code; 
1921 Gen. Acts, page 12.] 

27. TAX WHEN SALE IS FOR CANNING, DRYING 
OR SHIPPING. It shall be unlawful. to catch or market 
salt water shrimp for commercial purposes, that is for 
canning, drying or shipping within the State, unless a tax 
of twelve cents per barrel be paid by the person, firm, or 
corporation catching the same for the purpose of canning, 
drying, or shipping, or purchasing the same from indepen
dent shrimp fishermen for the purpose of canning, drying, 
or shipping and said tax to be paid ·at the Division of 
Seafoods' headquarters not later than the fifth day of 
each month. Any person, firm or corporation who is 
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issue a live shrimp bait dealers license until the applicant 
has furnished to the Director of Conservation such in
formation as the director may prescribe showing that the 
applicant has the necessary equipment and facilities to 
properly keep shrimp alive for sale as bait. The Director, 
before the issuance of a license, may cause an inspection 
of the applicant's gear, equipment, place of business and 
vessel to ascertain if same meet the minimum require
ments for keeping bait shrimp alive. The live shrimp bait 
dealers license may be revoked at any time during the 
issuing year that an agent of the Director of Conservation, 
after inspection, finds that the equipment, gear and vessel 
of the licensee. no longer meet the minimum requirements 
for keeping shrimp alive for sale as bait. Any person. who 
sells,. exchanges, barters, or otherwise disposes of live 
shrimp or attempts to sell, exchange, barter, or otherwise 
dispose of live shrimp, shall be in violation of this Act 
unless he has first purchased the annual live shrimp bait 
dealers license. No holder of a live shrimp bait dealers 
license shall have more than two boa ts in use for the 
purpose of catching shrimp for sale as bait nor more 
than one originally constructed sixteen foot ( 16') trawl 
for each boat. No holder of a live shrimp bait dealers 
license inay have in his boat more than fifteen ( 15) 
pounds of dead shrimp at any time including shrimp to 
be used for his personal, noncommercial use. 

Section 4. Each live bait licensee must furnish the 
Seafoods Division of the Department of Conservation at 
the Dauphin Island office of same, with the Water Safety 
Registration numbers of the boat or boats he designates 
to use as a licensee hereunder, one boat for each $25.00 
license sought, not to exceed two boats to a license, and 
a live bait licensee hereunder is prevented from substitut
ing another boat for a boat as designated above unless he 
gives a two-weeks written notice to the Seafoods Division 
of the Department of Conservation at Dauphin Island 
office of same, setting forth the Water Safety registration 
number of the designated boat to be replaced, and of the 
boat replacing same. 

Section 5. Violation of any of the provisions hereof 
shall be an offense against the State of Alabama, and 
violators shall, upon conviction be fined not less than One 
Hundred ($100.00) Dollars nor more than Five Hundred 
($500.00) Dollars; and any licensee hereunder who shall 
be found guilty of violating any of the provisions hereof 
shall have such license revoked forthwith, and the Depart- • 
ment of Conservation shall not issue another license to 
such licensee for a period of six months after being 
convicted. 

Section 6. Nothing in this law or in any of the laws of 
the State of Alabama shall be so contrued as to prevent 
any citizen thereof from taking or catching or attempting 
to catch or take any shrimp not in quantities greater than 
five (5) pounds for each person in a boat, nor shall more 
than fifteen(~) pounds be caught by any boat each day 

regardless of the number of persons therein, in any of the 
open waters of Mobile Bay below what is known as 
Battleship Causeway without a license therefor and within 
or without the closed seasons as declared by the Director 
of Conservation; provided that such shrimp shall be taken 
only in the manner provided for in Section 2 of Act No. 
322, General Acts of Alabama 1947, page 212 as 
amended by Act No. 717 1953 of Alabama, page 970. 

[Title 8, Section 164 (4), 1940 Code; 1947 Gen. Acts, 
page 212; 1953 Gen. Acts, page 970; Act No. 422 of 
1969 Acts of Alabama.] 

34. ·wHo CONSIDERED NON-RESIDENT: BURDEN 
OF PROOF. No person shall be considered a resident of 
this state, within the meaning of this term used in this 
title, who does not at the time reside in, and who shall 
nothave resided in this state for twelve months next 
preceding the time when any offense with which he is 
charged may have been committed; and, in all questions 
arising as to residence under this title, the burden of 
proof shall rest on the defendent. 

35. SIZE OF MESH IN SALT WATERS. It shall be 
unlawful to have in possession, or use, for the taking of 
salt water fish or other seafoods, seines, nets or trawls 
with a mesh of a size other than that prescribed by the 
rules and regulations of the department of conservation of 
the State of Alabama where practical to conform with 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Florida laws. All measurements 
of seines, nets and trawls are to be taken from knot to 
knot after said nets have been tarred and shrunk. The 
size of the mesh of all seines, nets and trawls and the size 
of other devices which are used for the sole purpose of 
taking minnows, shrimp or other baits for use as bait, 
shall conform to the rules and regulations of the depart
ment of conservation of the State of Alabama. [Title 8, 
Section 171 (1), 1940 Code; 1943 Gen. Acts, page 590.] 

36. UNLAWFUL TO REFUSE TO SUBMIT TO 
INSPECTION OR EV ADE THIS ARTICLE. It shall be 
unlawful for any packer, commissionman, dealer-shipper 
or boatman to refuse to open his place of business or 
boat where fish, oysters or other seafoods may be 
dumped, kept or stored, except his actual residence, for 
inspection by any officer whose duty it is to inspect 
same, or to conspire or agree with any person to evade 
any of the provisions of this article or any laws hereafter 
enacted, or to knowingly connive or-participate in any 
such violation. A violation of the provisions of this 
section shall constitute a misdemeanor and any person, 
firm, or corporation so violating shall be punished by a 
fine of not less than $25.00 nor more than $50.00 for 
each offense. [Title 8, Section 171 (7), 1940 Code; 1943 
Gen. Acts, page 592.] 

37. POSSESSION OR USE OFILLEGAL TACKLE 
OR FISHING DEVICES OR UNLICENSED BOAT OR 
VESSEL. Possession or operation of any illegal tackle or 
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any illegal fishing devices; or --u8e of any boat or vessel 
that is not licensed as required by this article, shall be 
conside.r;e_d prima facie evidence that it is kept or used for 
unlawfirk1,,nrpQses; and-- such possession-. or operation or 
us.e,shal}:be,;punishctbleby-a fine of•not less-than $25.00 
ami<nqt.morethan $500.0R [Title_-8, Section 171 (8), 
194C!tCd(;).~;:l943;Gen~ Acts, page 592.] 

3;8~ r¥iIQ~AtFION OF MISDEMEANOR A violation of 
any';,of theJJtoVisions of this article shall be a misdemeanor 
and the .petsoJ1--;so. violating,• unless .otherwise provided by 
this article, shall be punished. by a•fine of not less than 
$2$'~-00 h9f :morflhan -$10(100.; [Title 8, Section 171 
(T2}', d•940:Code; 1943 Gen. Acts, page 593;] 

3SV:-l:·RECIPROCAL AGREEMENTSAS:TO COM
MERGI~·FISHING~AGREEMENTS AUTHORIZED. 
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webbing used in the construction of shrimp trawls. 
4. MODIFYING OF BAIT SHRIMP.TRAWLS 

PROHIBITED: The size of, and number of, bait shrimp 
trawls per boat shall be limited to one net per boat, the 
size of which net shall not exceed sixteen (16) feet on 
the corkline, the boards of which shall not exceed thirty 
(30) inches by sixteen (16) inches, and the leg lines of 
which shall not exceed four (4) feet in length. There shall 
be no modifying of the larger trawls to this size, such as 
folding the wings back or cutting the hangings back to 
the limited size. The measurement of such trawls apply 
to any net used on any boat taking or attempting to 
take shrimp for bait or for any unlicensed personal 
purpose, or to take or attempt to take shrimp for bait 
under a live Shrimp Dealers· license. 

5. DRAGGING NETS OVER PUBLIC REEFS UN
LAWFUL: It shall be unlawful for any person to drag 
any net, seine or trawl over the public oyster reefs or 
private oyster grounds in this State. 

6. SEASON FOR TAKING SHRIMP: The shrimp 
seasons are set by regulation of the Commission of Con
servation and Natural Resources who, by virtue of the 
authority contained in Section 4, Title 8 of the 1940 
Code, may by order duly made and published, prescribe 
the manner of taking or catching, the time when, and 
designate the places from which seafoods may or may not 
be taken or caught during certain periods of the year, or 
entirely, as may be deemed to be for the best interest of 
the seafood industry; therefore, you should contact the 
Marine Resources Division, Box 188 Dauphin Island, 
Alabama 36528, for information on the latest regulation 
governing the taking of shrimp. 

7. SHRIMPING IN PORTERSVILLE BAY PRO
HIBITED: The taking, catching or attempting to take or 
catch shrimp by trawl, seine or by any other means 
whatsoever for any purpose from the waters known as 
Portersville Bay in Mo bile county, Alabama, shall be 
prohibited and is hereby made unlawful. 

Portersville Bay is more particularly described as 
that body of water which lies within the area described 
as follows: beginning at the southwest point on Mon 
Louis Island, which is known as Barron Point, thence in a 
westerly direction along the south shore line of Cat 
Island, thence westerly along the south shore of Marsh 
Island, thence westerly along the south shore line of the 
Isle aux Herbes, also generally known as Coffee Island, 
thence in a northerly direction along the west shore line 
of the Isle aux Herbes, also known as Coffee Island, to a 
point on the· mainland, which point is due north of the 
northerly tip of the Isle aux Herbes. 

8. SHRIMPING IN HERON BAY PROHIBITED: The 
taking, catching, or attempting to take or catch shrimp 
by trawl, seine or by any other means whatsoever for any 
purpose from the waters known as Heron Bay in Mobile 

County, Alabama, shall be prohibited and is hereby made 
unlawful. 

Heron Bay is more particularly described as that 
body of water lying north of a line extending from Barry 
Point south southeast to Cedar Point in Mobile County, 
Alabama. 

9. WHERE SHRIMP MAY BE TAK.EN FOR BAIT: 
No person, finn or corporation shall take or attempt to 
take any shrimp, by. any means, from any of· the streams, 
rivers, bayous, and/or creeks within the territorial waters 
of the State of Alabama. Nothing in this regulation, how
ever, shall be so construed as to prevent the taking of 
shrimp only for bait purposes in those waters of Mobile 
Bay lying south of Cochrane Bridge Causeway~ and 
specifically including Mobile River on the west, and 
Blakeley River on the east, and those streams lying 
between said rivers, provided such shrimp are taken in 
the manner as set forth by law. 

10. IMPORTATION OF SHRIMP REGULATED: Any 
person or corporation or association may import shrimp 
into the State of Alabama from another state even though 
such shrimp ·weigh less than the minimum weight require
ments prescribed by the laws and regulations. of the State 
of Alabama provided such shrimp were taken or caught 
outside the territorial waters of the State of Alabama. 

Upon the importation of such undersize shrimp, 
the purchaser and/or processor thereof shall maintain a 
written record of the location of the source of such 
shrimp and such records shall be open for inspection to 
the Division of Marine Resources of the Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources upon demand. In 
areas where written proof of the location of taking or 
catching such shrimp is unobtainable, such as Inter
national Waters, the above records of the purchaser and/ 
or processor of such undersize shrimp will serve as proof 
of their being caught in such areas. 

11. LIVE SHRIMP BAIT DEALERS MUST MEET 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: The Department of Con
servation and Natural Resources will not issue a live 
shrimp bait dealers license except to those live shrimp 
bait dealers whose equipment, facilities, and boat meet 
the following requirements: 

Shore Facility 
a. A concrete, wooden or fabricated tank with a 

, minimum capacity of 500 gallons o~ 64 cubic feet (i.e. 
4' x 8' x 2'). 

b. Tank must be aerated by one of the· following: 
1. Circulating water sprayed on the surface 

which may be pumped from the bay, bayou, etc., or 
which may be recirculated from the shrimp tank. 

2. Any commercial fish aerator. 
c. The tank must be indoors or under a shed. 
Boat Facility 
a. Tank with spray system operated by pump or 
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with- a commercial fish aerator. 
b. Boat equipped with live well which has been 

altered or constructed in the following manner: 
1. Bottom hole has forward turned scoop or 

flange sticking below the hull which forces water into' the 
well. when the boat is underway. 

2. An .overflow to run excess water over-
board. 

c. Llve wells without a system for forced·water 
exchange are unsuitable unless a pump or· aerator is 
provided. 

-d. Dealer must own a 16 ft. trawl (ortrawls). 
12. PAYMENT OF SEAFOOD TAXES AT CON

SERV ATJON OEFJCE: AU persons,· firms, corporations or 
associations; whether they be resident or. non .. resident, are 
required to come to any one of the Marine Resources 
Division· offices of the Department. of Conservation and 
Natural Resources, and then and there pay all taxes which 
are required by law on raw oysters and/or canned raw 
oysters·· and/or canned processed oysters, before such raw 
oysters or raw shrimp are transported beyond the 
boundaries_ of the State of Alabama. All 'persons, firms, 
corporations or associations, whether they are resident· or 
non.;i:esident·are required:to come to any one of the 
Marine ;Resources Di:visiOn offices. of the Department of 
Conservation and Natural . Resources, and . then and there 
pay. the teasonable.market value of the···oyster · sl1ells 
which are·to· be· ttartspcfrted beyond the boundari~s :of the 
State--?:f Alabama, phis the cost of replanting the same, as 
provided for by section 129, as amended; of the 1940 
Code.of Alabama. 

MISSISSIPPI 

Laws 
49-15-11. Marine·. conservation commission_; establish

ment - chairmari - membership ~ rules and regulations -
attorney - seal. 

l. The Mississippi Marine Conservation ·Commission is 
hereby established ajd full power is vestedin the com· 
mission fa . manage, tonlrol, supervise and. direct any 
matters pertaining to all saltwater aquatic life not other.; 
wise delegated· to another agency. 

49-15;.15. Jurisdiction, authorjty and•duties of com· 
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shipped raw by the dealer selling or shipping same, that is 
to say, by the first dealer who handles such shrimp, and 
any shrimp sold by any person who has purchased same 
from a dealer who has paid the tax thereon, shall not 
again be taxed. The tax and fee levied by this subsection 
shall not apply to shrimp taken within the territorial 
waters of another state on which a processing tax has 
been paid to or levied by such state. 

Taxes may be collected by the chief inspector 
under this section by distress, and all laws regulating the 
collection of taxes by distress, shall so far as practicable, 
apply to the collection of this tax, but the chief inspector; 
and not the tax collector, shall collect the. same. 

4. Each person, firm or corporation engaged in 
canning, packing, freezing, drying or shipping salt-water 
shrimp in the State of Mississippi shall pay an annual 
privilege tax of fifty dollars ($50.00), and shall receive 
from the secretary of the commission a license therefor 
upon payment of such sum to the secretary, and it shall 
be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to can, 
pack, freeze, dry or ship any salt-water shrimp without 
first having obtained such license. Such license shall be 
nontransferable and a separate license shall be required 
for each factory or place of business. This license shall 
not apply to, nor shall the payment of the annual 
privilege tax of fifty dollars ($50.00) be due by, a dealer 
in fresh seafoods who merely preserves the same for 
future sale to prevent spoilage and is in competition with 
other retailers who are not required to pay this tax. 

49-15-63. General penalty. 
Any person, firm or corporation violating any of 

the provisions of this chapter or any act amendatory 
hereto, or any ordinance duly adopted by the commission, 
unless otherwise specifically provided for herein, shall, on 
conviction, be fined not less than fifty dollars ($50.00), 
nor more than one hundred dollars ($100.00), for the 
first offense; and not less than one hundred dollars 
($100.00), nor· more than five hundred dollars ($500.00), 
or imprisonment in jail for a period not exceeding thirty 
(30) days for any subsequent offense; and upon the con
viction of a third offense, it shall be the duty of the 
court to revoke the license of the convicted party and of 
the boat or vessel used in such violation, and no further 
license shall issue to such person or for said boat to 
engage in. catching or taking of any seafoods from the 
waters of the State of Mississippi for a period of one year 
following such conviction. Except as provided under sub
section 5 of section 40-15-45, any fines collected under 
this section shall be paid to the secretary of the Missis
sippi Marine Conservation Commission, to be paid into 
the seafood fund. 
Regu.lations 

1. WASHING NETS IN RESTRICTED AREAS. It 
shall be unlawful to wash a trawl net by pulling it or by 

dragging it in any of the territorial waters of the State of 
Mississippi which are closed to shrimping. 

It is· also illegal for double rigs to wash their trawls 
or nets in any area where double rigs are prohibited from 
shrimping. 

2. LIVE BAIT DEALERS. All persons, firms or cor
porations, except licensed live bait dealers, as defined in 
Ordinance No. 67, are prohibited during the period 
beginning July 15 and ending August 31 of each year 
from shrimping North or on the inland side of a line 
beginning at a point on the Mississippi-Alabama line one
half (1/2) mile South of where said line intersects the 
mainland; thence running Westerly along the Mississippi 
Coast line and one-half (1/2) mile therefrom to Buoy No. 
18 on the Northeast side of the Biloxi Channel; thence 
running Northwesterly along the Northeast line of said 
Biloxi Channel to Beacon No. 22; thence running South
westerly to the mouth of Grand Bayou; thence running 
along the Northern shore of Deer Island to its Western 
tip; thence running Westerly to permanent Beacon No .. 8; 
thence following the meanderings of the shore line one
half (1/2) mile therefrom to the Bay St. Louis Railroad 
bridge; thence· running West along said Railroad bridge to 
a point one-half (1/2) mile from the shore line; thence 
following the meanderings of the shore line at a distance 
of one-half (1/2) mile therefrom to the red Beacon at 
Bayou Caddy; thence running Northerly to the end of the 
seawall at the mouth of Bayou Caddy. 

Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the 
provisions of this Ordinance shall be guilty of a misde
meanor, and on conviction shall be fined not less than 
$50.00 nor more than $100.00 for the first offense, and 
not less than $100.00 nor more than $500.00 or imprison
ment in jail for a period not exceeding thirty (30) days 
for any subsequent offense. 

3. LIVE BAIT DEALERS DEFINED. A live bait 
shrimp catcher boat is a watercraft having suitable equip
ment to properly harvest and retain aboard in a live 
condition shrimp which are intended solely for use as live 
bait to be dispensed to recreational fishermen. Live bait 
shrimp catcher boats may operate in all waters under the 
jurisdiction of the Commission including wate~s lying 
North of the L&N Railroad except bayous. The season in 
waters North of the L&N Railroad shall open on July 1 

'of each year unless it has been deterrilined by sampling 
that seventy-five percent (75%) of the shrimp are smaller 
than 90-100 count per pound. The season shall end on 
the 3 lst day of December of each year. The catcher boat 
shall also be regulated as follows: 

a. Tows will be limited to fifteen (15) minutes. 
This does not include the time it takes to put out or pick 
up the trawl. 

b. Trawls pulled in Mississippi waters to catch bait 
shrimp will be no larger than six teen ( 16) feet on the 
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corkline; Bait catcher boats must be clearly marked by 
displaying in an easily visible position, both port and 
starboard sides, in letters ·at least six(6) inches high, the 
words: "Bait Boat" or ''Live Bait"; 

c. The said vessels· shall be equipped with shaded 
holdiri.g tank with water circulating system aboard using 
pumps0 capable of lifting '\vater from near the bottom 
where Shrimp are caught. Provided, however, that ·new 
applicants for valid bait trawling license may use a well 
skifffor a period not to exceed thirty days from the date 
ofissuanceof.the·license in lieu of on board holding 
tank. 

d. All persons, firrns, or corporations operating 
livtf bait Catehet boats must have a valid bait trawling 
license· issued by the Mississippi Marine Conservatfon 
Commission. 

e. Bait catcher boat operators must keep records 
shoWing the number of tows made each day, tiine began 
trawling and time ended. The records shall be provided to 
the live bait•refailer receiving the boat operator's catch. 

r:;. ··Trawling hours· shall begin at· sunrise ·and end 
one hC>ur 'be(ore< sunset each day. 

go· Live···bait boat operators may retain ·other fish 
caught?coifiCiderital· to catching bait shrimp and may be 
sold :as'tfium~ · 

• re< Live bait catcher boats may dispense or seH 
live bait~while ifi:the' ptocess. of catching or transp9rting 

liv~ ··~~~-~h.enaut~o~~e~·.·1n writing by.thei.retailer 
who ~rdi~a~ilyip~rchases·thecatcher'ssupply. 

4~ IJ;v:E BAIT DE1\LERS; UOENSE. A shtirnp bait 
dealer;;operator is a person, fiiin, or corporation that 
actively\pufsues'the business·of·supplying the needs of 
sport fishermen.· with brut a.rtd/or ·tackle. arid . other 
recreatio11.a,t fishing needs~ No perso~; firm or corporation 

shall o~e.~ate as a shri~p ·b~t:. de.aler u~less he has first 
obtained a·va1id retail bait license issued by the ·Mis-

sissippi' ~fil"ille ~on~~rva~ort Co~mission~ An applicant 
for a license must have a place to do business or a con
tracturfil agre~meri.l: for i pfabe fo do busi.Iless ·which. will 

be··.~1!i-~:~~~'.\lp~n·.·the · p'rties• ti~()~··1s,s11·apce.·: .•. of·.·a.·.licens.e. 
No person, firm, or corporatfon shallhold a valid retail 
bait liberise'··who' does I1of have a suitable place of business 
a11d meef the following requirenierits: ·• 

a.. Holding tanks for the live bait must be either 
.-............ •. ·. . ..... ·..• •... .. · .. ·. ···•·· ........• · ....... ·... . .. ·. . ' 

circ?ler<o,f ~ac~war typ~· ~it~ a4eq~~~~. ',"~ter . ~°.~' pro-
vide~, ho~~ver, • that re~t,!lgulars~ap~~ta~~~ralreadr in 
us.e ll1aY,C.0,!1t~nue·to .be.·~~ed·· ~h~ri. perfo,rate~ boar~s are 
placed·in come is to prevent live Shrimp.· from·. congregating 
in comers. 

b.· ......•• pe.~d···b~~'·s~tinip·.·may.·be•sold'•·i~··eon.t.aillers·•only 
upf~~·s~te~n{l6} 6unces0Nooulksales shaff be · 
permitted; . · 

.·~(···~?~~ing. ta,nk~ IJ1u.st ?e ·cfo~lried·of de'ad shrimp af least.· every· twelve (12) hours. 

d. ·. There rnustbe someone available<fo sell 1•or 
dispense bait to· customers: ori a regufa.rbasis dunng 
appropriate hours for that type of business. 

e. Records Will be kept by bait retailets;'6f: 
1. Total numbers· of puichaserssetvedbait 

shrimp each day. 
2. Total number dflive shriIIlp sold each day~ 
3. Total sales of chum and•sqtiid inJfotinds 

and value. 
4. Total· cartons of dead shrimp· sold ···each day. 
5. Total sales ()f soft crabs•in number and 

value. 
6. Total sales of hard crabs in dozens arid 

value. 
7. Total sales of bull minnows in number and 

value. 
Failure to comply With any of the tequiierrients 

listed in Section 8003 for live baitshrirhp catcnetboats, 
boat operators and shrimp bait··dealer•operatots respec
tively, shall result in revocation of the license. 

5. PENALTIES FORVIOLATION OFNO'S8l0l, 
8103, 8107. The Chief Inspector, or any otller inspector 
of the ConuriissiOI1 is hereby iilstfucted arid directed to 
make arrest of any person violating the provisiOns of this 
Ordinance, arit:l shall' seiz-e•any and all shrimp caught; 
taken or transpotte d or kept in arty ma:l1.rier >contrafy · to 
the provisions <()f•this OrdiriariCe •arid· u]?Ori conviction shall 
corifiscate'arid,dispose of Same•; and Violators·•shall be 
subjectto fine tip to· $200'"artd siX<('6~ inorithslossof 
license for the first offerise and 'up to $500 fine and up 
to petnfarientloss· of 1icensefotboatopeiators·or dealer· 
operators. 

In addition to the pen.aJ.tyhereirtabove·· set forth; 

any person, firm, or c~~por~tforiviOlat~~g ~Y o~t~e pro· 
visions ofthisOrdinance shall be:guilty of•a misdemeanor, 
and oil corivictfoh thereof, ShalFbe subject to all the 
penaltfes provided l.lridet Section 49;;f);;6J ol' the Missis· 
sippl Code of .1972; 

6/ RESTRICTED ARRA.S•-U sh'all be unlawful for 
any person,. firm, or corporatioll fo take or attempt to 
take or have iil his possessfori, sell, ot offer fo sell ·any 
shrimp•takerifrom•the waters Of the State· of Mississippf' 
lyillg North of the IritercC>astalWaterway under the 
jurisdicti~n of ~his Comniission:~~ter ·s~nset ••of ··April·· 3~tij 

of·e.~~~ .. y~ar·.·.except duri~~.~Yi~rio~w}il~li ..... ~.~al!h~. <··········· 
declared an·open ·~r -clos~d se~sonby ()r.d~r~~r .·()~piJ1~~9'0'({ 
o~thi~ ·commiss~on; duly· spr~adu~~n u.s 1,11i~ut~~.\V~W:··· 
notice tfi~reof publis~ed •• in! a.m~\V~p~perli,~iflg/s,e.~~r~ 
circul~ti?~'.i~:.the ~ou~t!: orC~u~tiesaffected·by··suc}l <;r 

Order·fo~··th~tiffie ··requfre'd ~!·•.·.law~ 
.Tlie···•taking .·an?•···catc~illg .. of. ·~h~m~····for····~~~<.pufe~·: 

at any· tinle is ex P!e~slr: ~rphibited ill St l\1ariin, •])avJ!».~~i~ 
Poito·, Fort·.·and •Graveline ;Bayoqs ·inc Jackson County. · 

All p~rsoris,.•.··nrms'-tihcorporations··are ··pi()}jjb~t~~·cr 
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from shrimping North of a line formed by the Louisville 
& Nashville Railroad bridge in the three coastal counties, 
except for· Biloxi Bay where shrimping shall be prohibited 
within the area formed by lines beginning at the Biloxi 
Lighthouse running southerly to Biloxi Channel Beacon 
"10" thence easterly to the West end of Deer Island, 
thence easterly along the North shore of Deer Island to 
Grand Bayou, thence northeasterly to Marsh point at the 
mouth of Davis Bayou, except as hereinafter provided. 

7. TRAWL BOARDS. Except for a test or try trawl 
measuring not more than 12 feet along the cork line, and 
not more than 15 feet along the lead line, used with 
boards not more than 24 inches long, it shall be unlawful 
for any one boat engaged in the taking or catching of 
shrimp to use more than one trawl, said trawl to measure 
not more than 50 feet along the cork line and not more 
than 60 feet along the lead line, in the waters under the 
jurisdiction of the Commission north of a line from the 
Louisiana boundary to Cat Island to Ship Island to Horn 
Island to Petit Bois Island to the Alabama boundary. This 
regulation shall not apply to the waters under the jurisdic
tion of the Commission south of the line described herein. 

The Chief Inspector or any other inspector of this 
Commission is hereby instructed and directed to inspect 
all boats within the waters under the jurisdiction of this 
Commission North of the islands of Cat, Ship, Horn and 
Petit Bois as hereinabove set forth in Section 1, as to the 
size and number of trawls used in the catching of shrimp, 
and to make arrests of any person aboard the vessel or in 
charge of the vessel violating the provisions of this ordi
nance. Such inspector may draft the aid of captains, 
crews, and boats or licensed vessels to enforce the provi~ 
sions of this ordinance, and may, without warrant, board, 
search and inspect the vessel. 

In addition to the penalty hereinabove set forth, 
any person, firm or corporation violating any provisions 
of this ordinance shall be subject to the penalties pro
vided under House Bill No. 52 of the regular 1960 
Session of the Mississippi Legislature. 

Each section and sub-section of this ordinance 
shall be declared separable and if any section or sub
section or part thereof shall be held invalid or un
constitutional, the balance of said ordinance shall remain 
in full force and effect. 

8. STANDARDS OF MEASURES, OFFICIAL. 
Official Standards of Measures to be utilized by the 
Mississippi Marine Conservation Commission, its in
spectors, employees and all other persons connected 
therewith: 

One ( 1) Barrel of Whole Shrimp. . . . 210 pounds 
One (1) Barrel of Headless Shrimp . . 125 pounds 

9. STATISTICAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. 
In compliance with the Commission order of December 1, 
197 5, establishing a statistical division, the following 
reporting requirements· are spelled out. Data from each 

firm processing any marine fishery products will be 
required annually. 

Shrimp: Employees of the Marine Conservation 
Commission are authorized and empowered to obtain 
information on each vessel fished, depth fished, the total 
catch by species, area in which the vessel fished, depth 
fished, the number of hours fished in each area and the 
size of the shrimp. Since it may be impossible to inter
view every fishing craft, copies of the purchase slip at the 
processing or landing firm will be obtained. Interview data 
from vessels will serve as a sample while purchase slips 
will be the total landed. All out of state vessels shrimping 
in. Mississippi waters will be required to report catch of 
each trip and pay all taxes due on shrimp caught in Mis
sissippi waters. 

LOUISIANA 

Laws 
1. DEFINITIONS. As used in this Title "salt water 

shrimp" includes all species of shrimp or commercial or 
economic value found in the coastal waters of the State and 
in the Gulf of Mexico contiguous to the Louisiana coast, 
including the white shrimp or "common salt water shrimp" 
(Panaeous (sic) setiferus), also called the "lake shrimp"; 
the brown shrimp (Penaeus aztecus); the pink shrimp 
(Penaeus duorarum); the "sea bob" (Xiphopeneus 
kroyeri), also called "six barbes"; the common river 
shrimp (Macro brachium ohione ); the Delta River shrimp 
(Macrobrachium Acantherus) (sic); and any other shrimp 
or shrimp like species which may be taken from coastal 
waters or sold through commercial channels. 

"Take", in its different tenses, includes the act of 
pursuing, netting, capturing, trapping, wounding, or kill
ing by any means or device whatsoever; and includes any 
attempt to seine, trawl for, or catch salt water shrimp. 

"Possess" in its different tenses, includes the act of 
having in possession or control, keeping, detaining, re
straining, or holding as owners, or as agent, bailee, or 
custodial of another and whenever possession, sale or 
purchase of shrimp is prohibited reference is made equally 
to such· shrimp from without the state as to that taken 
within the state. 

"Transport" in its different tenses, includes the act 
of shipping, attempting to ship, receiving or delivering for 
shipment, transporting, conveying, carrying, or exporting, 
by air, land, or water, or by any means whatsoever. 

"Processing" includes any method of preparing 
shrimp for the market, including drying, canning, packing, 
beheading, freezing but not the simple packing of fresh 
shrimp in ice during transportation. 

"Consumer" includes restaurants and other places 
where shrimp is prepared for consumption or otherwise 
utilized, and includes persons using shrimp for bui t. 

The "Length of seines, trawls, or other netting" Is 
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tlie full measure of the extended ·net as in use or in 
possessfon on the fishing grounds, when measured ;.along 
the corkline.between·the.points where.the webbing is 
attached·t() the rope at either end, and does notinclude 
the additional rope used for pulling the net or attaching 
it to the arm-poles or trawl boards. 

:The .':s~e of the mesh'' of netting means the full 
measure of the mesh as. found in use or in possession on 
thefishjng grounds, measuring the foll "bar" stretched 
from the near· side of one knot to the far side of the 
other. As amended Acts 1958; No. 53. 

2. OWNERSHIP. The ownership .of all salt water 
shrimp qr the parts thereof existing in the waters of the 
state iacluding · theit hulls ·or other products is in the 
state in- its soverign capacity. ·These shrimp shall not be 
taken, sold or had in possession except as otherwise 
permitted by this Sub-parL The title of the state to all 
suchShrimp, even though taken in accordance with pro~ 
visions 9fthis Sub-part, alw~ys remains in the state for 
the purpose .of regulating and controlling the use and 
disposition,•th¢reof; · 

3 ... CQN,T,RQLOF SHRIMP FISHERY AND 
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inside and outside waters. The line of demarcation of the 
classes of water shall commence at the coastal boundary 
between Mississippi and Louisiana. The exact delineation 
of this line is presently in litigation. 

B. All waters of the state shoreward of the line 
described in Subsection A hereof within which the tide 
regularly rises and falls or into which saltwater shrimp 
migrate are inside waters. All waters seaward of the line 
described in Subsection A of this section are outside 
waters. Acts 1956, No. 29; Acts 1958, No. 53; Acts 
1962, No. 452; Acts 1971, No. 99; Acts 1972, No. 203. 

5. TRAWLING VESSELS; SIZE OF TRAWLS. 
A. No trawling shall be permitted in inside waters 

during the closed season. No vessel may trawl for shrimp 
pulling more than two trawls. No trawl over fifty feet in 
length along the cork line may be used in inside waters. 

B. No vessel, during the open season, rigged for 
double trawls, nor any Biloxi type vessel, single or double 
rigged, shall trawl in inside waters, except within Breton 
Sound and Chandeleur Sound, in which sounds they may 
in open season trawl up to the outennost points of the 
main land mass. As amended Acts 1962, No. 452; Acts 
1964, No. 490; Acts 1971, No. 179. 

6. ·RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS; EXCEPTION. 
Any persons, firm or association operating a shrimp 
processing plant in this state may take salt water shrimp 
from the waters of this state and process them. 

Any restrictions affecting non-resident persons 
from taking or processing salt water shrimp does not 
apply to the citizens of any state which grant equal 
privileges or .licenses to the citizens of this state which 
said states have entered into the Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Compact under 1950, R.S. 46:41, etc., as 
amended Acts 1952, No. 627. 

7. SEASONS, BAIT SHRIMP. 
A. No person shall take, have in possession, sell 

or offer for sale any saltwater shrimp taken from inside 
waters except in open seasons as herein below described: 

The open seasons for all or part of the inside 
waters shall be fixed by the commission, including the 
right to open or close seasons from time to time other 
than during· the regular seasons, and further including the 
right to set special shrimp seasons for all or part of the 
inside waters. Opening of the seasons shall be based upon 
the best technical data presented to the commission that 
marketable shrimp are available. Seasons may be opened 
or closed at regular meetings of the commission or after 
due notice to the public of a special meeting to determine 
the opening or closing date. Due notice shall consist of 
the issuance of a news release by the commission to news 
media seven days prior to a special meeting. Be it further 
provided that the commission shall fix no less than two 
open seasons each year for all inside waters, one of which 
shall commence not later than May 25 and shall remain 

open a minimum of SO days or until technical data indicates 
a need for closure to protect the forthcoming white shrimp 
population, and the other to commence on the third 
Monday of August and to remain open until the following 
December 21. It is further provided that no open season 
dates shall begin on a Sunday. 

B. Salt water shrimp legally taken and processed 
within the state, may be bought and sold at any time. Salt 
water shrimp in their fresh state, legally taken during the 
open seasons in inside waters, may be possessed for five 
days following the last day of each open season. Bait 
shrimp may be taken in inside waters during the closed 
season, but only in cast nets, dip nets with a diameter not 
to exceed three feet operated only by hand without any 
mechanical device or pulley whatsoever, bait traps, and 
seines less than one hundred feet long, said seines to be 
manually operated on foot and may not in whole or in part 
be operated by any mechanical means or device whatsoever. 
No shrimp may be taken in inside waters during closed 
seasons with the use of a butterfly net, paupier, trawl, night 
trawl, or beam trawl, except as set forth in this Sub-part. 

As amended Acts 1954, No. 348, Acts 1958, No. 
53; Acts 1962, No. 452; Acts 1964, No. 490; Acts 1966, 
No. 54; Acts 1968 Special Session, No. 53; Acts 1969, No. 
60; Acts 1970, No. 504; Acts 1974, No. 490. 

8. SIZE LIMIT. No person shall take or have in posses
sion any salt water shrimp which average more than 68 
specimens to a pound except during the spring open season 
defined in R.S. 56:497(A) when there shall be no limita
tion as to count, and from November 15 to December 20 
when there shall be no limitation as to count on the brown, 
or Brazilian-type shrimp (Penoeus (sic) aztecus). This 
restriction does not apply to "Sea bobs'' (Xiphopeneus 
kroyeri), also called "six barbes" which may be taken or 
sold through commercial channels in any season only in · 
outside waters. There shall be no size limit on bait shrimp 
taken in the manner prescribed in R.S. 56:497 (B) and R.S. 
56:500. As amended Acts 1950, No. 544; Acts 1958; No. 
53; Acts 1962, No. 452. 

9. SEINES, TRAWLS, BEAM TRAWLS AND BUTTER
FLY NETS; SIZE OF MESH; LENGTH; DIAMETER OF 
BUTTERFLY NETS; NAVIGATION LIGHTS. 

A. No persons shall take salt water shrimp with any 
seine or trawl with a mesh size less than three-fourths of an 
inch "bar'' or one and one-half inch stretched, or any beam 
trawl or butterfly net with a mesh less than five-eights of an 
inch "bar" or one and one-fourths inch stretched. No trawl, 
beam trawl or butterfly net may be used in closed waters. 
No person shall use a seine over three thousand feet in 
length, provided that in closed waters no seine may be used 
except as specified for the taking of bait in R.S. 56:497. No 
person shall use a double beam trawl or butterfly net having 
individual nets more than twelve feet in diameter each or a 
single beam trawl or butterfly net greater than twenty-two 
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feet in diameter. Operation of beam. tr.awl and butterfly 
nets shall in no. way impede. or restrict normal navigation, 
and each net shall be equipped with not less than two: 
navigation lights when used between the hours of one•ha1f 
hour after sunset to one-half hour before • sunrise. 

B. For the purpose of licensing, beam trawls and 
butterfly· nets shall be considered as . trawls· and Section 
500 of Title 56 shall. apply~ As. amended· Acts 1950, No. 
544; Acts 1958, Nm 53; Acts 1966; No. 421. 

lrn LENGTH OF TRAWLS IN VERMILION BAY, 
EAST COTE BLANCHE BAY· AND WEST COTE 
BLANCHE BAY;USEOF TRAWLS·IN CALCASIEU 
LAKE. 

A> No person shall use a trawl more than fifty 
feet in length•in the waters of VermilionBay; East Cote 
Blanche Bay or West Cote . Blanche Bay. 

B. No person shall use a trawl for the taking of 
shrimp. at night in Calcasieu Lake, Calcasieu River, and 
Calcasieu Ship .. Channel,<all in Cameron Parish, in the day 
time·arid•in nighttime, during open season. 

c. Any person who. violates the provisions of 
this Section shall he fined itr the amount of fifty dollars, 
together. wiih the·mandatoryseizure and destruction of 
thef12a\vkfor·eachoffense~iAs· amended .Acts 1954,· No. 
25l;Acts:l962,No. 452•;Actsl966, No. 190. 

l'h:c i:L~U1'1mRFLYAND .BOTTOM .NETS; LAKE 
PON''rCHARTRA.INAND JNTRACOASTAL WATER
WAY; .•·;N9;t"\V;lthst~nding 1the•prnvisions of RS.· 56:499 to 
the:co.n~ta~;jn.\tb.at area.of: Lake Pontchartrain south 
and easto.fothe Iriterstate:Highway·· 10 Bridge, south and 
eastward•1toinClude.•the:waters of Lake .st.· Catherine .and 
its passes,.th.e. Rigolets; Unknown·. Pass, and·· Chef Menteur 
Pass·and<squtharid· ea~tward· to Lake. Borgne and that 
portion;;of the' Mississippi.River Gulf outlet and the Intra
coastal Waterway.f~91Ilc•tJie• In~~strial Canal eastward to 
Lake Borgne, shrimp.m~y·betaken with butterfly nets 
and• botto.rri·nets .. A:cts .. •1972,•·No .. ·•558. 

12. .LICENSE FEE; SEINES OR.TRAWLS; 
SEVERANCE TAXES; NON~RESIDENTS;· APPLICA
TIONS ANDAFFIDAVlTS~ No person shall: use a 
shrimp. seine or. trawltiriless ;an anrmal' license fee has 
been paid thereon to the LouisianaWild <Life and Fish
eries Commission as follows: on each.separate saltwater 
shrimp ·seine· or other webbing less· than one hundred feet 
inlength, ten dollars; on. each separate saltwatet·shrtmp 
seine or··otherwebbing. ·one hundred Jeet. or more·; but less 
than .five hundred foet.iri,.length, fifteen dollars; on each 
separate seine .or.other webbing five •hundred·feet. or 
more,· but less than two thousand feet in length, twenty
five. ~oUars; ?n;each separate ~eine, twq··· .• th?usand•Jeet .. ·or 
mbrecbu,tnot•.to•.exceedcthre·e;thoµsanclfeet.in~length, 

;tllirty;:dollars; .on ·e'ach sep~rate tra}\rl,in .. qperation 
sixteellfeet.()r;;;,foss;.•ten.dollars; Ori each,.cSeparatetrawlin 
operation more.than sixteen.· feet;. but less th.an forty feet, 

fifteen dollars; on each separate ···traw:lfortyJeet orc.o:v'~· 
twenty dollars~ Oominercial vessels may.::qse a:test.tra\\'· 
not exceeding sixteen feet1witho11tad,ditie>nallicense · · 
provided that a license fee has ·been .. paitLon one•·o.r .mor· 
larger• trawls. Any· ·person·selling.'his. catch. shall·· be ·con". 
sideted ·as .·a·.·commercial fisherman•·and•must·have all 
necessarylicenses. The holder :of a shrimp seine or trawl; 
license may sell any fish• or crustaceans other than shri:Ql 
that happen to. be caught in the ·shrimp seine or traWl an·· 
the holder of a trawl license may· seUfish taken .with· pol• 
and line •or cast net without the :payment of additional 
license or licenses.· Any sports fisherman maydn.•open 
waters in open seasons use a trawlnotto exceed sixteen 
feet without .. payment .. of license, provided •the . shrimp . 
taken with· such trawl are. used for bait or: for his• own 
consumption and are notsold,·traded, or otherwise 
permitted to· enter into conunerce,·and ·•shall not· exceed 
one hundred {100)· poundsjn the aggregate. at one time 
per.day·.to .. each boatirrespective of the number.of per• 
sons thereon. No. vessel shall engage • oqbe J,1.Sed, in .com"'. 
mercial salt water shrimp .. fishing in Louisiana waters until 
a license therefor according. to its linear feetlength shall 
be procured as follows: Not.more than forty.feet, .five 
dollars; more: than fo10ty Jeet,. ten.d()llats .. No. license shall 
be required 'of any vessel .. u$ed exclusiyely fpr .. sports fish
ing and for .no other purpose. As,a.condition ofthe 
application fem .the granting. of the. license, all· shrimp 
caught. ortransported by .JJ:ie .vessel wh.ile. 'the license is 
outstanding are ... deemedto.h~\r:~ qe.e11Jakenin .thewaters 
of Louisiana; and subjecLto•.seve.ranceJax. thereon~ 
Nothing to the contrary•. sh~lbe cla4ne.d·. · 

No vessel,. licensed .or not; shaltengage .or .. be used 
in. transporting shrimp taken in' Louisiana.watersctopoin ts 
out of.the.· state unless severance taxes :have been paid 
thereon, or unless. due arfangerirent has been made for 
paytnent,with .the Commissi6n tinder regulations made by 
the Commission at .. the port of exit established as pro
videdin RS .. •56:506. If·convenienceornecessity·requires 
a. place beyond ·the.· boundacy of this state' such place 
may·be established.as a port .. ofexit; 

Vesselsoperatingin buying, freighting, or trans• 
porting saltwater shrimp•as:pe·rmitted py.RS. 56:502, 
whether operatedfor or.by.wholesalets'or.not, shallhave 
license• therefor on the·· same 'bftsis as thoseissuedJor 
fishing vessels with respect.·tomdmp.trarisported by· 
them to points outsid.e. of the state; :theirrights•and 
obligations shall be the, same as,.vessels takirig shrimp 
from the waters.· Any boatJicensed he·t~underforishtimp 
fishing may also engage in.:commetciahfisbing without the 
payment of an additional bO~hlicenS,e:-

Yessels owned· or operatedb¥~bona .. fide citizens··· 
oLa. stat¢. which hasrheret<Jfor~,:en~¢ted;inlo .a: re9ipro.cal 
agteetnentwit11·Louisian~:underth¢ auth;orJ.t){: .. ofAct·.10 
of the First Extraordinary/Session· of.the Louisiana· 
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Legislature of 1940 may be licensed under this Sub-part 
to engage in such shrimp fishing and freighting operations 
in the same waters in which Louisiana citizens are licensed 
and permitted to operate. 

Citizens of such reciprocating states, and boats 
owned by such bona fide citizens, may catch or take and 
transport shrimp from those waters of Louisiana de
scribed, upon payment of the same licenses and· taxes as 
levied upon citizens of Louisiana and upon boa ts owned 
by them. 

However, no person, nor any. vessel owned in 
whole or part by any person, firm or corporation shall be 
licensed to catch or transport shrimp in the described 
waters of Louisiana under such reciprocal agreement, 
unless the person, and the individuals composing the 
partnership, association or corporation are citizens of such 
reciprocating state and have actually resided in such state 
at least two years next preceding the application for a 
license under this Sub-part. Each application for a license 
under the reciprocal agreement shall be accompanied by 
an affidavit giving full details regarding the domicile and 
residence of the applicant and of the ownership of the 
vessel. 

dealer and shall pay an· annual license of fifty dollars. 
Each processor or wholesaler shall submit to the com
missioner the names and addresses of all buyers, agents, 
and freight· or ice boats solely in his employ, whether on 
a salary or other basis. 

The priveleges of a wholesaler include the 
privileges of a retailer and of dealers of fish and oysters 
without additional license. Wholesalers' licenses shall be 
issued only to persons who have been bona fide residents 
of Louisiana for at least two years. 

All shrimp processing plants and wholesale dealers 
shall keep, in the English language, records of the date, 
quantity, and point of origin of each lot of shrimp re
ceived, from whom purchased and to whom sold. These 
records shall be maintained intact for three years, and 
shall be open to inspection by the commissioner. 

14. LICENSE; WHOLESALER'S.AGENT; MANI
FEST OF CARGO OF VESSEL CARRYING SHRIMP. 
Each person engaged in the buying of salt water shrimp 
as a wholesaler's agent, whether on a commission or 
salary basis or otherwise, and not selling in the open 
market, including the owner or operator of any vessel 
buying, freighting, or transporting salt water shrimp, shall 

All applications and affidavits required under this pay an annual license of ten dollars and is responsible for 
Sub-part shall be filed with the Commission and preserved, any illegal transactions ensuing between the time he pur
and be subject to public inspection as in the case of other chases from the fisherman and the time they are accepted 
public records. by the wholesaler for whom he is operating. A person 

Any material misstatement of fact regarding the engaged in the buying of salt water shrimp for more than 
domicile or residence of the applicant, or of the owner- one wholesaler, and any owner or operator of any vessel 
ship of the vessel for which application is made, sup- buying, freighting, or transporting salt water shrimp for 
ported by false affidavits, subjects the person making such more than one wholesaler, shall purchase a wholesaler's 
affidavit to prosecution and subjects the vessel to forfei- license. 
ture as provided for forfeiture of vessels and equipment All vessels transporting shrimp shall keep in writ-
in this Sub-part. ing a manifest of their cargo, a copy of which shall be 

Any person convicted of making false affidavit to filed on each trip with the dealer or processor to which 
any application required under this Sub-part shall be delivery is made and a copy sent to the department. 
fined not less than five hundred dollars nor more than Statements giving the date, quantity, and point of origin 
one thousand dollars and imprisoned for not less than of each lot, and from whom purchased and to whom 
ninety days nor more than six months. delivered, shall be sent to the department on forms fur-

The fine and jail sentence herein provided shall nished for the purpose, not later than the tenth of the 
be mandatory. and shall not be suspended for any cause month following date of delivery. 
or reason whatsoever, nor shall any diminution of any 15. RETAILER'S LICENSE. Each resident person 
sentence be granted or allowed for good behavior or buying and selling salt water shrimp for retail sale, includ-
otherwise. As amended, Acts 1952. No. 627; Acts 1958, ing the sale of bait, to the consumer, shall purchase from 
No. 53. ' the Commission a five (5) dollar annual license. The 

13. LICENSE; PROCESSORS AND WHOLESALERS. privileges of a retailer entitle him to retail fish, crabs and 
No person shall buy and sell or process shrimp in oysters without additional license. Retailers shall buy 
Louisiana without having first obtained from the com- direct only from licensed producers or licensed. commer-
missioner an annual license. cial fishermen and said retailers shall pay the severance 

Each shrimp factory, platform, or other process- tax provided herein, and shall file with the Commission 
ing plant, and each resident person buying or handling between April first and April tenth; July first and July 
shrimp for resale to others than consumers, whether on a tenth; October first and October tenth; and January first 
commission basis or otherwise, and each resident person and January tenth a complete sworn report on printed 
shipping salt water shrimp out of the state is a wholesale forms furnished by the Commission of the amount of 
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of salt water shrimp made to points outside the state 
other than by common carrier, shall be registered by the 
owner or his agent at some port of exit established by the 
department before they can be legally transported to 
points outside the state. 

When fresh shrimp are marketed in original 
packages so that the entire contents are not readily in
spectable by the purchaser, each package shall be tagged 

· or identified with the name, address, and license number 
of the packer. 

Failure to tag and identify the package constitutes 
a violation of this Sub-part. No person shall purchase, 
acquire, or accept ·such a package unless tagged and 
identified. 

18. PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS OF SUB-PART. 
Whoever violates any provisions of this Sub-part, including 
but not restricted to commercial fishermen, processors, 
wholesalers and retail dealers, where fine or imprisonment 
has not been otherwise specifically provided, shall be 
mandatorily fined not less than two hundred ($200) 
dollars nor more than five hundred ($500) dollars or 
sentenced to serve not less than fifteen nor more than 
thirty days in jail or both, for the first offense; not less 
than five hundred ($500) dollars nor more than one 
thousand ($1000) dollars and not less than sixty nor 
more than ninety days in jail for the second offense. For 
the third and all subsequent offenses, the fine shall be not 
less than seven hundred fifty ($7 SO) dollars nor more 
than one thousand ($1000) dollars and not less than 
ninety days nor more than one hundred twenty days in 
jail, and in addition, the license under which operations 
are being conducted shall be revoked and shall not be 
reinstated at any time during the period for which it has 
been issued and for one year thereafter. The jail sentence 
herein provided shall be mandatory, except for the first 
offense which shall be at the discretion of the court, and 
no sentence or fine shall be suspended for any cause or 
reason whatsoever, nor shall any diminution of any 
sentence be granted or allowed for good behavior or 
otherwise. In addition thereto, and in the same proceed
ings, the seines, trawls, other devices or equipment, 
tackle, etc., used in the violation shall be forfeited by 
order of the Court imposing the fine and sentence to the 
Louisiana Wild Llfe and Fisheries Commission for such 
disposition as in its discretion it may see fit to make. As 
amended Acts 1950, No. 544; Acts 1958, No. 53. 

19. SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE OF VESSELS OR 
EQUIPMENT USED ILLEGALLY; RELEASE. 

A. Vessels, airplanes, vehicles, or other forms of 
transport used in the illegal taking or transportation of 
salt water shrimp shall be seized and taken into possession 
by the department. The department shall release the 
seizure upon the owner or person in charge thereof fur
nishing a bond with security, of not more than twenty-five 

hundred dollars, as fixed and approved by the judge of the 
district court having jurisdiction. 

B. The vessel, airplane, vehicle, or other thing, all 
hereinafter designated "the thing", is liable to forfeiture 
upon proceedings instituted to that end by the· district 
attorney having jurisdiction or the department through its 
authorized attorney. The district court may decree the 
forfeiture of the thing, which shall be sold at public auc
tion by the sheriff, without the necessity of appraise
ment, but after notice of seizure and advertisement as 
prescribed by law for the sale of movable property seized 
under a writ of fieri facias. The proceeds of the sale, less 
the cost of seizure, keeping, and sale, shall be paid into 
the state treasury to the credit of the department. 

C. Whenever a charge of illegal taking or trans
portation of salt water shrimp shall be nolle prosequied 
by the district attorney for the parish in which the viola
tion is alleged, or shall be dismissed by the district court 
on the basis of a preliminary hearing or other preliminary 
proceedings, or when an accused fisherman is acquitted 
following a trial in the. district court of the parish in 
which the violation is alleged to have occurred, then, any 
and all vessels, airplanes, vehicles, other forms of trans
port, shrimp, nets and any and all other equipment and 
paraphernalia seized in the arrest, shall be returned to the 
individual accused of said violation immediately without 
the necessity of any further proceedings or rules to show 
cause, or otherwise. Where the possibility of further 
prosecution exists, as in cases of a nolle prosequi by the 
district attorney, or as in case of dismissal before trial by 
the court, the district attorney and/or the Wildlife and 
Fisheries Commission shall leave the authority to photo
graph the vessels, airplanes, vehicles, or other parapher
nalia, for preservation as evidence, provided that said 
photographs are made immediately and do not cause a 
delay in the return of said items to the accused fisherman. 
Amended by Acts 1970, No. 544. 

20. PETITION BY COMMISSIONER FOR SUSPEN
SION RATHER THAN FORFEITURE; RELEASE 
UNDER BOND BETWEEN SEASONS. Where forfeiture 
shall, in the judgment of the commissioner or court, 
exceed justice, the commissioner may petition for a 
suspension of the operation of the thing. If guilt is 
established the court shall impose a suspension of the 

• operation for not less than thirty days nor more than 
ninety days. Where suspension is ordered, the thing shall 
be kept in the custody of the department at the cost and 
risk of the thing, its owner, or opera tor and not released 
until all cost and charges are paid. The owner or operator 
may name a keeper at his own expense, the thing to be 
deemed to continue in the custody of the department, 
notwithstanding. The days of suspension provided for 
means for a vessel, days of open season. If the term of 
suspension has not expired before the current season is 
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closed, the vessel may be released atthe end of the 
season on giving bond, with security, approved by the 
commission, conditioned on its return to the custody of 
the department at the beginning of the next season. The 
vessel'under no condition shall operate in the fisheries in 
whichifhad•been engaged when seized,· until its term of 
suspension has been served. during the days of open 
season. 

21. FORFEITURE OR SUSPENSION WHERE 
OWNER ORLESSEE.IS WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OR 
CONSENT; PUNISHMENT Of PERSON IN CHARGE 
ORCOMMAND AT TIME OF OFFENSE. Where forfei
ture or suspension is decreed. by the District Court 
haVing jurisdiction, and where the owner or lessee of the 
thirigCJ:">rC:>ves that the offense was committed without his 
knowledge or consent, the captain, pilot, or person in 
charge oricoinmand ofthe thing at the time of the 
offense shal:Fby order of court be enjoined and :suspended · 
from engaging ill shrimp fishing or other operations 
haVing to· de>' with shrimp for not less than sixty days nor 
more than six incinths. Irt addition, he shall be subjected 
to the fin~s and penalties provided in R.S. 56:507. As 
amended :Acts ·1958,·• No~ 53~ 

22~ REGUL.ATIONOFIN REM PROCEEDINGS. 

Pr°:F~~~!~g~is~an b~ in•femin~ofar:as not.· inco~sistent with 
th.e0~~.~~~i?ns•··°:·~R.~·····S6~:·S08••through··56:·.·5·.l2·;cThe··inrem 
pro9e~~~g~;p~ov~~e~ ~otin R.~;.34: 8? l ·through 3'f :817 
sh~ .~~.f~llo~~~ w~e~11ot.·inc9nsistent wi~hthe·· foregoing. 
Noti9e s~~ll;~~ ~iven<bythe· Commission as· provided in· R.S. 
34:896; ~~rs9i1s interes.te~m~y file. answ~rs.·as .• ·pr°:vided 
in R.S.~4:808fif the claiinantfails to answer plaintiffs 
petition., default may be'takenas provided·in · R.S. 
34: 809~ 'The· plaintiff may, at its option, join a suit in 
persoriafu agaillst the vessel owrter or the operator. As 
amended Acts 1950, No~ 316~ Acts 1958, No. 53. 

23. JURISDICTION OF ~O~T~. For the pu11>oses 
of this Sub-part the jurisdiction< of the DistricLCourts of 
any pari~~ .. exte.n~~·t?t}ielimit~.:?f····the·.··state's:s?~erei~~ty· 
over tidal waters and·.the bottoms thereof. Proceedings 
may· be brought·irt'the···parishwhere ·theoffense··occurs or· 
at the liome pottof any· vesseL No person charged, or 
owner' ·opefatot, 6f other person in interest, ·shall except 
to the jurisdiction of any ·court proceeding under this 
Section/ uruess at the. time he discloses the jurisdiction 
within :which· the· thing was opeiatirig ·at the tinl~ at1d 
place{charged With violation~ ·lfthe: operator or owner 
pr~~e~sesignor~~ce of the jurisdiction; ther~ ··s}iall be .no 
change·of venue· from the place where the ·proceeding 
was beguh/ As amended Acts 1958, ;No. 53. 

24~ . COMPROMISE::S¥ COMMISS10N; PROCEDURE~ 
Up.~11 seizuie1offli.~rt~irig and 'eit~el"bef?ret)! after 
pro:eedings :have been filed·· in the' District Court, the; 

CommissionJp~y,,as p~rt~ l'laintiff, ~nt7rinto. a compro
mise;with parties defendant; and file a pleading setting 

forth the· seizure. and···ca1lse thereof arid the agreement:: 

The ca~ shall be ·docketedand witlithe··~~p~~~al···of th~''· 
Court shall be the basis· of 'a firial civil·judgment entitled·" 

to full.··al!thoiity,. faith and~r?dit,.bi~~iI1~·~f1 ~~~~ie·s 
thereto, upon .which. orders .• and decre~S·· .. ?~t~eF~tut ip.'Y 
issue directed. to proper partie·s with·· the fo~F.~.· and effect 
of a thing adjudged. No compromise shall be affected 
where the actual suspension ··of the •:thiJ:lg'.sJialf be ol'dered<t 
and decreed· fot less·. than ten days. If it· be showrfthal1 

the owner. or lessee is Wit}iout. gu~ltr kno\\fl~~ge, the 
guilty· parties. shall be fined and imprisoned as provided 
in R.S.56:507~ As amendedActsl958:~ No.·53. 

25. . JURISDICTION WHERE OFFENSE COMMITTED 
IN RIVER BETWEEN TWOPARISHES. If any offense 
is alleged to have. been comriiifted ·.ill a· riverdiViding tWo 
parishes, any court in either iparish has te rrltdrialjtirisdic~'·; 
tion if otherwise competent as provided irt>this Sub;;partj 
If coll'lfnitted>in any lake, bay; inlet, or other body of 
water bounded by more than·one parish, any courtin:art¥ 
parish bordedng·on such waters has territorialjurisdidtio 
if otherwisei.Competel1t as provided in this ;Sub .. part. 

26. JURISDICTION. WHERE OFFENSE.C@MMITTBQ' 
IN GULF OF MEXICO~ If an offense·:is aUegedto have<·' 
been· committed .i11 the·.· GulfaoJMexiC6' within the waters 
of. Louisia~a, ar1Y comt'in any parish b?rdetirig on ;the :/\' 
Glllf'has::territorialjurisdictionff··otherwisecompetent··u·tw1~ 
providedi ill the Stib-part. 

27·:.·• DEFINITIONS; FORFEI'FURES·FOR ·FRAUD; 
' . . . 

No.· p~rs<>n.·sh~l. be .·c~nstru~d.·~.o ~e ... ~ b~l1a fi~e• reside.~~ 
of the state unless theindividualor the individuals com; 

posing the·. ·patt~ership·.···or ··assobiatio~~ .. ·. or· iri the···.case·· •. or···a 
corporation~ the officers and owners of•all of the cor• 
po rate stock, are bona fide residents. of. the·. state artd ha 
actufillr·resid~d .. hereinin~fe'.tfiantwo·years·rtext·pteced; 
ing.··the •• dateofthe .~ppli:a~ion ~or alice11se under this 
Sub.;~a:rt. Non;.reside11ts ~h.~ ha~~ o~ned· stockin a cor~ 
porationmorethan two years nextprecedfugJuly 31, 
1946 are not affected hereby. Whete the proof shows thli 
a license as. a .resident· has been ·obtained !">Y fraud or sub 
tefl1ge, the vessels and equipll'lentused under thatlicens 
shall be forfeited by. proceedings maintained as provided· 
for the· forfeiture of Vessels<il1 this Su.b~patt 

28 .. LICENSE REQUIRED FOR SHIPMENTINTO : 
OR OUT OF· STATE OF SH&IMP ·OR OYSTERS FOR' 

PAY,SAf.,E, BARTER, ?~··~~Cii~G~• ....•. No no.n~ 
resident c°:rnmercial fis~e~arl sh_a.ll b~ng into tfils .. state 
or· carry out of this state ~~y ;shfinl~ ·Or oys~ers on a~~ 
boat for pay,or·for.the.purpose ot>sale,barter~ or ex·;/ 
change; withotif first ··having·produce(:l· a .noh~tesident 
comme.icial · fishermarFs•li~ense~ ·. 

No ·perso11·· sha.n··bnngititothis··sfate 'Or car& cf 
take· •. oufofthis state inany·noti-residenfdommeteia'.l> · 
fishi?g boat any shrimpor.oysfe~sf?~ pay,.or •. fort}ie 
purpose of sale, barter, or exchange; without first hayf 
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procured a non-resident commercial fishing boat license. 
Note: This section has been declared unconstitu

tional although never repealed. 
29. PENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF SUB-PART; 

SEIZURES AUTHORIZED. Whoever fails to comply 
with or violates any provision of this Sub-part, shall be 
fined not less than one hundred dollars nor more than 
one thousand dollars, or imprisoned for not less than one 
month nor more than one year, or both. The department 
or its authorized agent may seize and hold boa ts, nets, 
seines, trawls or other tackle until after trial of the 
defendant without being maintained against the depart
ment or its authorized agents therefor. 

30. BOATS MAINTAINED FOR ENFORCEMENT~ 
The department shall keep and maintain suitable boats 
for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of this Sub
part. 

31. DISPOSITION OF MONEYS RECEIVED. All 
moneys collected under the provisions of this Sub-part 
from fines paid for violation of the provisions of this 
Sub-part shall be remitted to the department not later 
than the tenth of the month following collection and 
shall be deposited by the department in the state treasury 
to the credit of the department's fund. 

32. ENFORCEMENT OF PENALTIES BY CIVIL 
PROCEEDINGS. All penalties provided in this Sub-part 
shall be enforced against corporations by civil proceedings 
instituted by the proper enforcement officers of this 
state. 

33. DEFINITION OF NON-RESIDENT COM
MERCIAL FISHERMAN. "Non-resident commercial 
fisherman" means any person who is a citizen of any 
other state, or any person who has not continually been 
a hona fide inhabitant of this state for two years. 
"Person" includes partnerships, associations, and corpora-
l ions who have not continually had a bona fide place of 
h11siness in this state for the same period of time and who 
take or assist in taking or catching shrimp or oysters from 
1 he tidal waters of this state for pay or for purpose of 
sale, barter, or exchange. 

:14. DEFINITION OF NON-RESIDENT COM-
M i':llCIAL FISHING BOAT. "Non-resident commercial 
I 1sh ing boat" means any boat or vessel registered in any 
11t her state, or which has not continually been registered 
111 this state for a period of more than twelve months, or 
which is not owned by any person which has had a bona 
I 1dc residence or place of business in this state for two 
,·1·ars, and which is used for the purpose of taking or 
.1\sisl ing in taking or catching shrimp or oysters from the 
11da I salt waters of this state for pay or for the purpose 
'ii sale, barter, or exchange. 
/,',·gu/ations 

I. LENGTH OF TRAWL. Netting along cork line-

50' maximum inside waters. 
2. INSIDE WATERS. All waters of the state shore

ward of a line commencing from the mouth of Sabine 
Pass in an easterly direction following the· offshore .. 
beaches to South Point on Marsh Isle, thence .in a direct 
line to Eugene I. Lighthouse; then continuing in an 
easterly direction along the beaches to the west end of 
Isle Dernieres and then easterly along the beaches of Isle 
Dernieres, Wine Isle and Timbalier Islands to the mouth 
of Bayou Lafourche; then eastward along the beaches of 
the main land mass including Grand Isle and Grand Terre . 
to the Mississippi Delta; then along the shores of the Mis
sissippi Delta, excluding the passes of the River to Bird 
Island; thence in a northeasterly direction to and along 
the beaches of the Breton Island and Chandeleur Island 
complex to the Mississippi line. 

3. OPEN SEASON. 
a. Spring Season. No less than two seasons each 

year, not later than May 25 extending for a period of not 
less than 50 consecutive days or until technical data 
indicates a need for closure to protect the forthcoming 
white shrimp population. 

b. Fall Season. Third Monday in August until 
December 21. 

4. DURING CLOSED SEASON 
a. There shall be no closed season in outside 

waters. 
b. All trawls prohibited from inside waters. 
c. Butterfly Nets prohibited from inside waters. 
d. Cast Nets, Dip Nets, Bait Traps or Shrimp 

Seines less than 100 feet may be used if operated 
manually. 

5. SIZE COUNT 
a. Spring Season - No Count 
b. Fall Season - 68 Count 
c. Closed Season - No Count 
d. Exception: 

1. Sea Bobs - No Count 
2. Brown (Brazilian) - No Count Nov. 15, 

Dec. 20. 
3. Bait Shrimp - No count during Open or 

Closed Seasons if taken with Cast Net, Dip Net, Bait 
Traps or manually operated Seines 100 feet or less. 

6. GENERAL TRAWL & SEINE REGULATIONS. 
1. Only one (1) trawl may be used at a time in 

inside waters except that double rigs may be used within 
Breton and Chandeleur Sounds. A license is required for 
each trawl in use except that licensed commercial trawlers 
may use one 16' test trawl without paying additional 
license fee for test trawl. 

2. Maximum trawl length-50 feet in inside 
waters. 

3. Mesh-3/4" square or 1 1/2" stretched. 
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TrawlS prohibited in inside waters during closed 

Trawls prohibited in closed waters. 
Maximum length Seine-3 ;000 feet. 
Trawl or seine license plus vessel license re

quired for· Commercial use. 
8·t· No· trawl or vessel license required for sports

meri:using trawls 16' or· less for own bait purposes and 
own consumption only. 

Laws 
Licenses 

TEXAS 

h<COMMERCIAL .GULF SHRIMP BOAT - is 
registered ·boat used for catching shrimp or other edible 
aquatic products for pay or sale from the Gulf or "Out
side Waters" or unloading products caught outside of 
Texas; License fee, $50.00. License expires August 31. 

2. COMMERCIAL·BA¥SHRIMPBOAT- is 
registered boat· used for taking. for pay or· sale shrimp 
from ih:e major bays. or other edible. aquatic products 
from the ~'Inside" or "Bay Waters." License fee, $40~00. 
Llcense'may~ ':be· purchased only in January and· February 
and· expires< March l .•of the folloWing year. 

3.,: COMMERCIAL BAIT SHRIMP BOAT - is 

1. · INSIJ)E WATERS·~· mean· all bays{passes, river, 
or other• bodies of water landward from the·. Gulf and fa 
which the-tide.··rises and falls. 
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days inclusive and this area is also closed to. night shrimp
ing (30 minutes after sunset to 30 minutes before sunrise) 
at all times. Seabobs may be taken in this closed season 
during daylight hours only by commercial shrimp boats 
using no smaller than 5 stretched meshes in 6 1 /2 inches. 
The catch taken in this period may not include more than 
10 percent by weight or numbers of shrimp of other 
species. 

Shrimp Size 
For shrimp taken from "Outside Waters" and from 

"Inside Waters" during the "Fall Open Season" the legal 
shrimp count is not more than 65 headless or 39 heads~ 
on per pound.· Shrimp taken during the "Spring Open 
Season," shrimp taken for bait, shrimp graded and landed 
and sea-bobs are not required to meet count requirements. 

Shrimp for Personal Use 
1. LEGAL MEANS FOR TAKING - Shrimp may be 

taken for personal use from all coastal waters except 
passes by means of a cast net, dip net, bait trap, manually 
operated minnow seine not exceeding 20 feet in length or 
"Individual Bait - Shrimp Trawl." Only one "Individual 
Bait-Shrimp Trawl" is permitted per boat. This trawl may 
not exceed 20 feet in width measured between the doors 
(boards), may not have a mesh size smaller than 5 
stretched meshes in 8 3/4 inches, and may not have doors 
(boards) exceeding 15 inches by 30 inches ( 450 square 
inches) each. 

In "Outside Waters" during open "Gulf Seasons" 
shrimp may be taken by a manually operated seine not 
exceeding 400 feet in length with a mesh size no smaller 
than 1 1/2 inches except for the bag and 50 feet on each 
side of the bag which may have a mesh size no smaller 
than 1 inch square. This seine may not be used within 
one mile of any pass. All marine life taken and not 
retained when using this seine must be returned to the 
waters from which taken. 

2. CATCH LIMITS - No more than 2 quarts of 
shrimp per person or more than 4 quarts per boat may be 
in possession aboard any boat using an "Individual Bait
Shrimp Trawl" during any closed season in "Inside 
Waters." No shrimp for any purpose may be taken from 
"Outside Waters" during closed "Gulf Seasons." 

100 pounds of legal size whole shrimp per day may 
be taken by any legal means from "Major Bays" during 
the "Fall Open Season" and from the "Outside Waters" • 
during all open "Gulf Seasons." 

15 pounds of any size whole shrimp may be taken 
by any legal means from "Major Bays" during the "Spring 
Open Season." 

3. SPECIAL PROVISIONS - It is unlawful to buy or 
sell shrimp taken for personal use. 

Commercial shrimping hours apply to individuals 
shrimping for personal use. 

Inside Waters - Commercial Bait-Shrimp Boats. 
1. LEGAL MEANS OF TAKING - Only one trawl 

;not to exceed 25 feet in width and one try net not to 
exceed 5 feet in width are permitted. The trawl may not 
have a mesh size smaller than 5 stretched meshes in 
6 1 /2 inches. 

2. CATCH LIMIT - No more than 150 pounds of 
any size whole shrimp per day may be taken or possessed 
on board. At least 50% of the on-board catch must be 
kept in a live condition and all shrimp on board must 
have heads attached. 

3. SPECIAL PROVISIONS - Except in the Laguna 
Madre, shrimping is not permitted between sunset and 
sunrise during the "Fall Open Season." 

Selling or unloading shrimp from a "Commercial 
Bait-Shrimp Boat" is not permitted except to a licensed 
"Bait Shrimp Dealer" or to a sport fisherman operating a 
boat in the "Inside Waters." 

Inside ·Waters - Commercial Bay Shrimp Boats 
1. LEGAL MEANS OF TAKING, "SPRING OPEN 

SEASON" - Only one trawl not to exceed 25 feet in 
width and one try net are permitted. The trawl may not 
have a mesh size smaller than 5 stretched meshes in 
6 1/2 inches. 

2. LEGAL MEANS OF TAKING, "FALLOPEN 
SEASON" - Only one trawl not to exceed 65 feet in 
width and one try net not to exceed 12 feet in width are 
permitted. The trawl may not have a mesh size smaller 
than 5 stretched meshes in 8 3/4 inches. 

3. CATCH LIMITS, "SPRING OPEN SEASON" - No 
more than 300 pounds of any size whole shrimp per day 
may be taken or possessed on board. Shrimp may be 
taken from "Major Bays" only. 

4. CATCH LIMITS, "FALL OPEN SEASON" - Catch 
and possession limits are not restricted. 

5. SPECIAL PROVISIONS - Shrimp may be taken 
during the period beginning thirty (30) minutes_ before 
sunrise and ending thirty (30) minutes after sunset. 

Outside Waters - Commercial Gulf Shrimp Boats. 
1. LEGAL MEANS OF TAKING - There are no 

restrictions on the number or size of trawls for use in 
"Outside Waters" except trawls must have a mesh size no 
smaller than 5 stretched meshes in 8 3/4 inches and try 
nets may not exceed 12 feet in width. When taking white 
shrimp during the summer closed season and when taking 
seabobs during the winter closed season inside the seven 
fathom limit· certain trawl· restrictions apply as specified 
under the heading "Seasons" in the "Gulf Seasons" 
section. 

2. CATCH LIMITS, OPEN "GULF SEASONS" -
Catch and possession limits are not restricted. 
Regulations 

1. All widths specified for commercial trawls and try 
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nets shall be measured along the.corkline .or headrope 
from hanging to hanging~ 

2. Mesh sizes specified for commercial trawls for use 
in "Inside Waters" apply to the trawl, bag and trawl 
liner. 

3. It is unlawful to head shrimp aboard a boat in 
inside waters, or to dump same, except in artificial passes, 
canals, or basins. 

4. Fresh shrimp may be held in possession ()rij)' 

throµgh>open.·· seasons arid 5 .·days· thereafter ~xce* ~~ 
bait deajers and ·sport··.fishermen znay··havesame t1J.t9µg)i, 
out the yean " 

5. It is unlawful to shrimp in any pass leatHng··fronf 
the inside. waters to the outside waters of the state~ 

6. For further information, please contact your.fop813 
game warden or the Parks and Wildlife Department~ · 
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Appendix D. Glossary 

Brown Shrimp: Penaeus az tecus 
This species is found in commercial quantities 

throughout the. five-State region. The peak of the brown 
shrimp harvest occurs during the summer. 
Catch and Effort Statistics 

Data describing catches of commercially important 
species by location of capture, size or age composition 
of catch, quantity captured by particular gear or vessel 
type, and time expended fishing. This information can 
be obtained by a "trip" or "weigh out" ticket which 
accompanies the sale of fish. (See CPUE) 
CPUE: Catch Per Unit of Effort 

The catch of fish, in numbers or in weight, taken by 
a defined unit of fishing effort. 
Fishery 

One or more stocks of fish which can be treated as a 
unit for purposes of conservation and management and 
which are identified on the basis of geographical, 
scientific, technical, recreational and economic charac
teristics; and any fishing for such stocks. 
Fishery Conservation Zone 

A zone contiguous to the territorial sea of the United 
States. The inner boundary of the fishery conservation 
zone is a line coterminous with· the seaward boundary of 
each of the coastal States, and the other boundary of 
such zone is a line drawn in such a manner that each 
point on it is 200 nautical miles from the baseline from 
which the territorial sea is measured~ 
GMFMC: Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 

Consists of the States of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Alabama and Florida and has authority over the fisheries 
in the Gulf of Mexico seaward of such States. 
GS-FFMB: The Gulf State-Federal Fisheries Management 
Board 

This Board was set up through the auspices of the Gulf 
States Marine Fisheries Commission to coordinate and 
manage (at the pleasure of the Gulf States) the marine 
fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico in the territorial seas. 
GSMFC: ·The Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission 

This Commission was set up as a result of an inter
state compact and is presently composed of all the Gulf 
States. The purpose of the Commission is to promote the 
better utilization of marine fisheries through the develop
ment of joint programs. 
Hy menopenaeus robustus 

See royal .red shrimp 

Mortality Rates 
Mortality rates can be considered generally as two 

types. The first of these is natural mortality, and it can 
be used to describe all deaths except fishing. The second 
is fishing mortality, and this refers to all deaths caused 
by fishing. 
NMFS: The National Marine Fisheries Service 

The Federal agency devoted to dealing with marine 
fisheries problems; NMFS is a component of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) within 
the United States Department of Commerce. 
Nursery Area . (Shrimp) 

Inshore estuarine and marsh areas containing suitable 
habitat for growth and protection of postlarval and 
juvenile shrimp. 
Optimum Yield 

That part of a fishery that will provide "the greatest 
overall benefit to the Nation, with particular reference 
to food production and recreational opportunities-". 
In other words, a variety of economic, social and eco
logical factors are taken into account as well as biological 
factors. 
Parent-progeny Relationship 

Sometimes known as the spawner-recruitment relation
ship, this refers to the quantitative relationship between 
abundance of mature spawning adults and the number of 
individuals entering the harvestable stock. 
Penaeus aztecus 

See brown shrimp. 
Penaeus duorarum 

See pink shrimp. 
Penaeus setiferus 

See white shrimp. 
Pink Shrimp: Penaeus duorarum 

This shrimp is of commercial significance primarily in 
Florida. Many pink shrimp reach commercial size during 
the late fall and are utilized. The spring pink shrimp 

• fishery (April-June) is dependent on overwintering 
survivors. 
Population Dynamics 

A discipline which attempts to describe and quantify 
basic population characteristics such as growth and 
mortality rates of the population rather than the 
individual. Also, particular emphasis is placed upon the 
study of the reaction of populations to perturbations, 
such as commercial or recreational fishing. 
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Recruitment Patterns (Shrimp) 
This can refer to entry of postlarval and juvenile 

shrimp to nursery grounds in estuaries. However, it can 
also refer to entry of subadult shrimp into commercial 
fishing grounds such as bays and sounds or near shore 
waters. Because the regional shrimp plan applies to the 
entire shrimp system, both definitions are used where 
appropriate. 
Rock Shrimp: Sicyonia spp. 

Shrimp caught almost exclusively in the Florida 
fishery. 
Roe Shrimp 

All large white shrimp found during the spring are 
commonly referred to as roe shrimp. Technically, how
ever, the term refers only to gravid (egg bearing) females 
found during this time. 
Royal Red Shrimp: Hymenopenaeus robustus 

A deep water shrimp which shows a potential for 
increased commercial importance in the future. 
Salinity 

High, medium and low salinity values depend on 
averages for an area. They may vary considerably from 
one area to another as, for example, between coastal 
marshes in Louisiana and south Texas. 
Seabob: Xiphopenaeus kroyeri 

A small shrimp caught almost exclusively in the 
Louisiana fishery. 
Sicyonia spp. 

See rock shrimp. 
Spawner-Recruit Relationship 

See parent-progeny relationship. 
S-FFMP: State-Federal Fisheries Management Program 

This program within NMFS is a cooperative, inter
governmental approach to fisheries management. It 
establishes a partnership between one or more States 
and the Federal Government for the development, 
implementation and administration of fishery manage
ment plans with inputs from user groups. 
Staging Ground 

Open water areas of large bays or sounds where 
juvenile and adult shrimp congregate prior to. migrating 
offshore. 
Strategy 

The process of deciding on objectives, or changes in 

these objectives, on the resources used to attain these 
objectives and on the policies that are to govern the 
acquisition, use and disposition of the resources. This 
term describes a type of planning program of a broad 
nature which gives overall direction to the organization. 
The emphasis is on the pattern of basic objectives and 
goals and the major policies and plans for achieving 
them. The purpose of strategies is to determine and 
communicate, through a system of major objectives 
and policies, a picture of what kind of program is 
envisioned. It is not an attempt to outline how the 
program is to be detailed. It is a framework to guide 
the management authority for program development. 
Strategic Planning 

Involves services to be provided, basic ways to effect 
these services, timing and sequence of major steps, targets 
to be met, and must be flexible to accept changes for 
improvement. It will essentially consist of a systematic 
arrangement of inputs, with outputs being policies which 
could be used to develop regulations, programs and 
guidelines, and also used to solve identified problems. 
The management authority can further develop the out
puts more specifically as more data are obtained and 
entered as inputs. 
Tactical 

Involving 'actions or means to accomplish an end. 
Relates to the planning and execution of small-scale 
actions as part of a larger purpose, and is made or 
carried out with only a limited or immediate end in 
view. (Sometimes called short-range planning, or opera
tional planning.) 
Trachypenaeus spp. 

Small shrimps of minor importance in the commercial 
fishery. A generally used· common n3me is not available. 
White Shrimp: Penaeus setif erus 

This species is found in the five-State region. White 
shrimp are caught mainly during late fall and early 
winter. 
Xiphopenaeus kroyer 

See seabob. 
Yield-Per-Recruit Analysis 

Mathematical techniques to determine the proper size 
of capture of a species given known growth, natural 
mortality and fishing mortality rates. 
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